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Abstract
Scanning-electron-beam lithography (SEBL) is the workhorse of nanoscale lithogra-
phy in part because of the high brightness of the Schottky source of electrons, but
also benefiting from decades of incremental innovation and engineering of apparatus
around the Schottky source. Light ions are an attractive intermediary between elec-
trons and heavy ions in terms of exposure efficiency and resolution by attaining a min-
imal interaction volume within the resist layer, if only we had bright sources of these
light ions and could thus achieve small spot sizes. In this thesis, I present sub-10-nm
lithography at high exposure efficiency using the gas field ionization source (GFIS)
with helium and neon ions. I also present preliminary results using the magneto-
optical trap ion source (MOTIS) with lithium ions.
This work has also challenged the understanding of exposure efficiency as directly
proportional to the so-called stopping power of incident beam particles — i.e. the
average energy loss per unit path length, particularly for thin (less than 20 nm thick)
resist. Values of stopping power are readily obtained via the popular Stopping and
Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software for a variety of beam species and target
materials at various landing energies, making this metric particularly convenient for
predicting exposure efficiency. However, the exposure efficiency of neon ions for thin
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist on bulk silicon is similar to that of gallium ions
at 20-30 keV landing energy despite SRIM indicating a much larger stopping power for
the gallium ions. Separating stopping power into nuclear and electronic components
reveals that both the neon and gallium ions have similar electronic stopping powers.
This correspondence points to electronic stopping power as a better indication of
exposure efficiency in ion beam lithography.
Unfortunately, the use of electronic stopping power alone to predict exposure
efficiency has too been challenged by the data. Whereas the exposure efficiencies of
neon and gallium ions were much higher than that of helium ions for the landing
energies studied, the electronic stopping powers were all similar. One interpretation
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of this anomaly is that slower ions, i.e. neon and gallium ions in this case, for the
same total energy dissipated via ionization per unit path length, produce a red-
shifted secondary-electron (SE) spectrum (with a correspondingly larger number of
SEs), and that these lower-energy SEs are more efficient at exposure of resist. Such a
phenomenon would be hidden by reliance on a single number, the electronic stopping
power, to predict exposure efficiency.
In addition to demonstrating sub-10-nm lithography at high exposure efficiency
with light-ion beams, this thesis provides data toward predicting exposure efficiency
in charged-particle-beam lithography in a way that is as simple as possible, but not
simpler, using point exposures in a thin-film, high-contrast resist process. In con-
trast with SEBL, the lithographic techniques presented in this thesis are at their
infancy. With further development, light-ion-beam lithography may serve as a useful
complement to SEBL for nanofabrication in a wide variety of contexts.
Thesis Supervisor: Karl K. Berggren
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces and motivates the field of nanofabrication, explains the
importance of resist-based lithography for nanofabrication, and discusses limits on
achievable resolution. The state of the art of scanning-charged-particle-beam lithog-
raphy is discussed, and the potential role of light-ion beams in advancing the state of
the art is argued, motivating the work to be presented in subsequent chapters.
1.1 Why nanofabrication?
Nanofabrication is a technical field concerned with making structures with critical
dimensions . 100 nm. Such miniaturization has two principal motivations. First,
reducing the dimensions of structures can allow an increase in component density
for a system. Such an increase in density allows for greater performance of the
system without increasing its footprint. In the case of systems for which the cost of
manufacture is largely a function of footprint, an increase in component density means
a decrease in cost per function. For example, this economic incentive has famously
driven the scaling of integrated-circuit components by the semiconductor industry
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for the manufacture of logic and memory chips [1]. Under the same incentive, the
magnetic storage industry has pursued the development of bit-patterned media [2].
The second principal motivation for nanofabrication is the investigation and ex-
ploitation of physical phenomena that controllably emerge only with precise and ac-
curate fabrication at the nanoscale. A few examples of such phenomena are single-
photon detection by superconducting nanowires [3], the focusing of light by plasmon
resonance [4], memristance [5], and the directed self-assembly of block copolymers [6].
Although the semiconductor industry remains highly invested in the advancement of
techniques for nanofabrication, there is a wide array of applications for nanofabrica-
tion that extends far beyond integrated circuits.
1.2 Why resist-based lithography for nanofabrica-
tion?
A crucial distinction among techniques for nanofabrication is between pattern gen-
eration and pattern replication. Pattern generation is the original fabrication of a
pattern in a material, whereas pattern replication (sometimes called pattern amplifi-
cation) is the use of the original pattern to fabricate copies. For example, one may
scan a focused beam of ions across a thin metal foil in a controlled fashion to sput-
ter an original pattern through that foil and subsequently use the foil as a stencil
to project a copy of the pattern onto a photolabile polymer film using a collimated
UV light source [7]. The ion sputtering of the foil would be an example of pattern
generation, and the UV light projection to produce a copy of the foil pattern would
be an example of pattern replication.
A further distinction among techniques for pattern generation at the nanoscale
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is between parametric patterning1 and arbitrary (non-parametric) patterning. An
example of parametric patterning is optical interference lithography [8], the delivery
of a linear grating pattern to a photolabile film. The free parameter in interference
lithography is the pitch of the grating. Another example of parametric patterning is
the templated self-assembly of a diblock copolymer film [9], which is the annealing
of the film in the presence of a template structure fabricated prior to the film’s de-
position. The parameterization underlying the generated pattern is a function of the
geometry of the template and its chemical affinity to the block copolymer; the Flory-
Huggins parameter, molecular weight, and volume fraction between components of
the block copolymer; and the annealing conditions. An example of arbitrary pattern-
ing is scanning-electron-beam lithography [10], for which a focused beam of electrons
is scanned across a film to produce a planar pattern of chemical or physical change
in the film.
The most common technique for arbitrary pattern generation at the nanoscale is
the scanning of a focused beam of charged particles. This technique is versatile in that
it can be used for additive, subtractive, or transformative processes. Furthermore,
fabrication by scanning-charged-particle beams has adequate throughput for many
applications due to fast deflection of the beam via magnetic or electrostatic deflection.
Although scanning-charged-particle beams can be used for additive, subtractive,
or transformative processes, the latter is the most flexible. Examples of additive
processes are electron- and ion-beam-induced deposition (EBID [11] and IBID [12],
respectively), which deposit a pattern onto a substrate by decomposing gaseous
molecules introduced to the vacuum chamber above the substrate. An example of a
subtractive process is ion sputtering [13], which ablates a pattern into the substrate
1The term “parametric patterning” is non-standard and is introduced here as a means to clarify
the meaning of arbitrary patterning, which is non-parametric.
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to produce a counter-relief structure. Finally, an example of a transformative pro-
cess is electron-beam lithography of a “resist” film, so named because such a film is
designed to resist etching. The beam neither deposits nor ablates material directly
in this process. Rather, the beam transforms the exposed material such that it is
more or less soluble than the unexposed material in a developer solution. After de-
velopment, subtractive or additive patterning may be accomplished for a material
that is not labile to the beam radiation, and therein lies the flexibility of resist-based
lithography. For example, the specimen may be etched to subtractively pattern an
underlying film, and the resist is then stripped. Alternatively, an additive process
known as “liftoff” [14] may be performed, in which a blanket film is evaporated onto
the specimen and then the resist is stripped so that it lifts off only the portion of
the evaporated film that sat atop the pattern of undeveloped resist. Due in part to
its ability to accommodate both additive and subtractive processes for a wide variety
of materials, resist-based lithography — also known simply as lithography — is the
most common technique for nanoscale pattern generation.
1.3 What limits resolution in lithography?
In this thesis, resolution is defined as the minimum distance (alternatively, the half-
distance) between developed resist features. For a grating pattern, this metric is
equivalent to the minimum pitch (or half-pitch). This measure of resolution is also
referred to as point-to-point resolution, distinct from gap resolution and edge resolu-
tion (see Figure 1.1).
Resolution is a widely used but contentious term [15]. A definition may depend
solely on beam size, or rather the lateral extent of the interaction volume between the
beam and resist. The full width at half maximum of the point-spread function (PSF)
17
Figure 1.1: Resolution defined as the minimum distance between features.
would be one such definition. Another definition may depend more on image contrast
than on a feature width, for example the maximum spatial frequency (or rather, its
inverse) possible for a given minimum image contrast. One definition proposed by
Sato and Orloff [16] explicitly includes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the optical
system: the density-of-information carrying capacity, which is based on results of
Shannon’s information theory.
This thesis adopts a simple point-to-point distance measurement to quantify res-
olution and does not include SNR directly in measuring resolution. However, the
concept of beam brightness is introduced, and high brightness is presented a motivat-
ing factor for exploring the resolution capability of a beam. The distinction between
beam brightness and beam emittance, which will also be discussed, is related to the
distinction between the density-of-information carrying capacity of a beam and the
point-to-point resolution of that beam. By emphasizing the importance of beam
brightness rather than beam emittance, the idea of sufficient current (and thus SNR)
being required for useful resolution is emphasized.
The two distinguishing characteristics of a charged-particle-beam lithographic pro-
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cess are the beam and the resist. To fabricate a pattern at high resolution, both the
beam and the resist must accommodate this resolution. For the beam, the metric
of interest is the point spread function (PSF), i.e., the spatial distribution of energy
dissipation in the resist. For the resist, the metric of interest is the so-called con-
trast of the resist process, i.e., a measure of the sensitivity of the resist’s solubility in
developer to the areal dose density delivered by the beam.
Figure 1.2 depicts the contrast of a resist process as the thinness of a development-
uncertainty band [17] for conversion of particle dose to, in this case, insolubility of
a negative-tone resist in its developer. The thinnest band corresponds to infinite
contrast and thus a minimum of uncertainty about whether or not the particle dose
at a given position results in full insolubility of the resist at that position. As the
development-uncertainty band widens to correspond to a finite but still-large contrast,
the increasing uncertainty in the function mapping dose to insolubilization results in
sloped-sidewall profiles for developed resist features. Finally, as the development-
uncertainty band widens considerably, such low contrast results in severely degraded
profiles for developed resist features. Thus, the development-uncertainty band is
a measure of the resist process contrast (i.e., a small band corresponds to a high
contrast).
Resist process contrast is as important to the ultimate resolution of a lithographic
process as is the spatial distribution of energy dissipation by the beam in the re-
sist, i.e. the point-spread function (PSF). Figure 1.3 illustrates the joint role played
by the PSF and the resist contrast in determining the minimum pitch of a grating
pattern fabricated by resist-based lithography. The PSF may be capable of produc-
ing a grating of maximal image contrast for a specified pitch. However, poor resist
contrast will result in significant footing between features when the so-called onset
dose D0 is below the sum of doses delivered between intended features. This footing
19
Figure 1.2: Low resist-process contrast degrades feature profiles.
inhibits subsequent pattern transfer. Thus, the resolution of the lithographic process
is degraded by low resist contrast.
1.4 Advancing the state of the art with light-ion
beams
Decades of technical progress have advanced the state of the art in resist-based lithog-
raphy toward higher resolution, and sub-10-nm resolution has recently been achieved
with electron-beam lithography (EBL) of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist [18].
As Figure 1.4 shows, HSQ is a negative-tone resist that has proven capable of resolv-
ing 9-nm pitch structures. Crucial to achieving this high resolution was the invention
of a “salty” developer for HSQ that increased the contrast of the process [19].
The recent achievement of sub-10-nm lithographic resolution has increased de-
mand for metrology at this length scale, specifically to better characterize lithographic
20
Figure 1.3: Ultimate resolution depends both on the beam point-spread function and
on the resist process contrast.
Figure 1.4: Hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) is a high-resolution resist for electron-
beam lithography. HSQ is a negative-tone resist; the pre-exposure “cage” form of HSQ
is shown, as is the insoluble network form [20]. The scanning-electron micrograph of
the HSQ nested-Ls developed on bare Si was presented in [18].
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limits [21]. It is at this scale that limiting aspects of the lithographic process typi-
cally categorized as secondary aspects of the process — primary-particle scattering,
secondary-electron range, developer loading effects, etc. — come to the forefront and
warrant careful study in order to ascertain the ultimate resolution of high-fidelity
arbitrary pattern generation via resist-based lithography. The fundamental processes
bound what is ultimately possible using lithography at the nanoscale.
Although investigation of resist processing is important for understanding resolu-
tion limits in lithography, this thesis fixes the selection of resist process to HSQ and
salty development [19] to focus attention on variation of the beam rather than the
resist used for lithography. The resolution supported by the selected resist process
has not been established. An upper bound on the resolution using electron-beam
lithography is 9 nm pitch [18] with perhaps 4 nm feature size [21]. One limitation
on the resolution of the resist process may be a so-called loading effect [22] on devel-
opment whereby the development rate decreases with pattern density. The effect of
salty developer may be to decrease a loading effect on resist development by reducing
charge screening at the resist-developer interface through the presence of the salt [18].
Experiments on use of an applied electric potential to reduce charge screening [23]
corroborate the theory that a loading effect limits the resolution of this resist process
at the nanoscale.
This thesis investigates the fundamental resolution limits of resist-based lithogra-
phy from the perspective of the beam and its properties. As Figure 1.5 illustrates,
spot size is merely a lower bound on resolution. That is, the projection of a focused
beam waist through some range in the resist is merely a lower bound on the inter-
action volume of the beam with the resist. Thus, spot size is only a lower bound on
the spatial distribution of energy dissipation in the resist, which in turn bounds the
minimum resolvable distance between adjacent developed features, i.e. lithographic
22
Figure 1.5: Spot size is merely a lower bound on resolution.
resolution. It is important to note that what matters for resist exposure is the spatial
distribution of energy dissipation and not the interaction volume represented by a set
of particle trajectories; however, because additional assumptions are implicit in the
conversion of a set of trajectories to a PSF, and because the interaction volume does
provide a measure of interest to a discussion of lithographic resolution, I will present
trajectory plots as well as PSFs in this thesis.
Even though spot size is only a lower bound on resolution, the spot size must be
small for secondary effects such as primary-particle scattering and secondary-electron
range to be maximally important. Thus, even for a beam that may nominally undergo
less scattering in a resist and may have a smaller secondary-electron range, these
desirable properties of the beam have little practical value when the beam spot size
is large compared to a beam that may undergo more scattering or have a higher
secondary-electron range. For example, ion beams have a rich history of vying to
replace the electron beam as the tool of choice for scanning-beam nanolithography
[7], but ion beams have been hampered by limitations on spot size stemming from
low source brightness.
Scanning-electron-beam lithography (SEBL) is the workhorse of nanoscale lithog-
raphy in part because of the high brightness of the Schottky source of electrons —
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also known as the thermal field emitter. High brightness means a small spot size
may be obtained with sufficient current for good throughput and/or SNR. There is
a tradeoff between beam current and spot size because of conservation of brightness
B in an optical column. What follows is a simplified derivation based on the work of
Wells [24]. For source current density J ; small beam convergence angle α such that
J = BΩ ≈ Bpiα2,
where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the emitted particles; and spot size d, the
beam current I at the sample may be expressed as
I ≤ pi
(
d
2
)2
J =
pid2
4
Bpiα2 (1.1)
and thus
d ≥
√
4I
pi2B
1
α
. (1.2)
Focusing in charged-particle systems is limited by chromatic and spherical aberration,
which both increase with α, rather than by diffraction. Given this cap on α, the
maximum current that can be delivered to a spot of size d, ignoring space charge and
statistical Coulomb effects, is limited by source brightness.
This thesis was motivated by the commercial development of an ion source with
brightness larger than both the Schottky electron emitter and the gallium liquid metal
ion source (LMIS), which is the most common source for ion-beam nanofabrication
due in part to its high brightness. Table 1.1 lists the brightnesses of the Schottky and
LMIS sources, along with the brightness of the gas field ionization source (GFIS).
Due to its high brightness for light ions, the development of the GFIS has reignited
interest in scanning-ion-beam lithography for nanofabrication.
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Source type Brightness [A/cm2sr]
gas field (He+, Ne+) > 4× 109
thermal field emitter (e−) ∼ 108
liquid metal (Ga+) ∼ 106
Table 1.1: High-brightness sources of light noble gas ions [25], electrons [26], and
gallium ions [27].
Figure 1.6: Mechanisms of particle-energy spread in a solid.
Interest in light ions for resist-based lithography stems from light ions being an
intermediate species between electrons and heavy ions. Electrons undergo more scat-
tering and produce higher-energy secondary electrons than ions do [28]. However,
heavy ions such as gallium knock atoms in the target, giving rise to recoil-atom
scattering and sputtering. Figure 1.6 illustrates the mechanisms of particle-energy
spread in a solid after impingement from a beam. Light ions, given a high-brightness
source to achieve a small spot size with sufficient current, could exhibit a reduction
in interaction volume in the resist relative to both electrons and heavy ions.
To exemplify the reduction in total interaction volume that a light ion proffers
relative to an electron at a given landing energy, Figure 1.7 compares the results of
simulation of interaction volume for a 30 keV electron beam versus a 30 keV helium-
ion beam, both into 30 nm of HSQ on Si. Both simulations are plots of multiple
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of interaction volumes between electrons and helium ions at
30 keV.
primary-particle trajectories. The free and popular CASINO2 software [29] was used
to simulate and plot the electron trajectories, and the also free and popular SRIM3
software [30] was used to simulate and plot the ion trajectories. The helium-ion
cloud clearly occupies far less volume than the electron cloud. The welcome result
of the reduction in interaction volume for lithography would be the reduction of
cooperative exposure effects, whereby (1) unintended features would be exposed due
to the addition of dose tails of nearby features and/or (2) intended features would
exhibit variations in critical dimensions due to such cooperative exposure. These
proximity effects have been recognized as a challenge of electron-beam lithography
for decades [31].
2“monte CArlo SImulation of electroN trajectory in sOlids”. Version 2.4.2. Available from
http://www.gel.usherbrooke.ca/casino/.
3Stopping and Range of Ion in Matter. Version 2008-04. Available from http://www.srim.org/.
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Figure 1.8: Light ions stop and spread farther than heavy ions.
Heavy ions exhibit a smaller total interaction volume relative to light ions, but
the increased interaction of a heavy ion with target atoms causes a widening of the
part of the total interaction volume that is within the resist. Figure 1.8 illustrates
this effect by comparing sets of trajectories for gallium ions versus helium ions at the
same landing energy and into the same target. As with Figure 1.7, the ion trajectories
were produced and plotted using the SRIM software.
To further illustrate the reduction in interaction volume within a resist that use
of a light ion for lithography represents relative to either a heavy ion or an electron,
Figure 1.9 reproduces the results of Figure 1.8, including a zoom-in of the resist layer,
and also includes a plot of a set of 5-keV-landing-energy electron trajectories for the
same target. These plots are produced by the joint simulator of ions and electrons
that I developed and that is introduced in more detail in Chapter 3. The central idea
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Figure 1.9: Light ions represent a tradeoff between high primary scattering (electrons)
and high recoil scattering (heavy ions).
of Figures 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 is that light ions are an attractive intermediary between
electrons and heavy ions in terms of attaining a minimal scattering-based interaction
volume within the resist layer, if only we had a bright source of these light ions!
Other than increased resolution through a decrease in beam-resist interaction vol-
ume, the other potential advantage of ion lithography over electron lithography is the
higher exposure efficiency of ions relative to electrons at similar landing energies [7].
The exposure efficiency is proportional to the electronic stopping power. I measure
exposure efficiency, also known as resist sensitivity to the given exposure species, in
one of three ways: (1) noting the minimum dose required for proper exposure of a
structure, (2) extracting the normalization factor of a measured PSF, and (3) measur-
ing a so-called contrast curve and noting the onset of resist sensitivity for the exposure
of large-area pads. The first method is most direct and is employed throughout the
studies presented in this thesis. The other methods are referred to principally as a
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means of cross-checking results of the first method with existing literature and other
collected data.
The brightness of a beam is the ratio of its current to its emittance. The emit-
tance, in turn, is a measure of the phase space volume of the beam transverse to
the propagation axis [32]. Both brightness and emittance are conserved in an optical
column in the absence of interactions among particles of the beam. At the beam
source, the phase space volume occupied by the beam can be expressed simply as
∫ ∫
dAdΩ = A× Ω , (1.3)
where A is the (virtual) source size and Ω is the solid angle of emission from the
source. More generally, the rms (root-mean-squared) transverse emittance ˜x at a
cross-section of the beam along its propagation axis may be expressed as the product
of the rms width x˜ and the rms (thermal) divergence x˜′ th of the beam. The product
of the rms emittances for each of the two transverse axes results in a measure of
the four-dimensional volume in phase space occupied by the beam. Because high
transverse confinement in position and momentum is desired at the focus of a beam
for highest resolution, low emittance is desired.
Low emittance is the key to small spot size for a beam. Substituting
brightness =
current
emittance
=
I
A× Ω , (1.4)
into Equation (1.2) obtains
d ≥ 2
piα
√
A× Ω . (1.5)
This means that spot size is limited by the product of source size and divergence.
The origin of low emittance for the Schottky source, the LMIS, and the GFIS is the
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small source size. In fact, the extremely small source size of the GFIS is the key
to its capacity for focusing to subnanometer spot size. In contrast, the origin of low
emittance for the magneto-optical trap ion source (MOTIS), which will be introduced
in Chapter 5, is the extremely small divergence of the source.
In this thesis I use several metrics to quantify the performance of a lithographic
system. The concept of exposure efficiency was briefly introduced, and will be dis-
cussed in more detail in subsequent chapters in relation to data. The point-to-point
measure of resolution was insisted, and use of pitch or half-pitch of a grating pattern
as an equivalent measure will be used throughout the thesis. Each metric will be in
general re-introduced or clarified prior to its first use in a chapter.
One particularly important method used throughout the thesis that warrants a
brief introduction here is the method used to measure a point-spread function. This
method is illustrated in Figure 1.10. The procedure is to measure the half-width
of a sequence of point exposures of increasing dose. Given a high-contrast resist
process and thus a thin development-uncertainty band, the measuring of the radii of
developed point exposures is a sampling of the unnormalized point-spread function,
where the normalization constant is the sensitivity of the resist [33]:
f(r) =
D0
Q(r)
=
sensitivity [fC/nm2]
dose [fC]
. (1.6)
More details about this measurement for the particular studies presented in this thesis
are included in the corresponding chapters.
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Figure 1.10: Method to measure the point-spread function.
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Chapter 2
Helium Ion Beam Lithography
A helium ion microscope, analogous to a scanning electron microscope but delivering
a raster-scanned, focused beam of helium ions rather than electrons, was introduced
in 2006 by the ALIS corporation, later acquired by Zeiss [25]. This commercially-
available microscope can be used to perform lithography similar to, but of potentially
higher resolution than, scanning electron-beam lithography. This chapter describes
the use of this microscope for lithography via beam steering/blanking electronics, and
evaluates the high-resolution performance of scanning helium-ion-beam lithography.
A common metric for quantifying pattering resolution is the achievable minimum half
pitch of a grating structure. I found that sub-10-nm-half-pitch patterning is feasible.
I also measured a point-spread function that indicates a reduction of the & 1µm-
range proximity effect typical in electron-beam lithography. Subsequent chapters will:
present a model for helium ion lithography in order to understand the mechanisms
responsible for limiting resolution (Chapter 3); and compare helium ion lithography
with lithography using other light ion species, also toward a better understanding of
the resolution limitation of ion beam lithography (Chapters 4 and 5).
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2.1 Introduction
Focused ion-beam (FIB) technology has been used for patterning of materials down
to ≈10 nm but not far below that. A common use of FIB is direct subtractive
patterning of a substrate, so-called “ion milling”, which can achieve feature sizes of
≈10 nm in some cases [13]. A less common use of FIB is for conventional lithography,
i.e. patterning of sacrificial thin films (“resists”, so named for their etch resistance)
for subsequent pattern transfer [7]. As early as twenty years ago, sub-10-nm-wide
lines were fabricated in poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), a common electron-beam
resist, using a Ga+ FIB [34]. However, FIB lithography – apart from use of the
helium ion microscope that will be described here – has not yet reached 10 nm half-
pitch. Barriers to such a half-pitch include system optics and the interaction of the
ion species with the resist and underlying substrate. This chapter describes use of
a high-brightness He+ FIB system with a high-contrast resist process to lower these
barriers, achieving 10 nm half-pitch with good feature separation, and 5 nm half-pitch
with poor but resolvable separation.
In lithography, a point-spread function (PSF) that is not infinitesimally thin,
i.e. that is not analogous to a Dirac delta function [35], results in the exposure of
unwanted features between closely-spaced intended features. The PSF is the spatial
distribution of exposure dose, and overlapping PSF tails of neighboring features add
and may sum up to an appreciable dose. Figure 2.1 shows that spot size, forward-
and back-scattering range (“straggle” being the standard deviation of the spatial
distribution of the scattering range along a given axis), and secondary electron range
determine the PSF that limits resolution. Ramachandra and others provide a useful
introduction to and discussion of these and other contributing factors to resolution
with electron and helium-ion beams [36]. For lithography with thick resist and/or a
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Figure 2.1: Three major factors that limit resolution are illustrated: (1) spot size at
the vacuum-resist interface sets a lower bound on resolution; (2) scattering and (3)
secondary-electron (SE) generation create an interaction volume in the resist greater
than the product of projected range (depth of implantation) and spot cross-section;
transverse straggle is the standard deviation of the lateral particle distribution in the
resist due to scattering. This figure ignores back scattering (the scattering of incident
particles back to the vacuum-resist interface) for simplicity of illustration, but such
scattering could adversely affect resolution.
low-contrast resist development process, the resist boundary after development may
not correspond to the isoline of critical absorbed dose and thus the PSF is also a
function of the resist process [37]. I used thin resist and a high-contrast development
process to mitigate this functional dependence. However, as shall be described in
more detail in Chapter 4, resolved pattern contrast depends on pattern density as it
approaches the 10 nm length scale. This phenomenon is known as “loading”, which
challenges the capability of the PSF to fully characterize the lithography process as
analogous to the impulse response of a linear space-invariant system [35].
One may expect the achievable spot size of a focused helium ion beam to be
smaller than that of an electron beam. The specified spot size for a Zeiss Orion Plus
helium ion microscope is ≤0.75 nm at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. The spot
size is limited by spherical/chromatic aberration. Aberrations are reduced by using
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smaller beam-limiting apertures, thus reducing the focusing angle through column
components. Helium ions are more massive than electrons by nearly four orders of
magnitude (mHe+/me− > 7300) and thus diffract less around apertures in accordance
with the de Broglie relation
λ =
h√
2mE
and the equation for the size of the Airy disk
q1 = 1.22
Rλ
D
projected by an aperture of diameter D at a distance R from the aperture. Thus,
smaller apertures are possible in a helium-ion column than in an electron column.
This enables a smaller spot size because a reduction in aperture size corresponds to
a reduction in beam convergence angle α, a.k.a. the numerical aperture. The beam
blur ds due to spherical aberration scales as α
3 and that due to chromatic aberration
dc scales as α. However, a smaller aperture means lower beam current, which makes
focusing difficult. The small virtual source size and high brightness of the Orion
system, which will be discussed later, are innovations that enable sufficient current
to realize sub-1-nm spot size.
Prior work indicates that lower-energy secondary electrons (SEs) are generated
by ion beams relative to electron beams of the same incident kinetic energy [28]. In
an elastic binary collision between a 30 keV He+ and a stationary electron, the He+
will transfer a maximum energy of ≈16 eV to the electron according to the classical
relation
T
E
=
(
4M1M2
(M1 +M2)
2
)
sin2 (θ/2),
where E is the energy of the particle of mass M1 impinging the target particle of
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mass M2, T is the energy transferred, and θ is the scattering angle. In contrast, a
30 keV electron can theoretically transfer all of its energy to a stationary electron in
such a collision. To relate this energy transfer to resist patterning, consider hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ), a negative-tone electron-beam resist that crosslinks via Si-H
bond scission [38]. The energy of a Si-H bond is ≈3 eV, so secondary electrons may
break bonds and thus help crosslink HSQ.1 In this way, secondary electrons may
broaden the PSF. It is unclear whether lower-energy SEs from helium-ion exposure
result in a reduced SE range and thus a correspondingly narrower PSF than with
electron exposure at similar incident energies. This uncertainty is due to the reported
decrease of mean free path with energy of electrons in solids at very low (E . 100 eV)
energies, in contrast with the more intuitive increase in mean free path with energy
at higher energies (roughly proportional to E2 using a screened Rutherford elastic
cross section). Recent simulation of a measure of SE range found similar values for
both electron-induced SEs and helium-ion-induced SEs [36].
Helium ions scatter less than electrons, without inducing recoil-atom scattering to
the extent that heavier ions do. The transverse (lateral) straggle of a focused helium-
ion beam will be smaller than that of a focused electron beam at a given landing
energy because helium ions are more massive than electrons, and thus helium ions
undergo less elastic scattering. “Heavy” ions such as Ga+ such that Mion/Mtarget & 1,
e.g. MGa/MSi ≈ 2.5, may displace and scatter atoms in the substrate so much that
device performance suffers [28]. He+ may cause such damage as well, but only at a
fluence above 5 × 1015 ions/cm2 [40], and such a high fluence is not needed for He+
lithography [41]. Because helium ions scatter less than electrons, without inducing
recoil-atom scattering to the extent that heavier ions do, the helium-ion PSF should
1However, one must note that attempts to efficiently expose HSQ using UV photons of energy
higher than 3 eV, i.e. λ ≤ 400 nm, have failed. [39]
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be correspondingly narrower than electron or heavy-ion PSFs.
Prior work on ion lithography has included projection through a stencil mask [42],
proximity printing through a stencil mask [28, 43], and scanning a focused beam for
resist patterning. Other techniques for ion beam patterning include scanning a fo-
cused beam for gas-assisted deposition or etching [44] and subtractive patterning via
sputtering [13]. Because scanning-beam resist patterning requires neither an inter-
mediate lithographic product, i.e. a mask, nor injection of precursor gasses and is
thus quite flexible for writing arbitrary patterns for subsequent pattern transfer to
a wide variety of film materials, I used scanning-beam, resist-based lithography in
order to test resolution. Past work in this area has included a variety of ion species
and a variety of resists. Horiuchi et. al. achieved 200 nm linewidth in PMMA using
a He+ beam [45]. Van Kan et al. demonstrated 22 nm linewidth in HSQ using a
2 MeV H+2 beam [46]. Kubena et. al. achieved sub-20-nm linewidth in PMMA using
a Ga+ beam [47]; the same set of authors later improved this to linewidths as small as
8 nm with 100 nm pitch [34], and predicted in this latter article that higher-resolution
results may be possible with a higher-contrast, lower-sensitivity (to reduce statistical
dose fluctuations) resist process and with a source of ions lighter than Ga+ (such
as He+). I agree that these elements may be what were lacking in the pursuit of
higher-resolution scanning-ion-beam lithography.
2.2 Experimental approach
Sub-10-nm resist patterning with a helium ion beam requires an ion source with
adequate brightness and apparatus for accurate beam positioning and modulation;
a resist and development process with sufficient resolution; and metrological meth-
ods capable of assessing the resultant sub-10-nm features. But these elements were
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unavailable until recently: helium ion sources were too dim to be of great use in
lithography; and resists with robust sub-10-nm resolution were difficult to image and
measure. To resolve these problems, I used a recently-developed helium ion micro-
scope (Orion Plus, Carl Zeiss SMT) [25] with a commercial pattern generator (NPGS
9.0, Nabity); hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist [38] with a new high-contrast de-
velopment process [19]; and conventional field-emission scanning-electron microscopes
(FE-SEMs) capable of yielding high-resolution, high-contrast images of the patterned
HSQ directly, without requiring pattern transfer to another material. I will now de-
scribe each of these system elements in turn.
The helium ion microscope parameters that place limits on lithographic perfor-
mance include source brightness, energy spread, beam current, and system stability
during exposure. The source brightness has been documented as 4 × 109 A
cm2sr
(or
250 ions
sec·nm2sr); the energy spread has been measured as 1 eV or smaller; and the virtual
source diameter has been estimated as 0.3 nm [25]. A beam current of 0.5-1 pA is
specified for smallest spot size (≤0.75 nm), but any current between 1 fA and 100 pA
should be usable. The gun tip is structured as an inverted pyramid of W atoms
that terminates at its apex with a set of three atoms; when gun temperature exceeds
95 K, this structure is unstable, meaning source size and thus brightness may become
compromised at higher temperatures [25]. However, gun cooling causes vibration in
the system, so active cooling is normally turned off during high-resolution image ac-
quisition, and so I turned off active cooling during pattern exposure. Considering
adverse effects of gun heating, such as aperture misalignment and a decrease in beam
current, I limited experimental writing sessions to less than 5 min at a time. I did
not directly measure current stability and beam shape over time.
Although the helium ion microscope can exhibit a small beam size, only relatively
simple dot array patterns can be formed using the native raster scan generator of
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this system. To form more complex patterns, I used a commercial pattern generator.
The Nabity NPGS consisted of PCI card hardware with output connectors for beam
blanking and steering, CAD software for pattern layout, and control software for
pattern writing. The system was capable of 16 bit stepping (65,536 positions) across
each scan dimension and a maximum step frequency of 5 MHz. The only additional
hardware necessary was a passive adapter cable that I constructed.
In order to extend the resolution of ion beam lithography, a resist process was
required with two key capabilities: sub-10-nm resolution, and ease of developed-
pattern inspection in readily available metrology tools. I used hydrogen silsesquioxane
(HSQ) resist [38] and salty development [19], which has achieved 4.5-nm half-pitch in
published work [18]. Because exposed HSQ is silica-like and thus has high secondary
electron yield, unlike a carbon-based resist such as e.g. poly(methyl methacrylate),
even sub-10-nm-length-scale HSQ patterns on silicon are resolvable with good contrast
in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) without requiring additional processing.
To evaluate the patterning resolution of the system, I used small-pitch nested-L
structures. Nested-Ls are convenient test structures for high-resolution lithography
because (1) they test corner sharpness and the PSF narrowness via the “L” joints, (2)
they test beam stigmation via orthogonal grating exposures, and (3) they further test
the PSF narrowness by including both isolated and dense features. Such structures
cannot be fabricated with a scanning-beam microscope without a pattern generator.
Nested-L lines were defined to be one pixel wide, and nested-L structures had pitches
of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm.
To determine the lithographic PSF of the focused helium-ion beam, I exposed
single dots at various doses (an explicit description of such a method may be found
in [33, 48]). Single-dot exposures, assuming a high-contrast resist, could provide
valuable information about the spatial dose distribution of a focused helium-ion-
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beam “spot”. I exposed an array of dots at each dose. Dot arrays were 1 µm× 1 µm
or 2 µm× 3 µm rectangular arrays of single-pixel exposures, with pitches of 50, 100,
200, 250, and 500 nm. Instead of specifying a dot array as a collection of dot objects,
I defined a rectangle object and specified dot pitch as the beam step-size for a raster-
scanned “filling-in” of the rectangle; specifying a collection of dot objects would have
lengthened the total exposure time because of necessary beam-settling time before
exposing each CAD-file object.
Two samples were processed successfully. The first of these had good dot-exposure
data but did not yield nested-L structures due to insufficient dose. The second had
good results for both dots and nested-Ls. I designate these samples as sample A and
sample B, respectively, and I will now describe their preparation, exposure, develop-
ment, and metrology.
Preparation was similar for both samples. For sample A, I spin-coated 2% HSQ
in methyl isobutyl ketone (XR-1541, Dow Corning) onto a ∼ 1 cm2 cleaved chip of a
prime silicon wafer at 6 krpm for 1 min using the minimum startup acceleration of
the spinner (unmeasured). Adhesion of resist was deemed adequate by visual inspec-
tion. I did no pre-exposure baking of the sample. Resist thickness was measured to
be 31 nm using a single-angle, single-wavelength (λ = 632.8 nm) ellipsometer that
assumed an HSQ index of refraction of n = 1.41 (specified by the manufacturer).
Then, a diamond-tipped scribe was used to scratch the sample to provide an artifact
for focusing and stigmation near the exposure area. The preparation of sample B
was identical to that of sample A, with the exception that sample B used the maxi-
mum startup acceleration (but also to 6 krpm) of the spinner. This difference is not
expected to be of technical significance. The measured thickness of sample B was
25 nm.
Exposure conditions were similar for both samples, so parameters for which dif-
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ferences are not expected to be of technical significance will be listed as the average
(with reduced precision) for both samples. Helium pressure, which was modulated to
extract sufficient current from the gun, was 3× 10−4 Pa (2× 10−6 Torr); acceleration
voltage, which was fixed by the structure of the gun and changes each time the gun
tip is rebuilt, was 27 kV; beam-limiting-aperture diameter was 10 µm (equal for both
samples); beam current was 0.2 pA; working distance from the final lens to the sample
was 7 mm; and total exposure time was 2 min. One difference of potential significance
was that for sample A, gun temperature ramped from 88 K to 90 K, whereas for sam-
ple B, gun temperature ramped from 78 K to 80 K. The dose series for the samples
spanned different but overlapping ranges. For sample A, point doses for eight dot-
array structures ranged from 0.018 fC (100 µs per dot) to 0.36 fC (2 ms per dot) in a
geometric progression. For sample B, point doses for ten dot-array structures ranged
from 0.15 fC (536µs per dot) to 15 fC (53.571 ms per dot) in a geometric progression.
For sample B’s nested-L structures, ten line doses ranged from 0.05 nC/cm (22.4 µs
per 1.25 nm step) to 0.5 nC/cm (223.3 µs per step) in a geometric progression. Note
that an isolated dot (actually a pillar because resist thickness was larger than beam
size) requires more dose than a step along a line because the dose distributions of
adjacent line-step exposures overlap.
Samples A and B were developed in the same manner. I used a salty, alkaline
solution previously shown to increase the contrast of electron-irradiated HSQ [19].
The developer was prepared by dissolving 10 g NaOH pellets and then 40 g NaCl
crystals in 1 L deionized water, resulting in a 1% NaOH, 4% NaCl solution (w/v).
The sample was immersed in ≈40 mL of this solution for 4 min at room temperature
(unmeasured), rinsed in deionized water for 1 min, and blown dry with a N2 gun.
For metrology, both samples were imaged in FE-SEMs. Sample A was cleaved
after development to fit onto the sample chuck for a Hitachi S-5500 cold-FE SEM.
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The small sample chuck enabled special “in-lens” sample positioning — the sample
was placed within part of the final objective lens, which resulted in very small working
distances: I took secondary-electron images at a working distance of 0.6 mm and an
accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Sample B was imaged with the in-lens secondary-electron
detector of a Zeiss Leo 1500-series Schottky thermal-FE SEM (part of a Raith 150
electron-beam lithography system); accelerating voltage was 5 kV, beam-limiting-
aperture diameter was 30 µm, and working distance was 3 mm.
2.3 Results and analysis
I was able to fabricate 20-nm-pitch HSQ structures with little resist residue between
developed features and 10-nm-pitch structures with considerable residue. Figure 2.2
shows images of 20-nm-pitch and 10-nm-pitch nested Ls, both at the same imaging
magnification; to clarify modulation in the secondary-electron images at each of the
two pitch values, I also show pixel-averaged slices through a grating region within
each image.
The line dose to yield single-pixel lines appears to lie between 0.083 nC/cm
(≈50 ions/nm) and 0.23 nC/cm (≈140 ions/nm) (above 0.23 nC/cm, I saw no col-
lapse/uprooting of ≈3:1 height:width lines), an order of magnitude lower than the
dose-to-print for HSQ on silicon using electron-beam lithography [19]. Such a differ-
ence in dose-to-print is a consequence of the increased stopping power, i.e. energy
deposited per unit length of travel in a material, of an incident ion relative to that of
an incident electron of similar energy.
Figure 2.3 depicts some of the fabricated dot-array structures. Because the resist
was thicker than the beam size, pillar structures formed. At low doses the pillar aspect
ratio was ≈4:1, and this made the pillars more susceptible to collapse, possibly via
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Figure 2.2: (I) Scanning-electron micrograph of helium-ion-patterned, 20-nm-pitch
nested Ls of 25-nm-thick HSQ on silicon; line dose was 0.232 nC/cm (exposure step
size was 1.25 nm, and dwell time per exposure point was 104 µs). (II) A region of
10-nm-pitch nested Ls at the same imaging magnification as (I); the line dose was
0.0834 nC/cm, or ≈50 ions/nm (exposure step size was 1.25 nm, and dwell time
per exposure point was 37.3 µs). Averaging across each row of pixel values in the
white-boxed areas obtained cross-sectional slices that show the modulation apparent
in each nested-L structure. Both structures are from sample B (see text for processing
details).
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Figure 2.3: Variation in pillar diameter and observation of pillar collapse with
varying dose of point exposures in 31-nm-thick HSQ on silicon. (a) 0.21 fC/pillar
(≈1300 ions); (b) 0.31 fC/pillar (≈1900 ions); (c) 0.36 fC/pillar (≈2200 ions). All
scanning-electron micrographs have the same magnification. Pillar collapse at lower
doses may have been due to the large aspect ratio (up to ≈4:1) and resulting mechani-
cal instability during solvent development. All structures depicted are from sample A
(see text for processing details). Each dot array spanned a 2µm× 3µm “block”, with
varying point dose from block to block. Since the dots were not considered separate
structures by the pattern-generation software, there was no settling time before each
dot exposure; this reduced total exposure time, but may have negatively impacted
placement accuracy.
capillary forces during the drying process after development. The point dose to yield
for dot features appears to lie between 0.15 fC (≈1000 ions) and 0.35 fC. Beyond
≈0.35 fC/pillar (≈2200 ions), I observed no pillar collapse.
I have estimated the lithographic PSF for the focused helium-ion beam in HSQ on
silicon. From SEM images of 50-nm-pitch dot arrays at each of 15 doses, I selected ten
pillars at random and measured their widths (I noticed no relationship between dot-
array pitch and dot width at any dose). Figure 2.4 is a semi-log plot of dose density,
which is proportional to the reciprocal of beam dwell time, versus half the measured
pillar diameter. A double-Gaussian function appears to fit the data well. A double
Gaussian is often presumed for the PSF of an electron beam, for which the smaller-
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Figure 2.4: The lithographically-estimated point-spread function (PSF) of the focused
helium-ion beam for HSQ on silicon. Dose density, which is proportional to the
reciprocal of beam dwell time in the dose vector experiment, is plotted on a log scale
versus half the measured pillar diameter. For each dose, I measured from scanning-
electron micrographs the widths of ten randomly selected pillars in a 50-nm-pitch,
rectangular pillar array. A double-Gaussian function (the gray curve) was used to
fit the data, although a number of functions may be appropriate for the tail of the
distribution.
spread Gaussian (typically α ≈ 10–50 nm) represents the effect of forward scattering,
and the larger-spread, smaller-amplitude Gaussian (typically β ≈ 1–10 µm) represents
the effect of backscattering. The model parameters I obtained (α ≈ 4 nm, β ≈ 14 nm)
indicate that forward scattering was perhaps slightly reduced relative to an electron
beam and that long-range backscattering, at least for the dose range tested, was
absent (it is not clear what the β term represents physically in this case). I expect
little long-range backscattering due to the difference in behavior of electrons and
helium ions in a solid.
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2.4 Discussion
The lithographic point-spread function of the helium-ion beam was comparable to
that of a good electron-beam-lithography process. What hindered robust sub-10-nm
resolution? Possible culprits were the resist, the exposure tool/process, the pattern
development process, and metrology.
HSQ may not be capable of sub-4-nm half-pitch, to verify the α ≈ 4.1 nm result;
such half-pitch has not yet been reported in literature to my knowledge. Craver et
al. found a similar limit for PMMA exposure with 30 keV He atoms [49]; Ocola and
Stein found a similar limit for ZEP 520 exposure with an electron beam and cold
development [50]. However, since 4.5-nm-half-pitch structures have been resolved in
HSQ using electron-beam lithography and with less resist residue between features
than the 5-nm-half-pitch structures of Figure 2.2 [18], HSQ may not be the primary
limiter at this time. One next step would be to use a thinner film of HSQ (≈10 nm
instead of the ≈30 nm used in this study).
Although care was taken to properly focus the helium ion beam and correct for
stigmation, changes in parameters of the microscope during exposure may have caused
it to deviate from its sub-nm-spot-size specification. For example, as mentioned previ-
ously, the gun tip heated up during exposure sessions, which decreased probe current
and may have caused aperture misalignment. Other potential sources for beam blur-
ring include mechanical vibration and signal stability in both the microscope and
pattern generator electronics. Any of these factors may have established the larger-
spread (β ≈ 14 nm) Gaussian as 15% of the measured exposure PSF. Finally, it is
possible that optimum focus/stigmation could not be achieved due to sputtering of
the focus-target features.
The development process may be limited in its ability to clear unexposed re-
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gions in very densely patterned areas, and in its ability to keep high-aspect-ratio
(height:width) features from collapsing. The first limitation, self-terminating devel-
opment, may be due to charge screening at the resist surface [18]; the developer fluid
may not be able to extract unexposed HSQ from sub-4-nm-half-pitch regions be-
cause surface charge may impede developer-ion presence in these regions. The second
limitation, collapse of small, high-aspect-ratio features (presumably due to capillary
action during drying), may be reduced by super-critical drying.
The tool used for dimensional metrology was the FE-SEM, which is adequate for
the results presented, but since the helium ion microscope may be capable of pattern-
ing with higher resolution than the SEM can image, a higher-resolution metrological
tool such as a TEM or nanotube-tipped AFM may be required eventually.
2.5 Summary and outlook
I successfully fabricated 20-nm-pitch structures with good feature separation and 10-
nm-pitch structures with resolvable feature separation. This resolution is comparable
to that of electron-beam lithography. The helium-ion dose required to print features
in HSQ on silicon was roughly an order of magnitude smaller than that required with
electrons. I also measured the point-spread function for helium-ion exposure of a thin
film of HSQ on silicon; the PSF indicates a reduction of the µm-range proximity effect
typical in electron-beam lithography.
The technique employed a commercially-available helium-ion microscope, pattern
generation system, and materials process (HSQ resist on silicon) with a minimal
amount of custom equipment and specialized materials/chemicals. Note, however,
that this work has set only an upper limit on the resolution of helium-ion lithography.
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Chapter 3
Modeling the Point Spread
Function in Helium Ion Beam
Lithography
I present here a hybrid approach to modeling helium-ion lithography that combines
the power and ease-of-use of the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM)[30]
software with the results of recent work simulating secondary electron (SE) yield in
helium-ion microscopy. This approach traces along SRIM-produced helium-ion tra-
jectories, generating and simulating trajectories for SEs using a Monte Carlo method.
We found, both through simulation and experiment, that the spatial distribution of
energy deposition in a resist as a function of radial distance from beam incidence, i.e.
the point spread function, is not simply a sum of Gauss functions.
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3.1 Introduction
The helium-ion microscope (HIM) holds promise as a scanning-beam tool of high
resolution for both microscopy and fabrication. For microscopy, the HIM is being
developed to extract surface detail at a large depth of focus [51]. For fabrication,
the HIM has been used for exposure of resist in lithography [52, 53], beam-induced
deposition [54], and milling [55, 56].
For a scanning-beam system, knowledge of the point-spread function (PSF), or
spatial distribution of energy deposition, is useful for model-based measurement of
critical dimensions [57] and for proximity-effect correction in fabrication [31]. One
can also derive expectations for resolution and contrast of a particular scanning-beam
system from a PSF and compare these with similarly-derived expectations of other
scanning-beam systems.
A simulator to estimate the PSF for lithography with the HIM has not yet been
reported. The IONiSE simulator [36] was recently developed to understand SE yield
for microscopy with the HIM, and the EnvisION simulator [58] extended results from
IONiSE for beam-induced deposition with the HIM. This chapter presents, based
on results from IONiSE, a simulator to estimate the PSF for lithography with the
HIM. First, we explain the model we used. Next, we describe the implementation of
our model and present its results. Then, we present the method and results of an
experiment to validate the model. Finally, we compare our model to the experimental
PSF and discuss the utility of the model.
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3.2 Model
SRIM [30] is a popular, industry-standard tool for simulating the trajectories of in-
cident ions in a target sample. However, SRIM does not simulate the trajectories
of secondary electrons (SEs) produced by ion-sample interactions. SEs are responsi-
ble for exposure of resist and thus figure prominently in modeling of electron-beam
lithography [59, 60, 21, 61] and proton-beam lithography [62]. We present here a
hybrid approach to modeling helium-ion lithography that combines the power and
ease-of-use of SRIM with the results of recent work simulating SE yield in helium-ion
microscopy [36]. This approach traces along SRIM-produced helium-ion trajectories,
generating and simulating trajectories for these SEs using a Monte Carlo method
[63, 64].
Figure 3.1 illustrates the procedure we followed for modeling. First, we obtained
a set of ion trajectories via SRIM’s “Collision Details” feature. The trajectories were
piecewise-linear because SRIM uses a single-scattering model in which an ion loses
energy without deflection between major elastic nuclear scattering events. Next,
we generated the full set of SEs for all the ion trajectories. Then, we simulated
the trajectories of the SEs. Finally, we returned the spatial distribution of energy
deposited in the specimen.
The initial position, direction and energy of each SE were calculated as follows.
Along each straight-line path of length s between scattering events, we initiated a
Poisson process for SE generation with energy (∂E/∂s) × s available to the pro-
cess, where ∂E/∂s was the average of the instantaneous electronic stopping powers
recorded by SRIM at the locations of the scattering events bounding the s-path. To
calculate ∂E/∂s for the s-path preceding the first scattering event, we used the in-
stantaneous electronic stopping power calculated by SRIM for the resist material at
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the generation of SEs along a leg (dotted line
between nuclear scattering events) of a helium-ion trajectory. A Poisson process
determines the initial positions (circles) of SEs along the leg. The length of a gray
arrow represents the initial direction of a SE, projected onto the plane of the diagram.
Choice of initial energy for a SE is discussed in the text.
the ion landing energy. The arrival rate of generated SEs along a given path in a
material was taken to be [36]
δSE = −
(
1
ε
)
× ∂E
∂s
, (3.1)
where ε is the effective energy required to produce an SE. The initial direction of
an SE was uniformly random in the plane perpendicular to the ion trajectory at the
point of generation of the SE. The initial energy of a generated SE was sampled from
a Rayleigh distribution [65]
fR(r) =
r
σ2
e−r
2/2σ2 , r ≥ 0 (3.2)
of mean µ = σ
√
pi/2 such that [64]
µ [keV] =
(
λd [nm]× ρ [g/cm3]
75
) 1
1.66
, (3.3)
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where Equation 3.3 is the Kanaya-Okayama equation [66] rearranged to obtain an
electron’s energy µ given its effective escape depth λd, termed the effective diffusion
length in [36], in a material of density ρ.
We chose to use a Rayleigh distribution for the probability density function of the
initial energy of a generated SE because (a) we model each generated SE as having
two degrees of freedom in space, in the plane perpendicular to the ion trajectory, for
the first leg of the SE trajectory; and (b) we model the vector component of energy
along each degree of freedom, meaning the kinetic energy associated with the vector
component of velocity along that degree of freedom, as a normally distributed random
variable.
We assume that many events with varying distributions add to produce the mag-
nitude of the energy along each degree of freedom, and by the law of large numbers
a summation of random variables results in a normal random variable. Because we
are interested in the scalar value of the energy, we want the vector magnitude of the
sum of two normally distributed random variables. The distribution describing such a
vector magnitude is a Rayleigh distribution, i.e. R ∼ Rayleigh(σ) is a Rayleigh distri-
bution if R =
√
X2 + Y 2, where X ∼ N(0, σ2) and Y ∼ N(0, σ2) are two independent
normal distributions.
We chose to use Equation 3.3 for its simplicity and semi-empirical basis as an
inversion of the R = En/C relation between electron range R (or effective escape
depth [64]) and energy E [67, 36], where C is a function of the material, and our
parameterization was that of [64] with n = 5/3. Alternatives for obtaining R for
. 100 eV electrons include using n = 1 [67]; using R =
∫ E
EF
[1/ (dE/ds)] dE with
stopping power dE/ds ∝ E5/2, where EF is the Fermi energy [68, 69, 70]; and using
the A/E2+B
√
E universal curve of Seah and Dench [71, 72, 73]. A further refinement
may be to express λd as a function of R, e.g. λd = R/ (1 + f(Z)), where f(Z) is some
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function of atomic number [66]. Considering the plethora of options for estimating
µ and the dearth of investigations of SE energy spectra of non-metal targets —
particularly insulators such as HSQ — under controlled experimental conditions [74],
we chose Equation 3.3 as a starting point for including SE generation and tracking
in modeling of helium ion lithography.
Because a Poisson process initiates a random number of to-be-tracked SEs over
any given leg of an ion trajectory, µ is not necessarily equal to ε, and some of the
energy (∂E/∂s)×s available for SE generation along that leg remains unassigned. We
dissipate this remaining energy uniformly along the leg. Thus, some of the electronic
stopping power does work that is spatially confined to the ion trajectory.
We used ε = 60 eV and λd = 9.75 A˚ for both hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ)
resist and for silicon. We estimated these values from Table 1 in [36] as the minimum
value plus the half-range (for λd we ignored the value for lithium, 25 A˚, as an outlier
in the set). We used this method to determine ε and λd because (1) we wanted to
derive our values from the tabulated values in [36]; (2) there are no values tabulated
for any of the elements of HSQ, namely H, Si, and O; and (3) there is no apparent
trend for the values of ε and λd as a function of atomic number.
The given values of ε and λd yielded µ = 90 eV, which is greater than ε and greater
than typical energies measured for emitted SEs from ion bombardment [74]. The
effect of µ > ε was to bias SE generation toward the beginning of each trajectory leg.
While the impact of this bias on the shape of the PSF was unclear, the semi-empirical
basis of Equation 3.3 was preferred to, for example, setting µ = ε without physical
parameterization. Regarding µ being larger than typical emitted-SE energies, we
partially attribute this discrepancy to energy loss in transport through the material
and to vacuum, but acknowledge this limitation of our model.
Following SE generation, the SE trajectory was calculated using a Monte Carlo
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method developed previously for modeling electron-beam lithography [63], modified
to use Joy and Luo’s adjustment to the Bethe equation for stopping power [68].
Although we could model the production and tracking of multiple generations of SEs
by parent SEs, here we only tracked ion-produced SEs because (1) expressions for
inelastic cross-section and stopping power of electrons in Monte Carlo simulation are
suspect at very low (≤ 50 eV) energies [64]; and (2) tracking more than one generation
of SEs has no noticeable effect in simulation of the lithographic PSF for other light
ions [62].
3.3 Implementation and results
We have developed two software programs, one for PSF calculation and one for rapid
visualization of particle trajectories. Both programs use the same physics as described
in the previous section, and both process output from SRIM as input. Calculation
of PSFs is not memory intensive, but must be performed with many thousands of
particles, whereas visualization is more memory intensive, but requires only a few
hundred particles; thus, we separated these tasks. One program focuses on energy
dissipation, but does not keep track of particle trajectories, and the other program
collects trajectory information for rapid visualization, but does not track energy dis-
sipation. Details about the implementation of these programs and the source code
for the programs are included as appendices.
Figure 3.2 plots the PSF resulting from 100,000 helium ions at 30 keV landing
energy, infinitesimal spot size, and zero convergence angle entering a 12-nm-thick layer
of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist on bulk silicon. The number of trajectories
was 100,000 to yield a small (< 1%) standard error in the PSF statistics, even though
e.g. the dose-to-print for 30 keV helium ions in HSQ resist is only ∼1,000 ions for
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Figure 3.2: Simulated helium-ion PSF in 12-nm-thick HSQ on Si (diamonds), the
fitting function of Equation 3.4 (solid line), a double Gaussian plus exponential func-
tion (dotted line), and a double Gaussian function (dashed line). We collected energy
dissipated in mesh grid cells that ranged from 5 nm to 10 nm deep in the HSQ.
a point exosure [52, 53]. The HSQ was given a stoichiometry of 8 Si, 8 H and 12
O as per its cage structure [20] and we assumed a non-annealed film, which had a
density of 1.4 g/cm3 [75]. The instantaneous electronic stopping power at the point
of incidence, calculated by SRIM, was 6.042 eV/A˚. The bulk silicon was amorphous
as per the limits of Monte Carlo modeling and had a density of 2.33 g/cm3. Mesh
grid size was 1 nm in the radial direction and 5 nm in the surface-normal direction.
A function consisting of the sum of two Gaussians, an exponential term, and a
term equivalent in appearance to the frequency response of a 2-pole low-pass filter,
A
((
1
σ21
)
e
−
(
r
σ1
)2
+ η
(
1
σ22
)
e
−
(
r
σ2
)2)
+Be−
r
re + C
√
1
1 + (r/rf)
4 (3.4)
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was found to fit our simulation data, where A ∼= 18, σ1 ∼= 0.9 nm, η = 2.6 × 10−3,
σ2 = 150 nm, B = 5, re = 0.8 nm, C = 2 × 10−4, and rf = 5 nm. σ1 indicates
the beam spot size and the lateral extent of forward scattering, and σ2 indicates
the lateral extent of backscattering [31]. The exponential term may indicate Beer-
Lambert-like absorption of SEs with re as the mean free path. The filter term is
phenomenological; its physical meaning is unclear, but it is important in accurately
fitting the PSF between r = 10 nm and r = 50 nm. Our fitting function is overlaid
on Figure 3.2 along with functions that successively remove the non-Gaussian terms,
to highlight the role of these terms.
Figure 3.3(a) plots the trajectories of incident ions, incident electrons, and SEs
on a side-view projection of the sample, 12 nm of HSQ on Si. A 30 keV helium-
ion beam is compared to 30 keV, 10 keV, and 5 keV electron beams. Because our
electron models assume non-relativistic energies, we do not include e.g. 100 keV as a
plotted electron-beam landing energy. We tracked 200 30-keV helium ions. Because
the critical dose for 30 keV electrons is approximately 5 times that of 30 keV helium
ions [52], we tracked proportionately more (1,000) 30 keV electrons. Similarly, in
accordance with a log (E)/E scaling of stopping power for electrons [68], we tracked
373 10-keV electrons and 202 5-keV electrons.
Figure 3.3(b) plots the PSFs of each of the four beams introduced in Figure 3.3(a).
We tracked 100,000 ions for the PSF of 30 keV He+ and we tracked 50,000 primary
electrons for each of the PSFs of 30 keV e−, 10 keV e−, and 5 keV e−. We applied
a 5-nm-span moving average filter to each of the PSF plots beyond a radial distance
of 100 nm, with the exception of the 30 keV electron PSF for which we applied a
20-nm-span filter, to smoothen statistical artifacts.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Projection plot of trajectories for incident particles and their SEs,
for helium-ion and electron beams, in 12-nm-thick HSQ on Si. To reduce calculation
time and to focus attention on the short-range effects on feature size such as forward
scattering and SE range, the Si layer is a 36-nm-thick membrane rather than a bulk
substrate. The image is cropped at the base of the resist layer for clarity. (b) Simu-
lated PSFs in 12-nm-thick HSQ on bulk Si for each of the four beams in (a): 30 keV
He+ (diamonds), 30 keV e− (triangles), 10 keV e− (squares), and 5 keV e− (x’s). We
collected energy dissipated in mesh grid cells that ranged from 5 nm to 10 nm deep
in the HSQ.
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3.4 Experiment for verification
To measure the PSF, we performed a series of point exposures on a thin film of resist,
developed the exposures using a high-contrast process, and estimated the widths of
developed point exposures via top-down scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Al-
though sub-10-nm metrology using a SE detector is difficult [76], this method allowed
us to map out the PSF over several orders of magnitude in dose with minimal sample
processing. Plotting inverse dose versus feature half-width obtains a non-normalized,
non-parametric expression of the PSF [33].
Procedures for sample preparation, pattern exposure, development, and metrology
will now be described.
An approximately 10 by 10 mm silicon chip was prepared from a reclaimed test
wafer of 76.2 mm (3 inch) diameter, 356–406 µm thickness, 1–100 Ω·cm resistivity,
and 〈100〉 orientation. The wafer had been cleaned according to the RCA (Radio
Corporation of America) cleaning, which is a removal of organic contaminants followed
by a removal of the thin oxide layer and finished by a removal of metallic contaminants,
but had been in storage for several weeks. Thus, we re-cleaned the wafer with O2
plasma — 500 ml/min for 5 min in a microwave plasma system (PVA Tepla 300) —
prior to cleaving the wafer with a diamond scribe to obtain our chip.
We diluted a commercially-available HSQ formulation (Dow Corning XR-1541-
006) to obtain a thin film on our chip. First, we mixed 9 ml of methyl isobutyl ketone
with 1 ml of the HSQ for a 0.6%-solids solution. Then, we placed a few drops of
this solution on the bare Si chip for full wetting and spun the chip at 6,000 rpm for
30 seconds, with an initial angular acceleration of 10,000 rpm/s. Finally, we measured
the thickness of the film to be 12 nm by spectroscopic ellipsometry (Woollam M-2000
at 70◦ incidence).
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Exposure was done on a HIM (Zeiss Orion Plus) connected to a pattern generator
(Nabity NPGS v9). The HIM was operated with approximately 30 keV landing
energy, 0.3 pA beam current, and a 5 µm beam-limiting aperture. Dwell times for
point exposures varied from 10 µs to ∼10 sec with an approximately 20% increase
in dwell time from one exposure to the next. Spacing between point exposures was
≥ 300 nm to avoid dose overlap.
We developed the sample in an aqueous solution of 1 wt % NaOH and 4 wt % NaCl
for 4 min at room temperature (unmeasured) [19]. Next, we rinsed the sample for
30 sec in running deionized water to stop development. Then, we rinsed the sample
for 30 sec in isopropyl alcohol to allow rapid drying. Finally, we dried the sample
using a nitrogen gun.
Metrology used an in-lens FE-SEM (Hitachi S-5500) operating at 1 keV landing
energy, 4.7 µA emission current, and 200 µm working distance. Due to the in-lens
placement of the sample, we cleaved the chip around the patterned area to fit within
a 4 mm × 9 mm sample chuck. 1 keV landing energy was chosen to limit beam inter-
action volume and enhance image contrast of surface detail for imaging the developed
point exposures.
Figure 3.4 plots specified inverse dose versus measured half-width of the point-
exposure features. A circular overlay tool in the ImageJ [77] software was used to
measure feature half-width in top-town SEM images. We also plot our model PSF,
which was scaled to the experimental data by equating points at r = 14.5 nm, a trade-
off between metrological uncertainty in our experiment and statistical uncertainty in
our simulation.
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Figure 3.4: Inverse dose is plotted versus feature half-width (black diamonds); this
plot is a (non-normalized) sampling of the PSF [33]. Our lower bound on uncertainty
in measuring width of features was 1.6 nm (half-width of black error bars), limited by
beam spot size in our SEM. Our simulated PSF (light gray circles) was scaled to the
experimental data by equating points at r = 14.5 nm. We include SEM images, each
scaled to a width ≈ 200 nm, to illustrate the experimental method used to construct
the plot. Also, we overlay experimental data on inverse dose versus feature half-width
(dark gray triangles) presented in [53] that were obtained using 30-nm-thick HSQ but
otherwise using the same conditions as the data introduced here.
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3.5 Comparison of model with experiment
For point doses greater than 100 fC (or 6.25 × 105 ions) for which experimental
data was collected, simulation indicated a more rapid increase in the width of point-
exposed features with dose than that observed by experiment (Figure 3.4). One
hypothesis for this divergence is that beam-induced damage [40] to the silicon at
high fluence, for example 6.25× 1018 ions/cm2 for 100 fC focused to 10 nm2, caused
defects and nanobubbles to appear and thus decreased the mean free path of ions
([40] gives 5×1015 ions/cm2 as a threshold for detectable damage). This effect would
not be accounted for by our simulation, which assumed an unblemished target for
each incident ion. Also, our simulation may be inaccurate at long radial distances,
perhaps due to inaccuracy in our stopping-power models at low energies.
For radial distances r < 7 nm, simulation indicated more process latitude than
observed by experiment (Figure 3.4), i.e. the width of sub-14-nm-diameter point-
exposed features should vary less with dose than was observed. Our fit to the sim-
ulated PSF (Equation (3.4)) and our interpretation of its parameter re as a mean
free path suggests that reducing the parameter λd in our simulation could result in a
smaller re and thus better overlap between experimental data and simulation. How-
ever, because the error bars of Figure 3.4 represent only a lower bound on metrological
uncertainty, and because the experimental data only reach r & 4 nm, the simulation
may not be erroneous. Other metrological methods such as transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) should be explored in future work to reduce uncertainty for small
values of r.
One assumption implicit in Figure 3.4 is that the point spread function is radially
symmetric. Our SEM images of point exposures show disks that appear roughly
symmetric, ignoring the stochastic nature of edge roughness and residues around
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the perimeters of the disks. We adjusted our beam to minimize stigmation prior to
exposures.
Figure 3.5 plots calculated dose contrast versus spatial frequency (reciprocal pitch)
for exposure of a large-area grating using the simulation data of Figure 3.3(b). We
define dose contrast K as
K =
Dmax −Dmin
Dmax +Dmin
, (3.5)
where Dmax is the dose delivered to the center of a line exposure near the center of
the write field, and Dmin is the dose delivered to a line equidistant from adjacent
line exposures near the center of the write field. Experimentally, sub-10-nm pitch
structures are difficult to obtain. Because Figure 3.5 predicts superior dose contrast
for helium-ion exposure relative to electron exposure down to 6 nm pitch, helium-ion
lithography appears to be a promising tool for dense patterning. Although Figure 3.5
suggests that ≥ 10 keV electrons are superior to helium ions for sub-6-nm pitch, the
calculated dose contrast values do not account for the areal distribution of a beam
at the surface of a resist, nor do they account for resist kinetics, all of which affect
final patterning contrast. Thus, helium ions may be superior to ≤ 30 keV electrons
for sub-6-nm pitch.
Our simulation results may be sensitive to the assumption in our model that
initial SE direction is perpendicular to the ion trajectory. In particular, because the
direction of ion incidence is normal to the surface and because ion deflection due
to nuclear scattering in a thin resist layer is typically small, the initial direction of
most SEs is parallel to the surface. Thus, one may expect the average lateral range
of SEs and thus of energy dissipation to be larger than if the initial SE direction
was randomized. This bias implies that the simulated PSF in Figure 3.4 decays less
rapidly with radial distance than it would if initial SE direction were randomized.
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Figure 3.5: Calculated dose contrast versus reciprocal pitch for 30 keV He+ and for
three electron-beam energies. This plot used the simulation data of Figure 3.3(b) —
values for dissipation versus radial distance were linearly interpolated within the range
of data points and were taken as zero outside this range. The simulated exposure
field was a 2µm × 2µm area of a grating of single-pixel lines, where both the pixel
size and the step size along each line exposure was 1 nm. In practice, single-pixel-line
exposures are not the best way to write low-spatial-frequency patterns, so this chart
is not generally applicable to experiments where a near-50% duty cycle for lines and
spaces is desired.
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3.6 Discussion of damage induced to silicon
Absent in Figure 3.4 is evidence of the backscattering terms η and σ2 predicted by our
fit to simulation (Equation (3.4)). The experimental data for large r do not exhibit a
rapid decay that would suggest a Gaussian term in the PSF, for backscattering. Given
that the data for large r correspond to equivalent areal doses in excess of damage
thresholds reported by [40], we do not think that our predicted backscattering terms
are observable with certainty using the experimental method presented. However, our
η and σ2 parameters for backscattering were found to be consistent with simulation
of the PSF without SE generation, i.e. spatially confined energy dissipation along
each ion trajectory, which depends only on output from SRIM.
We do see a qualitative difference in appearance, via top-down SEM, between our
point exposures at very high doses, i.e. doses much greater than the 1×1017 ions/cm2
threshold of observed damage along the path of ion propagation reported by [40], and
those at smaller doses. Furthermore, the appearance of our point exposures at very
high doses is consistent with the appearance of similarly dosed exposures on bare
silicon. Figure 3.6 indicates that damage to the silicon may be causing deviation
between our experimental and simulated PSF at high doses.
A rigorous study of induced damage is beyond the scope of this thesis, and the
isothermal desorption kinetics of implanted helium in bulk Si have been reviewed
elsewhere [78], but some discussion about the effects of too-high doses for lithography
and possible means of preventing these effects is warranted here. Livengood et al. [40]
have reported work applicable to this discussion. First, their varying the dose delivery
rate for implantation of bulk Si with the helium ion microscope did not noticeably
reduce the presence or size of voids (“nanobubbles”) created by the helium. Another
observation of interest was that these voids are typically restricted to be near the
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Figure 3.6: Scanning electron micrographs (same scale) at 1 keV and 0.2 mm working
distance of (left) developed HSQ on Si and (right) bare Si, after 10-second point
exposures of a 30 keV He+ beam at 0.3 pA. Assuming a modest beam spot width
of 3.5 nm, the local effective ion fluence is 2 × 1020 ions/cm2. The contrast of each
image was normalized to an 8-bit range.
surface of the Si rather than deep within it; diffusion of He in crystalline silicon is
vacancy-enhanced, whereas the mobility of He in amorphous Si is poor, and thus voids
tend to form near the surface because the surface is the first region to be amorphized
at high He fluence. This observation means that prior sub-surface patterning may be
unaffected even by high-fluence lithography.
It is not clear that He desorbs from Si at room temperature. One study in fact
concluded that “virtually all helium is retained after room temperature implantation
of Si and SiO2, i.e. helium is practically immobile at room temperature in both
materials.” [79]. It seems that a required activation energy for diffusion is present
only at higher temperatures. However, implantation was performed using a range
of landing energies up to 20 MeV, so perhaps severe damage at the surface sampled
by the detectors inhibited He diffusion to that surface. For implantation at elevated
temperature — 300 ≤ T [◦C] ≤ 900 — the diffusivity D of helium in silicon was found
to be 0.76 e−80 eV/kT µm
2
µs
, implying a diffusion length 2
√
Dt over t = 1 µs of 1.7 µm.
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3.7 Conclusion
We have presented a model for the PSF of the helium-ion microscope and compared
it to experimental measurement. We found good correspondence between our model
and experiment in the mid-range of the PSF, and we have offered hypotheses for
the discrepancies at the short- and long-range of the PSF. We also have produced
software that is a first step toward combining the ease-of-use of SRIM with modeling of
secondary electrons, an approach we hope will aid continued progress in understanding
imaging and patterning with helium ions. Our model may be applied to various
thicknesses of HSQ as well as to e.g. poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist by
simple changes to the small set of input parameters for our software — the resist’s
chemical formula, film density, and film thickness.
We found, both through simulation and experiment, that the spatial distribution
of energy deposition in a resist as a function of radial distance from beam incidence,
i.e. the PSF, is not simply a sum of Gauss functions. In particular, parts of the
mid-range of the PSF exhibit exponential and power-law-like dependences.
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Chapter 4
Neon Ion Beam Lithography
Existing techniques for electron- and ion-beam lithography, routinely employed for
fabrication of nanoscale devices and manufacture of masks/molds, do not simulta-
neously achieve efficient (low fluence) exposure and high resolution. This chapter
reports on lithography using neon ions with fluence < 1 ion/nm2, ∼ 1000× more
efficient than using 30 keV electrons, and resolution down to 7 nm half-pitch. This
combination of resolution and exposure efficiency is expected to impact a wide array
of fields that are dependent on beam-based lithography.
4.1 Introduction
Electron- and ion-beam lithography is limited by resolution and exposure efficiency.
Electron-beam lithography (EBL) enables fabrication of structures down to 9 nm
pitch [18], but further reduction of pitch is limited by spot size and resist-interaction
volume [10]. Exposure efficiency, which is inversely proportional to the fluence of
incident particles needed to define a feature, is limited by stopping power, namely
the energy dissipation per unit distance traveled in a material [68]. To increase reso-
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lution and exposure efficiency, and to clarify the impact of spot size, resist-interaction
volume, and stopping power on these metrics, one must investigate new sources for
scanning-charged-particle-beam lithography that in particular allow for reduced spot
size, reduced resist-interaction volume, and increased stopping power.
Some of the authors previously investigated a commercially-available gas field
ionization source (GFIS) of helium ions for lithography [53]. Despite a predicted
reduction in resist-interaction volume with He+ and the sub-nm spot size of the GFIS
[25], this work did not demonstrate the resolution of helium-ion-beam lithography to
be superior to EBL. Recently, an experimental GFIS system has been modified for
operation with neon [80]. Neon is of higher mass than helium and thus should lead to
a smaller resist-interaction volume for lithography [81]. In addition, the higher-mass
neon ion has a larger stopping power for a given landing energy, which should lead
to higher efficiency in resist exposure [30]. This system has been evaluated for nano
machining [80], but not for resist-based lithography.
This chapter investigates whether the neon GFIS can be used for high-resolution
lithography at high exposure efficiency. The minimum resolvable pitch of developed
resist structures; the onset dose density required for exposure; and the radial distri-
bution of dose density, or point spread function (PSF), are presented. PSFs of He+,
Ga+, and electrons are also presented for comparison of onset dose and radial distri-
bution of dose, and modulation transfer functions (MTFs) are calculated to compare
resolution limits.
4.2 Experimental approach
First, 16-nm-thick hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist was spin-coated on both
bulk Si and 50-nm-thick Si3N4 membranes and the resist thickness was measured by
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ellipsometry. Samples were then exposed using a Zeiss Orion helium ion microscope
modified to deliver Ne+ at 20 keV landing energy with a 10 µm molybdenum beam-
limiting aperture and a pattern generator (Fibics NPVE or internal Zeiss software).
20 keV was chosen as the landing energy rather than e.g. 30 keV because the so-
called best imaging voltage (BIV) for the Zeiss Orion source technology was typically
lower for neon than for helium. The ion current as measured by the beam blanker
was 0.3 pA. Finally, each sample was developed in a solution of 1 wt % NaOH plus
4 wt % NaCl in deionized water at room temperature for 4 min and blown dry with
nitrogen [19].
Sample processing for exposure by other beam species was as described above,
and exposure conditions were as follows: electron exposures used a Raith 150 system
with a Zeiss Gemini column at ∼ 180 pA beam current; Ga+ exposures used a Zeiss
Auriga system with a Cobra column at 0.6 pA beam current; and He+ exposures used
a Zeiss Orion Plus system at 0.3 pA beam current.
To estimate the minimum resolvable pitch between written features, a dose array
of grating structures at pitches between 8 nm and 30 nm was exposed. Pattern fidelity
was determined by inspecting contrast modulation in images of developed structures
taken both via scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron mi-
croscope (TEM). The SEM metrology was done in a Zeiss SEM at 10 keV, 30 µm
aperture, and 6 mm working distance. The TEM metrology was done in a JEOL
JEM 2010F microscope at 200 keV. Although no pattern transfer was attempted,
either via an etch or lift-off process, imaging contrast between exposed HSQ and the
Si or Si3N4 substrate was sufficient for inspection; furthermore, etch contrast between
HSQ on Si has been demonstrated previously [82].
To determine resist sensitivity and onset dose, a contrast curve was obtained by
exposing a dose array of 1 µm× 1 µm pads and, after development, measuring each
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pad’s height using an atomic force microscope (Digital Instruments D3000). The
separation between pads was 3 µm, which was much greater than the full width at
half maximum of the measured PSF. The minimum dose-to-print for isolated point
and line exposures was also obtained via dose arrays.
Dose arrays of dots, lines, and pads were exposed to gauge how the dose-to-print
varied with Ne+ landing energy and choice of resist: (1) at landing energies between
15 keV and 35 keV in HSQ; and (2) in thin films of both polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) and ZEP520A resists on Si. However, the developed structures using the
non-HSQ resists were poorly visible using SEM, even after coating with a thin film
of osmium to enhance contrast; I thus present and discuss only my results for HSQ.
Additionally, the sensitivity of HSQ varied by less than 30% with Ne+ landing energy
between 15 and 35 keV. Such process latitude is advantageous because the extraction
voltage that corresponds to minimum spot size for the GFIS can change when the
field emitter is periodically reconstructed.
To measure the point-spread function (PSF) in the resist, a sequence of isolated
dots at increasing dose were exposed, and developed feature sizes were measured using
SEM [33]. The normalized radial distribution of energy dissipation in thin resist is
[33]
f(r) =
D0 [fC/nm
2]
Q(r) [fC]
, (4.1)
where D0 is the resist sensitivity and Q(r) is the point dose corresponding to a
developed feature with radius r.
To supplement this measurement of PSF, the PSF was also measured via: (1)
TEM imaging of point exposures of HSQ on a Si3N4 membrane substrate and (2)
SEM imaging of isolated line exposures of HSQ on bulk Si. For the line exposures,
Abel inversion [83] was used to transform the measured line-spread function F (y) into
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an equivalent PSF f(r) via the relation
f(r) = − 1
pi
∫ ∞
r
dF
dy
dy√
y2 − r2 . (4.2)
Firstly, a line-spread function (LSF) was obtained via SEM metrology of isolated line
exposures. The line-spread data was fit as F (y) ∝ [1 + (y/4.5)2.5]−1, with a knee
at 4.5 nm and an asymptotic drop-off of 1/y2.5. Abel inversion using Equation (4.2)
obtained an equivalent PSF that is plotted in Figure 4.4(a) and that agrees with the
point-exposure SEM PSF to within an order of magnitude over the entirety of the
experimental dose range. Secondly, data about the head (i.e. short range) of the PSF
was obtained via TEM metrology of isolated point exposures by using a 50-nm-thick
Si3N4 membrane as the substrate. The TEM results are also plotted in Figure 4.4(a)
and also agree with the point-exposure SEM PSF to within an order of magnitude.
The observed mismatch in the latter case was due to different sensitivity by using
Si3N4 membrane as the substrate and beam focusing challenges in this sample.
4.3 Results and analysis
Figure 4.1 shows sub-10-nm-half-pitch gratings obtained using a linear dose den-
sity < 10 ions/nm. The high resolution is enabled not only by the small resist-
interaction volume but also crucially by the high brightness (B > 4×109 A/cm2/sr =
250 ions/nm2/µs/µsr) of the GFIS, which enables an ion column design that delivers
sufficient current for lithography even when focusing to sub-nm spot size [25]. The
brightness of the GFIS is 10× that of the thermal-field-emission electron source [26]
and 1000× that of the gallium liquid-metal-ion source [27]. The low dose is enabled
by the high stopping power of 20 keV Ne+ in HSQ (230 eV/nm), over 3× that of
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Figure 4.1: Scanning-electron micrographs of developed gratings written into 16-
nm-thick hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) on Si using 20 keV Ne+. (a) 19-nm-pitch
gratings written using a linear dose density of 7 ions/nm. (b) 14-nm-pitch gratings
written using a linear dose density of 5 ions/nm. These images exhibit resolution
insufficient to show residue between developed features, but adequate to emphasize
the dose contrast achieved.
30 keV He+ and over 50× that of 5 keV electrons, calculated using SRIM [30] and
a modified Bethe equation [68]. The gratings exhibit good linewidth uniformity; for
example, rms linewidth variation in Figure 4.1(a) is 2 nm, which is surprisingly small
given statistical fluctuations in delivered dose, i.e. shot noise. See Section 6.3 for
further discussion of this issue [34, 84, 7, 85, 17].
The contrast of developed structures, and thus pattern-transferable resolution,
can be limited by resist residue between features. This pattern density limitation,
common to all exposure species, may be caused by charge screening of mass transport
during resist development in solution [18]. Due to the limited resolution of SEM,
Figure 4.1 cannot show residue between developed features. Using TEM, however,
Figure 4.2 shows that the contrast of developed structures does depend on pattern
density — whereas Figure 4.2(a) shows grainy residue between developed HSQ lines,
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Figure 4.2: Transmission electron micrographs of developed gratings written into 16-
nm-thick HSQ on a 50-nm-thick Si3N4 membrane using 20 keV Ne
+. (a) 19-nm-pitch
gratings written using a linear dose of 22 ions/nm. (b) 28-nm-pitch gratings written
using a linear dose of 19 ions/nm. In (a), the unpatterned region of the lower right
corner is lighter than the regions between lines; this thickness contrast indicates the
presence of resist residues. Such residues are not apparent in (b). Thus, the contrast
of developed structures depends on pattern density.
Figure 4.2(b) shows, for a grating of larger pitch, less residue and improved uniformity
between the lines.
The sensitivity of HSQ to 20 keV neon ions, i.e. the efficiency of ion exposure in
this material, was significantly higher than its sensitivity to helium ions or electrons at
similar landing energies. Figure 4.3 plots HSQ thickness remaining versus areal dose
density for 20 keV Ne+ and shows an onset areal dose density of ∼ 10 µC/cm2, i.e.
less than 1 ion/nm2. The corresponding onset areal dose density for 30 keV helium
ions is ∼ 2× higher [52]; for 30 keV electrons, it is ∼ 50× higher [19]. However, the
referenced helium and electron contrast curves were measured using different resist
thicknesses and/or development processes, which skew comparisons of sensitivity [18].
A more direct comparison of linear doses for dense structures in ≤ 30-nm-thick HSQ
reveals that e.g. the linear dose in Figure 4.1(b), 8 pC/cm, is ∼ 10× lower than
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Figure 4.3: A contrast curve for exposure by 20 keV Ne+ of 16-nm-thick HSQ on
Si. A dose array of 1µm × 1µm pads were exposed and, after development, heights
of pads were measured using AFM. The onset areal dose density was found to be
< 1 ion/nm2.
the linear dose for 30 keV helium ions [53] and ∼ 1000× lower than the linear dose
for 30 keV electrons [21]. I note that practical efficiency must consider the beam
current on available systems; in this respect, the present advantage of neon relative
to 30 keV helium ions and 30 keV electrons is retained, but is more modest (see
Section 6.2, in particular Table 6.1) [21, 86, 87, 24]. Because the GFIS exhibits higher
brightness than the thermal-field-emission electron source and the gallium liquid-
metal-ion source, there is room for the practical efficiency of neon ion lithography to
increase.
To measure the PSF, a dose array of point exposures of 16-nm-thick HSQ on Si
using 20 keV Ne+ were developed, and feature sizes were measured using SEM [33].
Figure 4.4(a) plots reciprocal dose versus dot radius (circles), which is proportional
to the PSF. Two other methods, inversion of SEM-obtained line-spread data [83] and
TEM-obtained point-spread data on thin substrates, were used to verify the SEM-
obtained PSF, and the results of these other methods support confidence in the SEM
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PSF. As indicated by Equation (4.1), a fit to this plot is proportional to the PSF
with the normalization factor equal to the areal sensitivity. Figure 4.4(b) plots a
normalized version of the SEM data in Figure 4.4(a) and presents a fitting function
f(r) =
3.7× 10−3
1 +
(
r
7.4
)4 nm−2 (4.3)
that yields a fitted areal sensitivity of D0 = 6.8 µC/cm
2, within a factor of two of
that indicated by the contrast curve of Figure 4.3. The fitting function exhibits a
halving of the maximum delivered dose density by r = 7.4 nm and an asymptotic
power-law drop-off of 1/r4.
4.4 Summary and outlook
Neon ion beam lithography (NIBL) has been demonstrated with resolution compara-
ble to state-of-the-art EBL (7 nm half-pitch and linewidth) and exposure efficiency
∼ 1000× greater than EBL at comparable landing energies (∼ 10µC/cm2 for areal
dose and 8 pC/cm for linear dose). This combination of high resolution and expo-
sure efficiency is expected to impact a wide array of fields that are dependent on
beam-based lithography, including chemical sensing [88], magnetic storage [2], and
fabrication of semiconductor devices [6, 89, 90]. In particular, this technique may en-
able single-ion dose control [91] and thus patterning at high resolution and sensitivity
without shot noise.
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Figure 4.4: The point spread function (PSF) of 20 keV Ne+ in 16-nm-thick HSQ on
Si. (a) Reciprocal dose versus dot radius, which is proportional to the PSF, for point
exposures on a bulk Si substrate using SEM metrology (circles) and on a 50-nm-
thick Si3N4 membrane substrate using TEM metrology (triangles). Also plotted is an
inversion of line-spread data (i.e., an LSF) such that it is an equivalent PSF (dashed
line; see text for details). Because LSF inversion required fitting the LSF data prior
to inversion (by numerical integration), my degree of confidence in the LSF inversion
is limited by the accuracy of the LSF fit. (b) Normalization of the SEM data in (a) to
obtain the PSF, and a fitting function that implies resist sensitivity consistent with
that shown in Figure 4.3 (see text for details).
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Chapter 5
Lithium Ion Beam Lithography
This chapter introduces the magneto-optical trap ion source (MOTIS), explains why
it is interesting for nanofabrication, and presents preliminary results on its use for
scanning-beam, resist-based lithography using lithium ions as the exposure species.
5.1 Introduction
The magneto-optical trap ion source (MOTIS) [92] is an extension of the magneto-
optical trap (MOT) [93] for use as a source for a focused ion beam (FIB). As illustrated
in Figure 5.1, the MOTIS has two additional components that enable use of the MOT
as a FIB source. First, an additional laser is used to photoionize the neutral atoms
in the MOT. Second, the cloud of atoms in the MOT are situated in an electric field
between a pair of electrodes to extract and accelerate the ions for transport down a
FIB column.
The magneto-optical trap (MOT) [93] is presented schematically in cross-section in
Figure 5.2. The optical component consists of three pairs of counterpropagating laser
beams tuned below resonance with the neutral atoms for zero magnetic field. The
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Figure 5.1: Simple schematic of the magneto-optical trap ion source (MOTIS) as an
extension of a magneto-optical trap (MOT).
magnetic component consists of two coils of opposing current that form a quadrupole
magnetic field. The net effect is to cool and trap neutral atoms. The magnetic field
causes Zeeman splitting of the atomic energy levels, with splitting increasing with
distance from the center of the trap. The lasers effect Doppler cooling with circular
polarizations set so that atoms are driven to the center of the trap. The laser cooling
and trapping techniques behind the MOT merited the 1997 Nobel Prize in Physics,
and furthermore enabled the experimental realization of Bose-Einstein condensation,
which merited the 2001 Prize.
The development of a MOTIS FIB system suitable for lithography has been rapid.
First, a comprehensive theoretical study was reported in 2006 [92, 94]. Next, a source
using Cr atoms was demonstrated in 2008 [95]. Then, a FIB was demonstrated in
2010 [96]. Finally, use of a light atomic species, Li, was demonstrated in 2011 [97].
Why develop the MOTIS as a FIB tool? First, there are many compatible species.
As shown in Figure 5.3, several elements have been laser-cooled. All such elements
are compatible with the MOTIS. There is considerable choice regarding mass and
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Figure 5.2: Cross-section of a magneto-optical trap (MOT). The optical component
consists of three pairs of counterpropagating laser beams; the third pair is perpen-
dicular to the page and so not shown. The magnetic component consists of two coils
of opposing current that form a quadrupole magnetic field; the shared axis of the
coils is perpendicular to the slide, and the coils flank the trap. The geometry of the
MOT here accommodates an additional laser for photoionization and electrodes for
ion acceleration, as shown in Figure 5.1.
chemistry, broadening the application of FIB well beyond those supported by the Ga
LMIS. For example, species lighter than Si may be used for microscopy or lithography
on Si substrates with little sample damage, and elements heavier than Ga may be
used for more efficient sputtering.
Another advantage of the MOTIS would be the achievement of nanoscale spot
sizes at low ( 10 keV) extraction voltages. This capability stems from the fact that,
in the MOTIS, ionization is decoupled from extraction. The atoms in a MOTIS are
photoionized and can subsequently be extracted using a low-strength electric field.
In contrast, the species of field-emission sources such as the Schottky emitter, the
LMIS, and the GFIS are produced through extraction of electrons by strong elec-
tric fields that immediately accelerate the species. For high-extraction-field sources,
a decelerator lens assembly may be used to lower the landing energy of the beam,
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Figure 5.3: Elements that have been laser cooled are highlighted. All such elements
are compatible with the MOTIS. There is considerable choice regarding mass and
chemistry, broadening the application of FIB well beyond those supported by the Ga
LMIS. For example, species lighter than Si may be used for microscopy or lithography
on Si substrates with little sample damage.
but this results in an increase in achievable spot size due to conservation of (energy-
normalized) beam brightness [27]. The source size and solid angle subtended by
emission from the MOTIS do not vary with extraction voltage; the extraction field
has near-zero divergence, in contrast with the highly divergent extraction field char-
acteristic of sharp-tipped sources such as the Schottky field emitter, the LMIS, and
the GFIS.
The crowning advantage of a MOTIS FIB, however, is a theoretical brightness
higher than that of the LMIS and comparable to that of the GFIS. Although the
MOTIS may not be brighter than a GFIS, the MOTIS also has the aforementioned
variety of compatible species and tunability of extraction potential without penalty to
achievable spot size. The origin of the MOTIS’s high brightness is its small divergence.
The brightness B of a source may be expressed as
B =
I
xy = 2
=
I
A× Ω , (5.1)
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the ratio of the beam current I to the emittance xy = 
2 of the cylindrically symmet-
ric beam at a cross-section, where the emittance at the source may be expressed as
the product of (virtual)1 source area A and the solid angle Ω subtended by the source
emission. The small emittance (and correspondingly high brightness) of sharp-tipped
field-emitter sources such as the Schottky field emitter, the LMIS, and the GFIS
arises from the small source size A, the sharp tip. In contrast, the small emittance
of the MOTIS arises in part from the small solid angle Ω subtended by the source
because the extraction field has near-zero divergence. The source size is typically
several µm. However, one additional factor is crucial to achieving the low emittance
of the MOTIS: low temperature.
The MOTIS is bright because it is cold. The normalized emittance, which is
conserved by the optical system, can be expressed as
x =
1
pi
(∫ ∫
dxdx′
)
×
√
U = σx
√
kBT
2
(5.2)
for one of the two sets of transverse coordinates, where dx and dx′ are the spatial
and angular coordinates of the ions occupying the cross-section of the beam, U is the
mean energy of the ions, σx is the width of the ion distribution, and
kBT
2
is the mean
energy of the ions corresponding to one component of the transverse velocity as per
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The divergence of the beam is considered to
be near-zero and so is approximated as a Dirac delta function to arrive at the right-
hand side of Equation (5.2), assuming also a normal distribution of neutral atoms in
the MOT. The assumption of near-zero divergence of the beam upon photoionization
stems from the extremely small value of temperature T ∼ 100 µK. The final estimated
brightness, based on assumptions about the achievable net loading rate of the trap
1The virtual source area is what is of interest if the divergence of the source can be back-projected
behind the physical source. This is the case with the GFIS, but not with the MOTIS.
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and thus the beam current, is ∼ 109 A cm−2 sr−1 for a ∼ 10 keV beam [92], which is
similar to the reported brightness of the He+ GFIS at 20 kV extraction voltage [25].
A quick SRIM [30] calculation indicates that≤ 25-nm-thick HSQ should be thin
enough for full penetration of 2 keV lithium ions and thus for measurement of HSQ
sensitivity. Figure 5.4 shows that the projected range of 2 keV Li+ into HSQ is
25± 12 nm. Thus, higher landing energies should not be necessary for a preliminary
investigation of lithium ion beam lithography. The extraction voltage of the MOTIS
is currently limited to 2 keV and there is also no accelerator lens installed in the
FIB column; however, such a lens to achieve landing energies up to 30 keV has been
acquired by the laboratory housing the MOTIS used in this study, and its future
installation opens up at least one additional avenue of investigation: understanding
the role of nuclear versus electronic stopping for ion lithography.
Varying Li+ landing energy from 2 keV to at least 13 keV could help elucidate the
relative contribution of electronic versus nuclear stopping power for resist exposure.
Figure 5.5 shows SRIM calculations indicating that, as lithium landing energy varies
from 2 keV to approximately 13 keV, the electronic stopping power in HSQ transitions
from being less than half that of the nuclear stopping power to being double the
nuclear stopping power, with the total stopping power increasing only by 20%.
A study of the relative contribution of electronic versus nuclear stopping power
for resist exposure would be of interest because I recently found [98] that, despite Ga
having a significantly larger nuclear (and total) stopping power than Ne, the efficiency
of Ne for exposure of HSQ was perhaps slightly higher than that of Ga. Their elec-
tronic stopping powers were roughly the same, indicating that secondary electrons
may be the dominant exposure mechanism in ion beam lithography. Calculations
of electronic and nuclear stopping powers for He, Ne, Ga, and Li indicate that, for
the range of landing energies permissible by available systems, only Li offers a range
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Figure 5.4: SRIM plots of 2 keV Li+ in HSQ (stoichiometry defined as 8 H, 8 Si, 12
O; 1.4 g/cm3). Projected range is 25±12 nm. Use of HSQ thinner than 25 nm should
be adequate for lithography using 2 keV Li+.
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Figure 5.5: Simulated electronic and nuclear stopping powers in HSQ for lithium ions
as a function of landing energy, using SRIM stopping/range tables. A study of resist
sensitivity over the ∼ 2-13 keV range for Li+ may elucidate the relative contribution
of nuclear and electronic stopping for resist exposure.
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for which the nuclear component of total stopping power is decreasing with landing
energy and the electronic component is increasing with landing energy while the total
stopping power changes only modestly such as that depicted in Figure 5.5 (see also
Figure 6.4). Thus, use of the Li+ MOTIS for such a study would be convenient.
5.2 Experimental approach
The preparation of samples involved cleaning a silicon wafer, dicing the wafer into
chips, diluting a commercial hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) formulation, spinning
HSQ on chips, and measuring HSQ film thickness.
A reclaimed test wafer of 76.2 mm (3 inch) diameter, 356-406 µm thickness, 1-
100 Ω·cm resistivity, and 〈100〉 orientation was first cleaned by the so-called RCA
(Radio Corporation of America) cleaning, which is a removal of organic contaminants
followed by a removal of the thin oxide layer and finished by a removal of metallic
contaminants. However, this wafer had been in storage for several months, and so to
remove carbonaceous surface contamination a cleaning was performed with oxygen
plasma at a flow rate of 500 ml/min for 5 min using a microwave asher (PVA Tepla
300).
Chips were obtained from the wafer manually using a diamond scribe. Each
chip was approximately 10 mm by 10 mm. After spinning on HSQ, which will be
described shortly, each of these chips was re-diced so that a given sample would be
small enough to fit within the 4 mm by 8 mm sample chuck of the Hitachi S-5500
FE-SEM for metrology of the results of lithography.
Two dilutions were prepared from a commercial formulation of HSQ (Dow Corning
XR-1541-006), which was composed of 6 % HSQ solids in methyl isolubtyl ketone
(MIBK). Bottles to hold the dilutions were cleansed with a rinse of solvents in the
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following order: acetone, methanol, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and MIBK. Solutions of
2% and 0.5% HSQ in MIBK were prepared using semiconductor-grade MIBK and a
graduated cylinder. Because only a few samples were to be prepared, and because
samples were only a few mm on a side, only small (∼ 1 ml) volumes of the commercial
formulation and MIBK were required, and a 10 ml graduated cylinder was sufficient.
Specifically, first 1 ml of the XR-1541-006 was transferred to the graduated cylinder.
Then, 2 ml MIBK was added to make a 2% solution. 2.25 ml of this solution was
poured into one of the cleaned bottles. To the remaining 0.75 ml of 2% HSQ solution
was added 2.25 ml MIBK, making 3 ml of a 0.5% HSQ solution, which was then
poured into the second cleaned bottle. The graduated cylinder was agitated by hand
for 1 min between steps to ensure adequate mixing between steps.
Each of the two HSQ dilutions was spun onto a corresponding bare Si chip, and
each of those two chips was subsequently diced into smaller samples for lithography.
A plastic dropper was used to wet the surface of each chip while loaded on the spin
chuck immediately prior to spinning; only two or three drops were required for full
wetting. Each chip was spun at 6,000 rpm for 30 s with an initial acceleration of
10,000 rpm/s.
The HSQ film thickness on each chip was measured using a spectroscopic ellip-
someter (Woollam M-2000 at 70◦ incidence). The chip coated with the 2% solution
was measured to be 22.3 nm HSQ on Si, and this sample will henceforth be referred
to as hsq2p. The chip coated with the 0.5% solution was measured to be 9.4 nm HSQ
on Si, and this sample will henceforth be referred to as hsqp5p.
Finally, each of the two chips was diced into smaller pieces using a diamond
scribe, and each piece was scratched carefully at one corner to provide an artifact on
the surface for focusing as well as a reference point for patterning, namely the end
of the scribe scratch closest to the center of the piece. Two of these pieces, one from
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each of hsq2p and hsqp5p, were subsequently patterned and imaged. These pieces
will be denoted trial1-hsq2p and trial1-hsqp5p.
The so-called “salty” developer, an aqueous solution of 1 wt % NaOH and 1 wt %
NaCl, was prepared by adding NaOH pellets and NaCl crystals to deionized water
(DI water). To ease measurement of quantities, a 500 ml solution was intended, even
though only ∼ 100 ml of developer was used in these experiments. First, 500 ml of
DI water was measured. Then, 5.44 g NaOH pellets (5 g intended) was measured
using a scale of 0.1 mg precision and added to the DI water. Next, 21.95 g NaCl
crystals (21.76 g intended, given the 5.44 g NaCl) was measured using the same scale
and added to the NaOH solution. Finally, 44 ml DI water was added to the solution,
making for a 1 wt % NaOH and 1 wt % NaCl solution.
All samples were developed after exposure by immersion for 4 min in∼ 50 ml of the
developer at room temperature (unmeasured). Immediately following development,
the sample was held to rinse under running DI water for 1 min and then dried using
a N2 gun for 1 min.
Two patterns were designed and loaded for exposure, a 1-D array of lines (grating)
and a 2-D array of points (dot matrix). For the grating, the specified line length was
4.4 µm, the pixel step size along each line was 20 nm, and the line pitch was 500 nm.
The lines were one pixel wide. For the dot matrix, the specified dot pitch was 500 nm
for a 10 × 10 matrix. The horizontal field width was set to 8.8 µm, or 12, 300×
magnification for the FEI FIB 200 column to which the lithium source was attached
and which controlled dwell times for patterning.
Beam conditions were as follows. The landing energy of the lithium ions was
1.94 keV. The current as measured by a picoammeter connected to the sample chuck
was 1.5 pA, but this accounts not only for the influx of positively charged lithium ions
but also the exodus of secondary electrons generated by the lithium, and the actual
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lithium ion beam current has been estimated as being 30% less than the ammeter
reading, so 1 pA in this instance2. The current fluctuated occasionally due to insta-
bility of the UV laser that ionized the lithium. Beam current was checked prior to
each exposure, and each exposure lasted ∼ 1 s, so beam current was considered fairly
stable over the set of exposures. Beam current was tuned manually by adjusting the
frequency of the laser and its spatial alignment to the ∼ 1 mm3 volume of lithium in
the source chamber.
For sample trial1-hsq2p, exposure proceeded as follows. First, the right-angled
corner of the chip closest to the scribe scratch was rotationally aligned to the scan
and stage motion axis of the FIB system. Second, focus was obtained at the end
of that scribe scratch nearest the center of the chip. Third, the stage was stepped,
beam blanked, 200 µm above and to the right of the point of last focus (so a total
distance
√
2× 200 µm from last focus). Finally, dose arrays of both the grating and
dot-matrix patterns were exposed.
The dose array of trial1-hsq2p for the grating pattern was accomplished by spec-
ifying a dwell time per pixel for each grating, and stepping the stage 15 µm between
gratings. Eight gratings were written, with the following pixel dwell times: 1 µs, 3 µs,
10 µs, 30 µs, 100 µs, 300 µs, 1 ms, 3 ms. As a means of labeling the gratings and to
allow for monitoring and adjustment of beam current between exposures, number of
spot-mode marks were exposed above each grating. The 3 ms grating had ten marks,
one above each line of the grating; the 1 ms grating has nine marks, and so on.
The dose array of trial1-hsq2p for the dot-matrix pattern was also accomplished
by specifying a dwell time per pixel (dot) for each dot matrix. Five dot matrices were
exposed, with the following dwell times: 0.1 µs, 1 µs, 10 µs, 100 µs, 1 ms. This array
was placed on a row adjacent to the grating array and aligned such that, for example,
2Brenton Knuffman (brenton.knuffman@nist.gov), private communcation.
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the 1 ms dot matrix was in the same column as the 1 ms grating. This alignment
was done to ease metrology.
For sample trial1-hsqp5p, the exposure procedure was similar. However, this sam-
ple was exposed after development and metrology of trial1-hsq2p, and so the results of
that experiment, particularly the information learned about proper dosing, informed
the choice of doses for the patterns written to trial1-hsqp5p. The dwell times corre-
sponding to the set of gratings were 289 µs to 3.885 ms with a geometric increment of
30%, for a total of eleven grating exposures. The dwell times corresponding to the set
of dot matrices were less uniform in progression, due principally to an upper limit on
dwell time (∼ 4.3 ms) and limits on timing resolution (due to digital-to-analog con-
version). The eight dwell times were as follows: 969 µs to 2.743 ms with a geometric
increment of 30%, 3.265 ms, 3.561 ms, 4.239 ms.
5.3 Results
Samples were imaged in a Hitachi S-5500 FE-SEM in order to achieve a small (sub-1-
mm) working distance and small spot size (2 nm spec) at low landing energy (1 keV)
to obtain high-resolution surface detail. Few of the patterns of trial1-hsq2p developed,
leading to an adjustment of doses for trial1-hsp5p, for which many more patterns de-
veloped. However, the overall fidelity of the exposures was poor, and electromagnetic
noise attributed to 60 Hz room lighting led to significant distortion of patterns.
Figure 5.6 shows results of gratings patterned on trial1-hsq2p, which was 22 nm of
HSQ on Si. The SEMs were taken at 5 keV electron landing energy, 0.1 mm working
distance, and at a horizontal field width of ≈ 8.5 µm with ≈ 3.3 nm pixel size.
Figure 5.6(a) shows a grating with 500 nm pitch and 170 nm linewidth. The
lines were specified as a linear sequence of point exposures spaced by 20 nm, with a
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Figure 5.6: Scanning-electron micrographs of developed grating exposures by 2 keV
Li+ into 22 nm HSQ on Si (trial1-hsq2p). Imaging conditions: 5 keV landing energy,
0.1 mm working distance, and ≈ 8.5µm horizontal field width. Lines were written as
successive point exposures with 20 nm step size. (a) Lines written with a pixel dwell
time of 2992.8 µs, corresponding to a linear dose density of 2.2 nC/cm (1400 ions.nm).
(b) Lines written with a pixel dwell time of 968.7 µs, corresponding to a linear dose
density of 0.73 nC/cm (450 ions/nm). There is a ≈ 170 nm spatial modulation
corresponding to 2× 60 Hz−1.
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point dwell time of 3000 µs. The actual dwell time per point was 2992.8 µs because
of the digitization of the range of dwell-time values supported by the FIB’s pattern
generator. Given a beam current of 1.5 pA, the linear dose density delivered to each
line exposure in Figure 5.6(a) is calculated to be 2.2 nC/cm, or 1400 ions/nm. This
linear dose is roughly four times lower than required for 30-100 keV electron exposure
in thin HSQ on Si [21, 86].
The aforementioned linear dose density unfortunately may not be simply stated
as such because the dose delivered to the region corresponding to each pixel was not
constant. This phenomenon is clarified by Figure 5.6(b), which shows the results of a
grating exposure using a smaller dwell time per pixel, 968.7 µs (“1000 µs” specified).
Oscillation in the delivered linear dose density is evident, and the inset of Figure 5.6(b)
indicates that the pitch of the spatial oscillation corresponds in the time domain to
half the frequency of 60 Hz line noise. Thus, one interpretation of this result is
that the intensity of the line noise, which is a signal with double the frequency of
the amplitude of the line noise, is modulating the electrostatic deflection of the ion
beam and thus causing the periodic spatial modulation of dose delivered and thus the
periodic spatial modulation of the resulting line exposures.
Modulation corresponding to 2× 60 Hz was also observed for the trial1-hsqp5p
sample. Furthermore, because a more refined range of dwell times was used for this
sample, based on noting the range of doses that yielded structures for trial1-hsq2p,
the results of trial1-hsqp5p give clearer evidence of spatial modulation correspond-
ing to 2×60 Hz because the spatial modulation scales appropriately as the dwell time
per pixel varies. Figure 5.7 shows croppings of a dose array of gratings exposed in
9 nm HSQ on Si. Each of the nine scanning-electron micrographs in the figure is at
the same magnification. The length of the scale bar in each SEM corresponds to the
distance the ion beam traveled during a period of time equal to one half-cycle of a
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60 Hz sinusoid. For example, the lower-left image within Figure 5.7 had a per-pixel
dwell time of 815 µs and thus the corresponding half-cycle distance is
20 nm
0.815 ms
×
(
1
2
(
1
60 Hz
)
=
1
2
(16.7 ms)
)
= 205 nm .
For per-pixel dwell times . 1500 µs, the beam traveled a distance large enough
during one half-cycle to result in noticeable periodic spatial modulation along the
lines in the corresponding SEMs. For dwell times & 1500 µs, the modulation distance
becomes comparable or less than the spot size of the beam, and the lines appear
smooth.
5.4 Analysis and discussion
The results are difficult to map to a spread function due to the spatial modulation
of the line exposures. However, by extracting average linewidth as a function of
linear dose density, one can learn something about the spatial distribution of energy
dissipation as recorded in the resist. Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the
exposure efficiency can be extracted as the amplitude of a functional fit to the spread-
function data [33]. Finally, some discussion on the choice of landing energy for SEM
imaging is pertinent in this context and will be presented in this section.
The images represented in Figure 5.7 were processes in order to extract the average
linewidth in the image and the standard deviation of the linewidth. Here I explain
that process, plot the results versus inverse linear dose density to constitute a line-
spread function (LSF), and present a functional fit to the data in order to extract
information about the spatial distribution of energy dissipation and the exposure
efficiency of 2 keV Li+ for 9 nm HSQ on Si.
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Figure 5.7: Scanning-electron micrographs of developed grating exposures by 2 keV
Li+ into 9 nm HSQ on Si (trial1-hsqp5p). Imaging conditions: 1 keV landing energy,
0.2 mm working distance, and 2.54µm horizontal field width. Lines were written as
successive point exposures with 20 nm step size. Lines written with pixel dwell times
(in µs) of (from upper left, in order of left to right and top to bottom): 3885, 2993,
2305, 1776, 1370, 1056, 815, 692, 486. All SEMs are at the same magnification. The
length of the scale bar in each SEM corresponds to the distance the ion beam traveled
during a period of time equal to one half-cycle of a 60 Hz sinusoid. There is a piece of
debris in the lower-left SEM, conveniently demonstrating that the image is in focus
despite the blurry appearance of the exposures.
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Two steps are taken to extract the linewidth and linewidth roughness from each
image of line exposures. First, the image is processed using the ImageJ software3 [77]
to prepare a black-and-white image that clarifies the line edges. Second, the image
is fed to a script that estimates the linewidth at each pixel along the length of the
line in the image and calculates appropriate moments of the set of linewidth values,
in this case the average and the standard deviation.
Each image was processed in ImageJ as follows: First, a crop was performed to
isolate most of the top line (an arbitrary but consistent choice) in the image, minus
the line ends. Next, the automatic binary thresholding algorithm of ImageJ was per-
formed on the image to yield a white-pixeled line and a black-pixeled background.
Then, one iteration of morphological opening — also a built-in function — was per-
formed on the now-binary (“black-and-white”) image. Finally, if salt noise was still
present in the background and clearly separated from the resist line, these few pixels
were removed manually. The occasional manual removal of sparse noise enabled the
use of a simple algorithm for edge detection by the script to extract linewidths.
Each image in turn was fed to a MATLAB script (see Listing 1) by importing the
image as a matrix. The nm_per_pixel variable was given as 3.307292 nm/pixel, which
was the value recorded by the Hitachi S-5500 SEM for all images in this set (i.e., all of
these images were taken at the same magnification). The algorithm finds the indices
of first and last nonzero (i.e., white) elements of each column of the image matrix,
records the difference as the linewidth, and returns (1) the set of linewidths, (2) the
average linewidths, and (3) the linewidth roughness, defined here as the standard
deviation of the set of linewidths.
Figure 5.8 is a log-log plot of the (half-)linewidth data with the corresponding
measures of roughness as the widths of the error bars. The width data are plotted
3Version 1.43u.
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Listing 1 Extracts the average linewidth and linewidth roughness.
function [ widths , w avg , lwr ] = l inew id th roughne s s ( I , nm per p ixe l )
% Ca lcu l a t e s the l i n ew i d t h roughness ( lwr ) e x h i b i t e d in the s i n g l e l i n e
% spanning image I . The l i n e shou ld be whi te and the background shou ld be
% b lack . There shou ld be no s a l t ( i . e . , no ise ) in the background .
% nm per p ixe l s p e c i f i e s un i t convers ion to nm.
% This func t i on a l s o re turns the c o l l e c t i o n o f measured l i n ew i d t h s
% ( widths ) and the average width ( w avg ) .
%
% Donny Winston ( dwinston@mit . edu )
% ensure t ha t I i s a l o g i c a l image (0−> b lack , 1−>white )
I = I > 0 ;
f i e l d w i d t h = s ize ( I , 2) ;
f i e l d h e i g h t = s ize ( I , 1) ;
% sto r e widths here to c a l c u l a t e the average width
widths = zeros (1 , f i e l d w i d t h ) ;
for n = 1 : f i e l d w id th ,
edg e l e ad i ng i dx = find ( I ( : , n ) ,1 , ’ f i r s t ’ ) ;
i f isempty ( edg e l e ad i ng i dx ) ,
widths (n) = 0 ;
cont inue ;
end
e d g e t r a i l i n g i d x = find ( I ( : , n ) ,1 , ’ l a s t ’ ) ;
widths (n) = e d g e t r a i l i n g i d x − edg e l e ad i ng i dx + 1 ;
end
widths = widths ∗ nm per p ixe l ;
w avg = mean( widths )
lwr = sqrt (mean( ( widths − w avg ) . ˆ 2 ) )
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Figure 5.8: Line-spread function indicating that spot size is the dominant contribution
to the spatial distribution of energy dissipation of the 2 keV Li+ beam in 9 nm HSQ
on Si.
versus the (reciprocal) linear delivered dose density, calculated using the dwell time
per pixel for each exposure, the 1 pA beam current, and the 20 nm step size. The
data are fit to a normal distribution of standard deviation 75 nm. This indicates a
beam spot size of FWHM ≈ 50 nm by Abel inversion4 [83], which is consistent with
prior observation of this tool being limited by a similarly large spot size [96], albeit
with a Cr+ beam. Thus, the LSF indicates that spot size is the dominant contribution
to the spatial distribution of energy dissipation; further interpretation of the LSF in
terms of secondary-electron generation, scattering, etc. would be spurious.
The amplitude of the fitting function in Figure 5.8 indicates a resist-process sen-
sitivity of 0.3 nC/cm (≈ 200 ions/nm) for 2 keV Li+ in 9 nm HSQ on Si. This
exposure efficiency is comparable to that of 2 keV electrons for a similar target [60].
This equivalence should not be surprising, as the stopping power — and thus exposure
4Abel inversion yields a PSF that is not a Gauss function but rather a modified Bessel function
of the 2nd kind, which in this instance looks similar to an exponential function Ae−r/B with B ≈
0.06 nm.
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efficiency — of ions decreases with decreasing landing energy, whereas the stopping
power of electrons increases with decreasing landing energy5.
Because the penetration of 2 keV Li+ into HSQ is so shallow — closer to 10 nm
than 100 nm (see Figure 5.4) — and because the line-spread data was obtained with
an HSQ thickness of 9 nm, one may not expect much contrast between the edges of
developed HSQ features and the bulk Si during imaging. Choice of landing energy
in scanning electron microscopy can dramatically affect the information content of
an image, even within the 1-5 keV range. More surface detail is available at lower
energies due to reduced interaction volume. This phenomenon can be significant even
between two energies that are both considered “low”, for example 5 keV and 1 keV.
Figure 5.9 shows SEM images of an array of dot exposures by a helium-ion beam on
bare Si. Figure 5.9(a) is an SEM taken at 5 keV. Figure 5.9(b) is taken at 1 keV.
Two details resolved in the 1 keV image are not obvious in the 5 keV image, even
though care was taken to have each image in focus. First, wide circles are concentric
with the points of exposure. The contrast mechanism for the circles may be lattice
damage caused by ion implantation — thus, the inner and outer radii of the circles
may represent the range of backscattering to the surface. Second, slits are visible at
∼ 150 and ∼ 230 relative to the horizontal axis crossing the point of exposure. I have
no hypothesis for the origin of these slits. The take-home message of Figure 5.9 is
that the choice of landing energy for SEM affects what information is present in the
image. To maximize surface detail, a 1 keV landing energy is preferable when spot
size can be kept small. For the Hitachi S-5500 FE-SEM used in this work, the design
of the system permits sub-1-mm working distances and a spot size specification of
1.6 nm at 1 keV landing energy.
5This is the case for a limited range of landing energies. The energies of interest here, ∼ 1 keV
through tens of keV, are within this range.
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Figure 5.9: Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of arrays of helium-ion point ex-
posures on bare Si. The helium-ion beam was operated at 29.3 keV and 4.7 pA using
a 20 µm aperture. The dwell time for each point was ∼ 10 s, resulting in a dose of
∼ 3× 108 ions per point. SEMs were taken with a Hitachi S-5500 FE-SEM operating
at an acceleration voltage of (a) 5 kV and (b) 1 kV. The working distance in both
cases was 0.2 mm.
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5.5 Summary and future work
2 keV Li+ exhibited low exposure efficiency for thin HSQ on Si, with the minimum
linear delivered dose density estimated to be 0.3 nC/cm, or ≈ 200 ions/nm. This
exposure efficiency is comparable to 2 keV electrons for a similar target. It is expected
that an increase in landing energy will increase exposure efficiency. Landing energy
may be varied with an accelerator lens, and the tool used for this study is expected to
be upgraded with this component in the near future. This upgrade will enable (1) a
study of the effect of landing energy on exposure efficiency; (2) a study of the relative
contribution of nuclear versus electronic stopping power for exposure, as introduced
earlier in this chapter; and (3) a decrease in spot size because the unnormalized beam
brightness increases with beam energy.
The resolution of exposures was consistent with a tens-of-nm spot size, confirmed
via analysis of a line-spread function (LSF) based on the data. A normal distribution
was fit to the LSF and required no additional terms to fit the tail of the data. Thus,
the data resist interpretation beyond a simple attribution of the spatial distribution of
energy dissipation entirely to the current density distribution incident on the target.
Discontinuities in line exposures were reported. An LSF measurement was com-
plicated by this spatial modulation of dose during linear exposures, but a reasonable
LSF measurement was nevertheless performed and analyzed. The discontinuities are
consistent with 60 Hz noise power distortion of dose delivery. The effect of this noise
is not yet understood; one candidate mechanism is the modulation of photoionization
rate, although this hypothesis has not been tested. The next steps with regard to
this noise are to understand its mechanism and to eliminate or shield the source of
the noise from the MOTIS FIB system. After this, the LSF (and a PSF) may be
measured after additional, noise-free exposures.
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The MOTIS is capable of near-deterministic single-ion delivery [99]. Although
extraction rates may not exceed ∼ 10 Hz, this capability would nevertheless enable
the study of single-shot lithography with a variety of ions at a variety of landing
energies. Such a study could elucidate fundamental exposure mechanisms in resist-
based lithography, with application even to electron-beam lithography given the role
of secondary-electron exposure in light ion lithography demonstrated in this thesis and
elsewhere [62]. Exposure mechanisms could be studied in absence of the convolving
effects of “beam spot size” and shot noise.
One future direction to take with this work would be to measure the conductivity
of Li-implanted (“lithiated”) HSQ. Lithiated HSQ may be useful in studies of batter-
ies. Would it be possible to directly write conductive nanowires by focused ion beam
implantation of resist? For example, if lithium were implanted in HSQ at high dose
along a linear path and then the HSQ was developed, would the developed lines be
conductive? What would the conductivity be as a function of dose? I could not find
prior work of this nature. The closest related work may be that of [100], in which a
Ga+ FIB was used to make conductive wires in In2O3. Ion implantation of resist is
described in [101], but that was used to increase plasma etch resistance; the conduc-
tivity of the resulting features was not described. Ion implantation of a metal film to
increase etch resistance is described in [102]. In review articles on FIB applications,
no mention of FIB implantation of resist with subsequent pattern development and
testing of conductivity was found [103, 104]. SRIM simulation of 2 keV Li+ in HSQ
indicates that 30 vacancies are generated per incident ion and 94% of the incident
ions remain in the HSQ (i.e. do not backscatter). Thus, a locally increased carrier
concentration seems possible with lithium implantation of HSQ.
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Chapter 6
Synthesis
This chapter synthesizes the results of past chapters wherein nanoscale resolution was
obtained. First, beams are compared in terms of resolution and exposure efficiency;
however, the preliminary results of Chapter 5 are omitted in comparisons because
lithography with the Li+ MOTIS was limited by spot size (to & 100 nm resolution).
Next, exposure efficiency is related to the state of the art in practical throughput.
Then, the effect of shot noise on pattern fidelity is discussed. Finally, the phenomenon
of non-Gaussian incident current-density distributions is introduced as a possible
contribution to a PSF. To conclude, the results presented in this thesis are summarized
and prospects for future work are posited.
6.1 Comparison of beam resolution and exposure
efficiency
To compare charged-particle species for scanning-beam lithography, both in terms of
resist sensitivity and spatial resolution, PSFs obtained for 20 keV neon ions (Chapter
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4), 30 keV gallium ions1, 30 keV helium ions, 30 keV electrons, and 100 keV electrons
in thin HSQ on bulk Si are plotted in Figure 6.1. Firstly, the data suggest that the
onset dose for 20 keV Ne+ and 30 keV Ga+ are similar. This result is surprising
because the total (electronic + nuclear) stopping powers of 20 keV Ne+ and 30 keV
Ga+ in HSQ are respectively 230 eV/nm and 830 eV/nm according to SRIM [30]
calculations, suggesting their onset doses should be quite different. One interpretation
of this result is that energy dissipation due to electronic stopping is more significant
than that due to nuclear stopping for resist exposure, i.e. that the role of secondary
electrons is significant. SRIM calculations support this explanation, predicting a
mere 14% difference in electronic stopping power versus a 343% difference in nuclear
stopping power between 20 keV Ne+ and 30 keV Ga+ in HSQ. Secondly, whereas
the Ne+ and Ga+ data suggest a uniform and steep power-law drop-off of delivered
dose density with radial distance, the He+ and electron data suggest a transition at
r > 10 nm to a more gradual drop-off. The steep asymptotic drop-off and large
amplitude of the Ne+ fit relative to the other fits suggest exposure with high resist
sensitivity and spatial resolution.
The fitting functions plotted in Figure 6.1 are:
20 keV Ne+ : f(r) =
54 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
7.4 nm
)4.0 , (6.1)
30 keV Ga+ : f(r) =
26 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
12 nm
)4.1 , (6.2)
30 keV He+ : f(r) =
3.6 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
4.1 nm
)3.5 + 1.5 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
0.70 nm
)1.5 , and (6.3)
1See Appendix C for more on gallium exposure.
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Figure 6.1: Comparing exposure species by PSFs. Plotted are data and fitting func-
tions for reciprocal dose versus dot radius, which is proportional to the PSF, using
SEM metrology. Point exposures are of 20 keV Ne+ in 16 nm HSQ, 30 keV Ga+ in
16 nm HSQ, 30 keV He+ in 12 nm HSQ, 30 keV e− in 15 nm HSQ, and 100 keV
e− in 10-40 nm HSQ, all on Si. The 100 keV PSF, plotted again separately over its
full range of data, was adapted from two references, one with short-range data using
10 nm HSQ [105] and one with long-range data (six orders of magnitude in dose but
without sub-10-nm resolution) using 40 nm HSQ [106]. Also, the 100 keV PSF used
a different resist development process. See text for details.
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100 keV e− : f(r) =
0.1 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
8.5 nm
)2.9 + 7× 10−5 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
100 nm
)2 + 5× 10−8 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
3×104 nm
)3 . (6.4)
30 keV e− : f(r) =
0.1 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
4 nm
)3 + 6× 10−4 fC−1
1 +
(
r [nm]
30 nm
)2.5 . (6.5)
Remarkably, the 30 keV e− PSF is more spatially confined than the 100 keV e−
PSF at short range (r . 30 nm). The first “knee” of the fitting function for the
30 keV PSF is at half the radial distance of that of the 100 keV PSF. Furthermore,
the power-law fits to both PSFs at short range suggest that the 30 keV PSF exhibits
a drop-off of delivered dose density with radial distance approximately equal to that
of the 100 keV PSF. Normally, an increase in electron beam energy enables a smaller
spot size due to the increase in beam brightness, so this result is surprising. However,
the 100 keV PSF was obtained differently than the other PSFs plotted, and several
reasons why the 30 keV PSF is better than the 100 keV PSF in this case are possible.
Whereas all PSFs other than the 100 keV e− PSF were obtained using salty
development (1 wt % NaOH and 4 wt % NaCl) as described in previous chapters, the
100 keV e− PSF was reconstructed from the literature, and by authors using a different
development process. No 100 keV data for thin HSQ on Si using salty development
was either available from colleagues or found in the literature as of this writing,
but because 100 keV is a widely-used landing energy for electron-beam lithography,
inclusion of such data for comparison of PSFs in this chapter was desired. One
group reported short-range PSF data using 10 nm HSQ on bulk Si [105], and another
reported long-range data (six orders of magnitude in dose but without sub-10-nm
data) using 40 nm HSQ [106]. I combined the data that used the same development
process, in this case an immersion for 60 s in 0.26 N (2.4 wt %) tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAH). Both experiments used the isolated-point-exposure procedure of
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[33] that I have used throughout this thesis for PSF measurements.
The difference in development process may be significant because the TMAH
development has 3× lower contrast than the salty development [19]. This means
that the ratio of threshold dose to onset dose with the TMAH development is 103×
higher than with the salty development, which could result in an increase of observed
size of developed point exposures because the isodose contour associated with a dose
between onset and “full” exposure will expand as the resist-process contrast decreases.
Another possible explanation for the narrower PSF short-range for 30 keV versus
100 keV is that the 100 keV exposures, done using a different tool than the 30 keV
exposures at MIT, may have had a larger spot size during the reported experiments.
Finally, given an initial beam diameter, the effect of ultra-thin (< 50 nm) resist on
the attainable full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF is to mitigate the
dependence of this FWHM on landing energy, at least within the range ∼ 10–100 keV
[107].
One drawback of PSF comparison is difficulty in predicting achievable pattern fi-
delity as a function of pattern density. A set of modulation transfer functions (MTFs)
[108] of different exposure species allows for a visual comparison of dose contrast,
which is a measure of pattern fidelity, versus pattern density. After fitting parametric
functions to the PSFs, MTFs were calculated to determine the minimum pitch ob-
tainable for a given dose contrast. Specifically, each parametric PSF was numerically
convolved with 150 nm × 150 nm grating structures of 1 nm step size and varying
pitch, and then a plot of dose contrast versus spatial frequency, i.e. reciprocal pitch,
was generated. Figure 6.2 illustrates this process schematically.
Figure 6.3 shows MTFs calculated using the PSFs of Figure 6.1, except for the
100 keV e− PSF because inclusion of this data would be misleading due to the anoma-
lous nature of its acquisition relative to the other PSFs — I do not wish to propagate
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Figure 6.2: Use of the point-spread function (PSF) to estimate the modulation trans-
fer function (MTF). The PSF is convolved with a grating structure of pitch p to
determine the corresponding dose contrast K(1/p). The plot of dose contrast versus
spatial frequency is the MTF.
the anomaly beyond its first presentation. MTF calculations do not account for re-
ductions in contrast due to resist residues at high pattern density (see Figure 4.2
and its discussion in the text). Furthermore, the spatial bandwidths of MTFs were
limited by use of SEM metrology for PSF measurements [109, 21]. Nevertheless, one
can use a set of MTFs to estimate, for a given minimum dose contrast required for
a process, the maximum spatial frequency attainable by each beam species. Inter-
estingly, 20 keV Ne+ exhibits higher dose contrast than the other evaluated species
down to 25 nm half-pitch. Furthermore, the dose contrast with 20 keV Ne+ remains
larger than with 30 keV e− down to 12.5 nm half-pitch.
Returning to the idea of understanding and predicting exposure efficiency by dis-
tinguishing nuclear versus electronic stopping, Figure 6.4 plots stopping power versus
landing energy for electrons, helium ions, lithium ions, neon ions, and gallium ions
in HSQ. Values for the electronic and nuclear stopping power curves for ions were
generated by SRIM [30]. In SRIM, HSQ was defined with a density of 1.4 g/cm3
[75] and the following stoichiometry: 8 H, 8 Si, and 12 O atoms [20]. Values for
the (electronic) stopping power curve for electrons were generated using the modified
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Figure 6.3: Modulation transfer functions (MTFs) for four beam species, each calcu-
lated by numerically convolving the corresponding fit in 6.1 with 150 nm × 150 nm
gratings of various pitches.
Bethe equation of [68]. Specifically,
∂E
∂s
[
eV
nm
]
=
2piq4ne
E
ln
(
1.166
E + 0.85Jm
Jm
)
, (6.6)
where ∂E
∂s
is the stopping power, q ≈ 1.2 √eV · nm is the elementary charge, ne ≈
430 electrons
nm3
is the electron density of HSQ, estimated using the aforementioned density
and stoichiometry of HSQ, and Jm ≈ 122 eV is the mean ionization potential of HSQ,
also estimated using the aforementioned density and stoichiometry of HSQ. Values
for effective stopping power were calculated using measurements of dose delivered
for minimum-width point exposures in thin (< 20 nm) HSQ on bulk Si, assuming a
constant critical dose density [eV/nm3] for exposure of HSQ by all species, and nor-
malized to the calculated value of stopping power for 30 keV electrons (≈ 1.1 eV/nm).
Values for effective stopping power were calculated as follows: for a dose series of
point exposures, the minimum dose-to-yield, i.e. the number of incident particles N ,
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Figure 6.4: Stopping power versus landing energy for electrons, helium ions, lithium
ions, neon ions, and gallium ions in HSQ. Values for the electronic and nuclear stop-
ping power curves for ions were generated by SRIM. Values for the (electronic) stop-
ping power curve for electrons were generated using [68]. Values for effective stopping
power were calculated using measurements of dose delivered for minimum-width point
exposures in thin (< 20 nm) HSQ on bulk Si. See text for details.
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was recorded, as was the measured width 2r0 of the yielded feature. The following
assumptions were made: first, the critical energy density D0 [eV/nm
3] for exposure
of HSQ is constant across all exposure species. Second, this energy density is de-
livered to all 1 nm3 voxels at the perimeter of the surface of a radially-symmetric
feature. Finally, all energy delivered to this perimeter is due to the stopping of the
incident particle as it first passes through the perimeter (i.e., no contribution due to
backscattering). Thus,
D0
[
eV
nm3
]
=
N × ∂E
∂s
[
eV
nm
]
pir02 − pi(r0 − 1)2 [nm2]
. (6.7)
Rearranging and simplifying,
∂E
∂s
=
D0 × pi (2r0 − 1)
N
. (6.8)
By forcing the measured (N, r0) tuple for electrons to map to the calculated stopping
power for 30 keV electrons, I obtained a prefactor to normalize the effective stopping
power for all other species. For the case of 2 keV Li+ where no appropriate point-
exposure data was obtained due to limitations on spot size, I used an estimate on
linear dose sensitivity from the line-spread function data (0.3 nC/nm, see Figure 5.8)
in conjunction with a corresponding linear dose sensitivity value for 30 keV electrons
(8 nC/cm, from [21]) to obtain an effective value of N for the Li+.
Figure 6.4 challenges the understanding of exposure efficiency as directly propor-
tional to the total stopping power of incident beam particles — i.e. the average energy
loss per unit path length, particularly for thin (< 20 nm thick) resist. Values of stop-
ping power are readily obtained via the popular SRIM software for a variety of beam
species and target materials at various landing energies, making this metric particu-
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larly convenient for predicting exposure efficiency. However, the exposure efficiency
of Ne+ for thin HSQ resist on bulk Si is similar to that of Ga+ at 20-30 keV landing
energy despite SRIM indicating a much larger stopping power for Ga+. Separating
stopping power into its nuclear and electronic components, performed automatically
by SRIM, reveals that both the Ne+ and Ga+ have similar electronic stopping pow-
ers. This correspondence points to electronic stopping power as a better indication
of exposure efficiency in ion beam lithography.
Unfortunately, the use of electronic stopping power alone to predict exposure ef-
ficiency is insufficient given the data. Whereas the exposure efficiencies (and thus
the effective stopping powers plotted in Figure 6.4) of Ne+ and Ga+ are much higher
than that of He+ for the landing energies studied, the calculated electronic stopping
powers of Ne+ and Ga+ are similar to that of He+. The data on Li+ also indicate
higher exposure efficiency than that predicated by electronic stopping power alone.
One interpretation of this anomaly is that slower ions, i.e. Ne+ and Ga+ relative to
He+ in this case, for the same total energy dissipated via ionization per unit path
length, produce a red-shifted secondary-electron (SE) spectrum (with a correspond-
ingly larger number of SEs), and that these lower-energy SEs are more efficient at
exposure of resist. Such a phenomenon would be hidden by reliance on a single
number, the electronic stopping power, to predict exposure efficiency.
Figure 6.5 represents a step toward understanding exposure efficiency as a function
of incident particle speed rather than energy. Firstly, it is evident upon comparison
with Figure 6.4 that the various species have better correspondence of slopes across
a wide range of energies for both nuclear and electronic stopping power when these
stopping power values are plotted versus landing speed rather than landing energy.
Secondly, the slower species show a more appreciable deviation from calculated values
of electronic stopping power than do the more swift species. In order to provide a
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Figure 6.5: Stopping power versus landing speed for electrons, helium ions, lithium
ions, neon ions, and gallium ions in HSQ. The ordinates are the same as in Figure
6.4 but with the abscissae scaled according to E = 1
2
mv2, where E is the landing
energy, m is the mass of the incident particle, and v is the landing speed. Also
indicated are the ranges of landing energy typically accessible to the instruments
used for lithography with each of the species.
framework for prediction of exposure efficiency in charged-particle-beam lithography,
collection of data on exposure efficiency for a wide range of landing speeds for a given
exposure species would be helpful, especially to clarify the role of electronic versus
nuclear stopping power in ion-beam lithography. Examining Figure 6.5, it seems
that Li+ would be a good candidate for this study because its nuclear and electronic
stopping power curves intersect within a range of landing speeds accessible by the
MOTIS system.
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particle current [pA] Dmin [pC/cm] Ep [µm/s] reference
20 keV Ne+ 0.3 8 400 this thesis, [110]
30 keV e− 180 8000 200 [21]
100 keV e− 200 8850 200 [86]
30 keV He+ 1 60 200 [87]
30 keV Ga+ 0.6 10 600 this thesis, [110]
Table 6.1: Comparison of practical efficiencies reported for lithography of thin (less
than 20 nm thick) HSQ on Si at highest resolution for neon ions, electrons, helium
ions, and gallium ions. Dmin is the minimum linear dose density required for exposure
and Ep is the practical efficiency, defined as length exposed per unit time for highest-
resolution features. Some values of Dmin above were calculated from reported values
of areal dose density and beam step size for single-pixel line exposures. The value of
Dmin for 30 keV Ga
+ was estimated from Figure 6.1 as being slightly higher than the
value for 20 keV Ne+.
6.2 Practical exposure efficiency
I define exposure efficiency as the inverse of the particle fluence required to expose a
feature. However, a practical measure of efficiency must consider the rate of exposure
of features over time. I have de-emphasized practical efficiency in this chapter because
my interest herein is the ultimate potential of neon ion lithography. The challenge
associated with achieving a higher beam current than the 0.3 pA used for this work is
a challenge of engineering and is not prohibited by physics; beam currents in excess of
100 pA have been demonstrated using the gas field ionization source [25]. However,
a direct comparison of practical efficiencies of lithography using beams of neon ions,
electrons, helium ions, and gallium ions is useful and is summarized by Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 is restricted in scope to practical efficiencies for lithography of thin HSQ
on Si at highest reported resolution. Although one can operate these charged-particle-
beam systems at higher beam current, there is a tradeoff between beam current and
spot size because of conservation of brightness B in an optical column. What follows
is a simplified derivation based on the work of Wells [24]. For source current density
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J ; small beam convergence angle α such that
J = BΩ ≈ Bpiα2,
where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the emitted particles; and spot size d, the
beam current I at the sample may be expressed as
I ≤ pi
(
d
2
)2
J =
pid2
4
Bpiα2 (6.9)
and thus
d ≥
√
4I
pi2B
1
α
. (6.10)
Focusing in charged-particle systems is limited by chromatic and spherical aberra-
tion, which both increase with α, rather than by diffraction. Given this cap on α,
the maximum current that can be delivered to a spot of size d, ignoring space charge
and statistical Coulomb effects, is limited by source brightness. Because the gas
field ionization source exhibits higher brightness than the thermal-field-emitter elec-
tron source and the gallium liquid-metal-ion source, there is room for the practical
efficiency of neon ion lithography to increase.
6.3 Shot noise
Despite the benefit of increased exposure efficiency, this benefit is typically eroded by
the effect of shot noise. Delivery of the minimum number of particles N necessary to
expose a pixel has a statistical uncertainty
√
N [85]. Thus, for a desired linewidth
control ∆w, i.e. control of the uncertainty in average linewidth and ripple along the
edge of a line, a minimum average number of charged particles Nm should be delivered
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to each pixel and a corresponding minimum resist sensitivity S should be chosen [17].
Surprisingly, Nm ∼ 10 has been reported both analytically [17] and experimentally
[84, 34, 7] for ion beam lithography, whereas Nm ∼ 1000 is typical for electron beam
lithography and would be expected from the uncertainty in particle fluence.
To determine rms linewidth roughness
∆wrms =
√∑N
i=1 (wi − w)2
N
, (6.11)
where w is the average linewidth and wi is the linewidth at a given position, I (1)
pre-processed an SEM image of parallel lines and (2) fed that image to a custom script
that extracted the width of each pixel-wide segment of each line in the image and
calculated ∆wrms. The salient elements of pre-processing were (a) median filtering
for edge-preserving noise reduction, (b) adaptive thresholding to identify line edges,
and (c) morphological opening to remove isolated foreground pixels not connected to
lines. The pre-processing (using ImageJ [77]) enabled the code for my script to be
concise (fewer than fifty lines in MATLAB). The pre-processing procedure and script
are provided as an appendix.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the rms linewidth roughness in the SEM of Figure
4.1(a) was found to be 2 nm using the aforementioned procedure, which is surprisingly
small given statistical fluctuations in delivered dose, i.e. shot noise. I have a few
hypotheses for why lines written using neon ion lithography at low fluence (e.g. in
Figure 4.1) are continuous and with qualitatively small linewidth roughness ∆w.
First, the high stopping power of neon relative to e.g. electrons at a given landing
energy implies that more energy is imparted per ion in the resist, and this energy
is smeared over a radial distance from the point of ion incidence well in excess of
the beam step size (1 nm), as evidenced by the measured PSF (Figure 4.4). Thus,
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energy overlap among perhaps several adjacent pixel exposures mitigates the effect
of statistical fluctuations in ion delivery. Second, it may be the case that a region of
under-exposed HSQ between fully-exposed regions will not develop away in solution;
rather, the under-exposed region may be anchored by the exposed region during
development. These hypotheses were posited as well by Kubena and others to explain
the surprisingly continuous lines obtained in Ga+ lithography using 15 ions delivered
on average per 15 nm × 15 nm pixel [34]. Finally, using the analysis of Smith [17]
and assuming a 2 nm FWHM beam, the minimum resist sensitivity required for
∆w ∼ 1 nm is ≈ 18 µC/cm2, which is the sensitivity shown in Figure 4.3. Thus,
although I do not claim to have overcome shot noise limitations, there is evidence
that my observations are consistent with prior work. Developing a technique for
deterministic delivery of single neon ions to resist would help elucidate this strange
characteristic of ion beam lithography.
6.4 Non-Gaussian incident current density distri-
bution
To fully realize the benefits of high exposure efficiency and reduction of shot noise,
the spatial precision of ion delivery must be improved. I recorded an experimental
point spread function (PSF) for 20 keV neon ions in HSQ resist on Si. However,
I have not yet demonstrated an understanding of the shape of the PSF. One way
to demonstrate understanding is to fit an analytic function to the data, where the
function and its parameters have a physical interpretation. Here I describe one such
fit and a possible interpretation.
Kruit and Jansen [111] describe an analytic approach to capture the effect of
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Coulomb interactions on the point spread function of a charged particle beam. An
integral expression for the displacement distribution in a crossover (or focal) plane,
using the so-called extended two-particle approximation, is
ρ (r) =
1
2pi
∞∫
0
kdkJ0 (kr) e
−Aγkγ , (6.12)
where
J0 (x) =
1
2pi
2pi∫
0
dφeix cos(φ)
is the Bessel function of order zero, r is the radial distance from the beam axis, the
exponent γ is a constant that represents the shape of the distribution, and Aγ is a
constant that is directly proportional to the beam current. For γ = 2, integration
yields a Gauss distribution
ρ(r) =
1
4piA2
e
− r2
4A2 ,
and for γ = 1, integration yields a Lorentz distribution
ρ(r) =
1
2piA21
[
1 + (r/A1)
2]3/2 .
A Holtsmark distribution corresponds to γ = 3/2, but there is no closed-form expres-
sion for those distributions corresponding to γ values other than 1 and 2; numerical
integration may be used to generate plots of such distributions.
Figure 6.6(a) shows distributions corresponding to γ = 1/3 (Pencil beam), γ = 1
(Lorentz), γ = 3/2 (Holtsmark), and γ = 2 (Gauss), all using Aγ = 1. To generate
ρ(r), I used the following MATLAB routine for each value of r:
for n = 1:length(r)
f = @(k) (1/(2*pi))*k.*besselj(0,k*r(n)).*exp(-A*k.^gamma);
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Figure 6.6: (a) Aerial PSFs for different regimes of Coulomb interaction in a charged
particle beam, as calculated by the Jansen formula. (b) A Holtsmark fit to an exper-
imental Ne+ PSF.
rho(n) = quadgk(f,0,Inf);
end
From Figure 6.6(a), one can see that as γ increases, the function falls off more rapidly.
For the Lorentz distribution, the slope asymptotically approaches -3 on a log-log plot.
The numerical “noise” for the Pencil distribution is because that distribution does
not fall off rapidly enough for the MATLAB quadgk routine for numerical integration.
Figure 6.6(b) shows a Holtsmark distribution, which has no closed-form expres-
sion, using A3/2 = 15 (determined by eye), overlaid on data for the lithographic PSF
of 20 keV neon ions in 18 nm HSQ on Si.2 The Holtsmark function appears to fit the
data well. One interpretation of the quality of this fit is that the spatial distribution
of the focused neon ion beam at the HSQ surface is a Holtsmark distribution due to
Coulomb effects in the beam column, and that there is no significant spreading of the
PSF as recorded by the HSQ due to ion scattering or even secondary electrons.
2Data taken at Zeiss during a visit in December 2010. A subsequent visit in March 2011 produced
the data presented in Chapter 4.
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6.5 Summary and outlook
This thesis investigated fundamental issues such as beam-resist interaction volume
and exposure efficiency for resist-based lithography. This study was enabled by the
use of novel light-ion-beam sources: the gas field ionization source (GFIS) with He+
and Ne+, and the magneto-optical trap ion source (MOTIS) with Li+. The most
substantial work was done with the GFIS; the MOTIS work presented is preliminary.
Using the He+ GFIS, I successfully fabricated 20-nm-pitch structures with good
feature separation and 10-nm-pitch structures with poor, but resolvable, feature sep-
aration. This resolution is comparable to that of electron-beam lithography (EBL).
The helium-ion dose required to print features in HSQ on silicon was roughly an
order of magnitude smaller than that required with electrons. I also measured the
point-spread function for helium-ion exposure of a thin film of HSQ on silicon; the
PSF indicates a reduction of the µm-range proximity effect typical in EBL.
The technique employed a commercially-available helium-ion microscope, pattern
generation system, and materials process (HSQ resist on silicon) with a minimal
amount of custom equipment and specialized materials/chemicals. Note, however,
that this work has set only an upper limit on the resolution of helium-ion lithography.
Additionally, I have presented a model for the lithographic PSF of the helium-ion
microscope and compared it to experimental measurement. I found good correspon-
dence between my model and experiment in the mid-range of the PSF, and I have
offered hypotheses for the discrepancies at the short- and long-range of the PSF. I
also have produced software that is a first step toward combining the ease-of-use of
SRIM with modeling of secondary electrons, an approach I hope will aid continued
progress in understanding imaging and patterning with helium ions. My model may
be applied to various thicknesses of HSQ as well as to e.g. poly methyl methacrylate
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(PMMA) resist by simple changes to the small set of input parameters for my software
— the resist’s chemical formula, film density, and film thickness.
I found, both through simulation and experiment, that the spatial distribution of
energy deposition in a resist as a function of radial distance from beam incidence,
i.e. the PSF, is not simply a sum of Gauss functions. In particular, parts of the
mid-range of the PSF exhibit exponential and power-law-like dependences. Future
work will better elucidate a parametric formula, with a physical interpretation, for
the PSF in helium-ion lithography.
Also using the GFIS but with Ne+, I have demonstrated neon ion beam lithogra-
phy (NIBL) with resolution comparable to state-of-the-art EBL (7 nm half-pitch and
linewidth) and exposure efficiency ∼ 1000× greater than EBL at comparable landing
energies (∼ 10µC/cm2 for areal dose and 8 pC/cm for linear dose). This combination
of high resolution and exposure efficiency is expected to impact a wide array of fields
that are dependent on beam-based lithography, including chemical sensing [88], mag-
netic storage [2], and fabrication of semiconductor devices [6, 89, 90]. In particular,
this technique may enable single-ion dose control [91] and thus patterning at high
resolution and sensitivity without shot noise.
Using the MOTIS, I found that 2 keV Li+ exhibited low exposure efficiency of
thin HSQ on Si, with the minimum linear delivered dose density estimated to be
0.3 nC/cm, or ≈ 200 ions/nm. This exposure efficiency is comparable to 2 keV
electrons for a similar target. It is expected that an increase in landing energy will
increase exposure efficiency. Landing energy may be varied with an accelerator lens,
and the tool used for this study is expected to be upgraded with this component in
the near future. This upgrade will enable (1) a study of the effect of landing energy on
exposure efficiency; (2) a study of the relative contribution of nuclear versus electronic
stopping power for exposure, as introduced in Chapter 5; and (3) a decrease in spot
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size because the unnormalized beam brightness increases with beam energy.
The resolution of exposures with the Li+ MOTIS was consistent with a tens-of-nm
spot size, confirmed via analysis of a line-spread function (LSF) based on the data. A
normal distribution was fit to the LSF and required no additional terms to fit the tail
of the data. Thus, the data resist interpretation beyond a simple attribution of the
spatial distribution of energy dissipation entirely to the current density distribution
incident on the target.
The most common technique for arbitrary pattern generation at the nanoscale is
the scanning of a focused beam of charged particles. This technique is versatile in that
it can be used for additive, subtractive, or transformative processes. Furthermore,
fabrication by scanning-charged-particle beams has adequate throughput for many
applications due to fast deflection of the beam via magnetic or electrostatic deflection.
Furthermore, due in part to its ability to accommodate both additive and subtractive
processes for a wide variety of materials, resist-based lithography — also known simply
as lithography — is the most common technique for nanoscale pattern generation.
Scanning-electron-beam lithography (SEBL) is the workhorse of nanoscale lithog-
raphy in part because of the high brightness of the Schottky source of electrons, but
also benefiting from decades of incremental innovation and engineering of apparatus
around the Schottky source. The lithographic techniques presented in this thesis
are at their infancy. Light ions are an attractive intermediary between electrons and
heavy ions in terms of attaining a minimal scattering-based interaction volume within
the resist layer, if only we had bright sources of these light ions. This thesis has hope-
fully shown that this is now the case. With further development, light-ion-beam
lithography may serve as a useful complement to SEBL for nanofabrication in a wide
variety of contexts.
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Appendix A
PSF Simulation Procedure and
Code
This appendix details the simulation process. First, SRIM [30]1 is used to generate ion
trajectories and associated data. Next, a script is used to format the SRIM output for
input to the “full” simulator. Also, a separate input file is given to the full simulator,
and the format of this file will be presented. Finally, the full code of the simulator
will be presented.
A.1 SRIM
A TRIM Calculation within SRIM is performed to generate a set of ion trajectories
and associated collision details in order to determine the energy losses at each step
in a trajectory, some of which may be interpreted as lost to the target medium (for
example, the resist film or the substrate) along the trajectory and some of which may
1SRIM Version 2008.04 was used for this work. This detail is not expected to be of technical
significance, but may be helpful if certain user-interface elements are renamed or otherwise altered
in future versions of the software.
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Figure A.1: The TRIM Setup Window within SRIM. The option to output collision
details to disk is selected, with data to be stored for the primary ions but not for
recoils (not shown, but selected when checking the Collision Details option). The
type of TRIM calculation is the simplest: ion distribution and quick calculation of
damage. The density of HSQ has been specified as 1.4 g/cm3, different than the
density that SRIM calculated automatically based on the input stoichiometry.
be interpreted as lost to secondary electrons as an inelastic process. The output for
this information is made available by checking the “Collision Details” option under
Output Disk Files in the TRIM Setup Window, as shown in Figure A.1.
Figure A.1 is a screenshot of an example setup window for TRIM that will produce
a “COLLISON.txt” [sic] file with the collision details. The calculation done will
use the simplest type of TRIM calculation, yielding the ion distribution and quick
calculation of damage. Alternatively, full damage cascades (useful for heavy ions)
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or even monolayer collision steps (useful for calculations about surface sputtering)
can be selected as the type of TRIM calculation. Individual material layers, in this
case HSQ resist and a Si substrate, are specified by (1) elemental composition and
stoichiometry and (2) layer density. Finally, the incident ion species and landing
energy are specified.
The COLLISON.txt file records basic information about ion-atom collision kinetics
along the trajectories of each of the simulated primary ions. A recorded collision is
chosen to be one that results in some displacement of target atoms, that is, a collision
that potentially produces a recoil cascade. This choice produces fewer path segments
associated with each ion trajectory than would result if all elastic nuclear collisions
were recorded. The file also contains the spatial coordinates for each collision and
the instantaneous electronic stopping power of the ion in the target at the point of
collision.
A notable property of the instantaneous energy associated with an ion for a given
collision is that the ion’s energy throughout the trajectory is “modified by including
a straggling component (random variation) in the calculation, so that the actual ion
electronic energy loss between specific collisions can not be directly obtained from
this number. Because of statistical fluctuations, the ion energy may actually increase
between collisions.” [30] It is for this reason that I use the average of the instantaneous
stopping powers at the collision points that flank each segment of a trajectory to
estimate the energy available for generating secondary electrons, rather than using
the difference of the instantaneous energies of an ion at the flanking collision points.
This practice will be made explicit when presenting the full simulation code later in
this section.
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Listing 2 Distilling the SRIM output of interest.
import re
f = open ( ’ sim COLLISON . txt ’ , ’ r ’ )
fp = open ( ’ sim COLLISION−fancy . txt ’ , ’w ’ )
# pass annoying non−data l i n e t ha t s t a r t s with \xb3
for l i n e in f :
i f l i n e [0]== ’ \xb3 ’ : break
for l i n e in f :
i f l i n e [0]== ’ \xb3 ’ :
m = re . s p l i t ( ’ \xb3 ’ , l i n e )
ionNum , energy , z , y , x , SP = m[ 1 ] , m[ 2 ] , m[ 3 ] , m[ 4 ] , m[ 5 ] , m[ 6 ]
fp . wr i t e ( ionNum+ ‘ ‘ ’ ’+energy+ ‘ ‘ ’ ’+z+ ‘ ‘ ’ ’+y+ ‘ ‘ ’ ’+x+ ‘ ‘ ’ ’+SP+ ‘ ‘\n ’ ’ )
f . c l o s e ( )
fp . c l o s e ( )
A.2 Extracting the needed SRIM output
The COLLISON.txt file consists of a large header and then a section for each simu-
lated ion that includes a summary for the ion and a set of rows that correspond to
each collision. The data of interest in each row is the ion number and it’s instanta-
neous energy, three-coordinate position, and instantaneous stopping power. A Python
script COLLISION-scraper(Listing 2) is used to extract this data and produce a sim-
ple, single-space-delimited set of lines with the desired details for each collision. The
script assumes a renamed copy of the original COLLISON.txt file within the directory
containing the script and uses an imported module (re) for regular expressions.
A.3 Input to the simulator
There are two inputs to the full simulator, called jprox-hebeam because it is a written-
in-Java “proximity-effect” (derivable from the PSF, which is the actual output) sim-
ulator for helium ion beam exposure. The first input is the formatted SRIM output,
discussed in the last section. The second input is a text file that specifies information
about certain configuration parameters, the sample, what output is desired, and the
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Listing 3 Setting bounds on the computation.
private void c on f i gu r e ( Scanner input ) {
prune = ( input . next Int ( ) != 0) ? true : fa l se ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Prune paths ? (1−>true , 0−> f a l s e ) : ”+prune ) ;
P a r t i c l e .maxRank = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”How many l e v e l s o f s e c onda r i e s ? ”
+ ” (0 means no s e c onda r i e s ) : ” + Pa r t i c l e .maxRank) ;
i f ( P a r t i c l e .maxRank > 0) {
Pa r t i c l e . cuto f fE = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Cutof f energy (eV) : ”+Pa r t i c l e . cuto f fE ) ;
}
}
incident beam. The extraction from the input file and the meaning of each line of
input will now be described.
A.3.1 Configuring for efficiency
The first set of inputs sets bounds on what is necessary to compute with regard
to electron trajectories (see Listing 3). The first option is whether to prune paths.
Pruning a path means to stop following an electron once its energy and position are
such that there is only an infinitesimal chance that the electron could subsequently
reach a plane, for example within the resist film, for which the spatial distribution
of energy dissipation is being recorded. Thus, determining the rest of the electron’s
trajectory is a waste of time in that context. The saved time could be put toward
simulating a greater number of incident ions, for example, to obtain a better estimate
of the point spread function (PSF).
The second input specifying what is necessary to compute is the number of gener-
ations of secondary electrons (SEs). That is, may the primary particles generate SEs?
If so, may those SEs generate SEs? And so on. In order to test the sensitivity of a
simulated PSF on the presence or absence of a model for SEs, that is, a mechanism for
dissipating energy beyond the primary trajectories, this input provides a convenient
means of doing so. Furthermore, the sensitivity associated with allowing different
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numbers of generations of SEs may be tested. In practice, for simulating PSFs, there
is generally a significant difference between including zero versus one generation of
SEs and no significant difference between including one versus multiple generations
of SEs.
The final input that bounds the extent of computation of SE trajectories is that
of cutoff energy. This parameter of course had no meaning when the number of gen-
erations of SEs to compute is set to zero.2 When SEs are included in the simulation,
there is a certain energy below which an SE will stop its traversal of the target and
will simply deposit all of its energy in the cell of the global mesh grid that corresponds
to its current position. Why not allow the electron to continue until it reaches “zero”
energy? The physics governing the behavior of projectile electrons in solids is not
well known as the energy approaches ∼ 100 eV. In fact the classic Bethe stopping
power equation does not correspond well with experimental data below electron en-
ergies of ∼ 10 keV. The semi-empirical Joy-Luo equation that my code uses has good
correspondence down to ∼ 100 eV but not far below that. David Joy, in using this
equation in code presented in his book on Monte Carlo modeling of electron beams,
specifies a cutoff energy of 50 eV, where the term “cutoff energy” is used as here.
This parameter allows a choice for this cutoff.
A.3.2 Describing the sample
The second set of inputs obtains information about the sample, a.k.a. the target (See
Listing 4). The first input is the number of layers of the sample. Here already one
encounters a design decision for the simulation, which corresponds to that of SRIM: a
sample is composed of a sequence of layers, each of different material composition. In a
2Here, the context is that of helium-ion-beam simulation, for which primary particle trajectories
are imported from SRIM rather than simulated along with the SEs, as would be the case for an
electron-beam simulation.
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Listing 4 Obtain sample, layer, and species information.
private void getSampleInfo ( Scanner input ) {
int numLayers = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f l a y e r s : ”+numLayers ) ;
sample = new Sample ( numLayers ) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numLayers ; i++) {
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Layer ”+( i +1)+” : ” ) ;
Layer l ay e r = new Layer ( ) ;
l a y e r . t h i c kne s s = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Thickness (A) : ”+l ay e r . t h i c kne s s ) ;
l a y e r . numSpecies = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Number o f atom sp e c i e s in l ay e r : ”
+ l ay e r . numSpecies ) ;
l a y e r . s p e c i e s = new Spec i e s [ l a y e r . numSpecies ] ;
for ( int j = 0 ; j < l a y e r . numSpecies ; j++) {
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Spec i e s ”+( j +1)+” : ” ) ;
Spec i e s s p e c i e s = new Spec i e s ( ) ;
s p e c i e s . atomicNumber = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Atomic number : ”+sp e c i e s . atomicNumber ) ;
s p e c i e s . atomicWeight = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Atomic weight : ”+sp e c i e s . atomicWeight ) ;
s p e c i e s . s p e c i e sDens i t y = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Density o f s p e c i e s in l ay e r ( g/cmˆ3) : ”
+ sp e c i e s . s p e c i e sDens i t y ) ;
s p e c i e s . update ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Spec i e s e x c i t a t i o n energy (eV) : ”
+ sp e c i e s . exc i ta t i onEnergy ) ;
l a y e r . s p e c i e s [ j ] = s p e c i e s ;
}
l a y e r . update ( ) ;
out . format ( ” Mean e x c i t a t i o n energy (eV) : %.1 f%n” ,
l a y e r . meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
sample . l a y e r [ i ] = l ay e r ;
}
sample . update ( ) ;
}
sense, although the coordinate space is three-dimensional, the effective material space
is one-dimensional. The substrate material is simply the bottom layer. Why prompt
for the number of layers? Can this number not be inferred from subsequent input
about the properties of the layers simply by “chunking” that input or by demanding
appropriate delimiters in the formatting of the input text file? The number of layers
is requested to simplify both the algorithm for acquisition of the layers’ information
in a structured way, and also to simplify the structure of the input text file, to rid
both of extraneous ornamentation.
A sample is created as an instance of a Sample class (Listing 5), in the style
of object-oriented programming. Instances of the Layer class (Listing 6) are then
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Listing 5 The Sample class.
public class Sample {
int numLayers ;
Layer [ ] l a y e r ;
public Sample ( int numLayers ) {
this . numLayers = numLayers ;
l a y e r = new Layer [ numLayers ] ;
}
/∗∗
∗ Only update when l aye r array i s i n i t i a l i z e d and
∗ each l ay e r has s e t t h i c kne s s .
∗/
public void update ( ) {
double z = 0 ;
for ( Layer L : l a y e r ) {
L . inz = z ;
L . outz = L . inz + L . th i c kne s s ;
z = L . outz ;
}
}
int getLayerIndex (Coord r ) {
double z = r . z ;
int index = −1;
for ( Layer L : l a y e r ) {
i f ( z < L . inz ) {return index ;}
else { index += 1;}
}
i f ( z < l a y e r [ l a y e r . l ength − 1 ] . outz ) {return index ;}
else {return index+1;}
}
}
instantiated using the input stream and fed to the sample object. The sample object
updates itself with any derivative information based on the input that will be used
subsequently by the simulation.
One by one, each layer is created by taking in the layer thickness; the number
of distinct atom species in the layer3; and for each atom species the atomic number,
atomic weight, and density of the species in the layer. A short Python script for
generating the atom species information in the proper format is included as Listing 7.
Each layer object, just as the sample object does once all layers are added to it,
updates itself after creation to calculate and store derivative information based on
3For example, this number would be 3 for hydrogen silsesquioxane, the three being hydrogen (H),
silicon (Si), and oxygen(O).
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Listing 6 The Layer class.
public class Layer {
double t h i c kne s s ;
int numSpecies ;
Spec i e s [ ] s p e c i e s ;
double meanExcitationEnergy ;
double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y ;
double inz , outz ;
/∗∗
∗ Only update when sp e c i e s array i s i n i t i a l i z e d and s e t .
∗ Not requ i red f o r update : t h i cknes s , inz , outz .
∗/
void update ( ) {
numSpecies = sp e c i e s . l ength ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numSpecies ; i++) {
e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y += sp e c i e s [ i ] . e l e c t r onDens i t y ;
meanExcitationEnergy += ( s p e c i e s [ i ] . e l e c t r onDens i t y ∗
Math . l og ( s p e c i e s [ i ] . exc i ta t i onEnergy ) ) ;
}
meanExcitationEnergy /= e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y ;
meanExcitationEnergy = Math . exp ( meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
}
}
the text file input. Each layer is thus made aware of its z coordinate closest to z = 0,
where the beam is incident on the sample, and its z coordinate farthest from z = 0,
so that a particle object may ask in which layer it is. Each layer knows its effective
electron density and its mean excitation energy. Furthermore, a species object within
a layer (see Listing 8) also updates itself with quantities such as its electron density
and excitation energy. The excitation energy is found by a table lookup (Listing 9).
The getSampleInfo method of a simulation (Listing 4) is thus a nested sequence of
instantiation of various objects — one sample, its layers, and each layer’s set of species
— based on minimal input, and each of these objects are updated appropriately with
secondary information based on the minimal input that ensures the efficient delivery
of needed information to the simulation when subsequent methods are called.
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Listing 7 Get species density from the total density and the stoichiometry.
#HSQ −> (H8Si8O12)n
names = ’H ’ , ’ S i ’ , ’O ’
numbers = 1 , 14 , 8
weights = 1 .008 , 28 .09 , 16 .000 # atomic we igh t s o f H, Si , O
s t o i c h s = 8 , 8 , 12
d = 1 .4 # t o t a l dens i ty , in g/cmˆ3
i f l en ( weights ) != l en ( s t o i c h s ) and l en ( weights ) != l en ( names ) :
print ” e r r o r : weights and s t o i c h s must be equal in s i z e ”
import sys ; sys . e x i t (1 )
mate r i a l we i gh t = sum ( [ s ∗w for s ,w in z ip ( s t o i ch s , weights ) ] )
# A human−f r i e n d l y format
for n ,w, s in z ip (names , weights , s t o i c h s ) :
print ” dens i ty o f s p e c i e s ” ,n , ” i s ” , d∗w∗ s / mate r i a l we i gh t
# For copy−and−pas te in to a s imu la t ion input f i l e
print l en ( names )
for Z ,w, s in z ip ( numbers , weights , s t o i c h s ) :
print Z
print w
print d∗w∗ s / mate r i a l we i gh t
Listing 8 The Species class.
public class Spec i e s {
double atomicNumber ;
double atomicWeight ;
// dens i t y o f s p e c i e s in l a y e r ( g/cm3)
double sp e c i e sDens i t y ;
// atoms/(Angstrom)ˆ3
double atomDensity ;
// e l e c t r on s /(Angstrom)ˆ3
double e l e c t r onDens i t y ;
double exc i ta t i onEnergy ;
/∗∗
∗ Only update when atomicNumber , atomicWeight ,
∗ and spec i e sDens i t y are i n i t i a l i z e d .
∗/
void update ( ) {
atomDensity = ( Standard .N A ∗ sp e c i e sDens i t y /
( 1 . 0 E24 ∗ atomicWeight ) ) ;
this . e l e c t r onDens i t y = atomicNumber ∗ atomDensity ;
exc i ta t i onEnergy = Standard . mean I [ ( int ) ( atomicNumber−1) ] ;
}
}
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Listing 9 Table of mean ionization energies for the elements.
/∗∗
∗ Table o f mean i on i z a t i on energ i e s f o r the e lements .
∗ Source : NIST
∗ h t t p :// phys i c s . n i s t . gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/ tab1 . html
∗/
public stat ic f ina l double [ ] mean I =
{19 .2 , 41 . 8 , 40 , 63 . 7 , 76 , 78 , 82 , 95 ,
115 , 137 , 149 , 156 , 166 , 173 , 173 , 180 , 174 , 188 , 190 , 191 , 216 , 233 ,
245 , 257 , 272 , 286 , 297 , 311 , 322 , 330 , 334 , 350 , 347 , 348 , 343 , 352 ,
363 , 366 , 379 , 393 , 417 , 424 , 428 , 441 , 449 , 470 , 470 , 469 , 488 , 488 ,
487 , 485 , 491 , 482 , 488 , 491 , 501 , 523 , 535 , 546 , 560 , 574 , 580 , 591 ,
614 , 628 , 650 , 658 , 674 , 684 , 694 , 705 , 718 , 727 , 736 , 746 , 757 , 790 ,
790 , 800 , 810 , 823 , 823 , 830 , 825 , 794 , 827 , 826 , 841 , 847 , 878 , 890 } ;
A.3.3 Allocating resources for the desired output
After getting material information about the sample, the program determines how to
digitize the geometry of the sample and what region of the sample is of interest (Listing
10). The lateral dimension of each voxel can be different than the vertical dimension.
This difference can save memory without loss of accuracy. For example, a small
lateral voxel spacing (e.g., 1 nm) may be desired to resolve the spatial distribution
of forward scattering. However, a larger vertical voxel spacing (e.g., 5 nm) may be
acceptable because thinner voxels would need to be averaged anyway for a simulated
PSF to be compared to a PSF obtained experimentally by top-down scanning electron
microscopy.
Obtaining the z values (vertical coordinates) of interest prior to the simulation,
for example a set of planes within a resist film, saves time and memory without
compromising accuracy. The set of z values saves time because calculation of a given
trajectory may be pruned when the particle no longer can physically return to any
region of interest. The set of z values saves memory because the energy dissipated in
mesh cells not within the region of interest need not be remembered, so corresponding
locations in memory need not be allocated.
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Listing 10 Building the mesh grid for tracking the spatial distribution of energy
dissipation.
private void getMeshInfo ( Scanner input ) {
DR = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
DY = DR;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”dr , dy mesh s i z e (A) : ”+DR) ;
DZ = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”dz mesh s i z e (A) : ”+DZ) ;
numZs = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f z va lue s f o r output : ”+numZs) ;
I r z = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ; // cou ld be + numZs . Eh .
Eyz = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ;
I r z s e c = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ;
Eyz sec = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ;
for ( int i =0; i < (numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX) ; i++) {
I r z [ i ] = 0 ; Eyz [ i ] = 0 ; I r z s e c [ i ] = 0 ; Eyz sec [ i ] = 0 ;
}
for ( int i =0; i <= MAX Z INDEX; i++) {
z [ i ] = 0 ; Ez [ i ] = 0 ; Ez sec [ i ] = 0 ;
}
zMax = 0 ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numZs ; i++) {
double zValue = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . format ( ” z[%d ] : %.1 f%n” , i , zValue ) ;
int zIndex = ( int ) ( zValue/DZ + 0 . 5 ) ;
i f ( zIndex < MAX Z INDEX) {
// +1 so can check as a boolean
z [ zIndex ] = i +1;
zMax = Math .max(zMax , zValue ) ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ””+zValue+” out o f mesh . ”
+ ”Please input another va lue . ” ) ;
}
}
}
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Listing 11 Get auxiliary information about the primary beam, in addition to the
formatted SRIM output.
private void getBeamInfo ( Scanner input ) {
//beamEnergy = input . nextDouble () ;
// out . p r i n t l n (”Beam energy (eV) : ”+beamEnergy ) ;
//beamDiameter = input . nextDouble () ;
// out . p r i n t l n (”Beam diameter (A) : ”+beamDiameter ) ;
ionCount = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f i on s : ”+ionCount ) ;
i n i t i a lS topp ingPower = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” I n i t i a l e l e c . s topping power in top l ay e r (eV/A) :
”+in i t i a lS topp ingPower ) ;
}
A.3.4 Elaborating on the beam
To interface the simulation to the SRIM output, two additional parameters are needed
relating to the beam (Listing 11). The first parameter is the total number of primary-
beam ions, which may alternately be derived from the formatted SRIM output but
serves here as a check for the user to be sure that the correct SRIM output file is
paired with this input file for a simulation; if the number of ions specified is different
than the number of ions counted from the formatted SRIM output,then an assertion
statement in the simulation will trigger an error.
The second parameter needed about the beam is the electronic stopping power of
an ion at it’s landing energy in the top layer. This parameter is needed here because
the SRIM output tabulates electronic stopping power for an ion at each collision only.
Because the electronic stopping power at each point along a trajectory leg is estimated
as the average of the stopping powers given for the endpoints of the trajectory leg, a
value for the initial stopping power is needed to estimate the stopping power along
the first trajectory leg, that is the leg prior to the first collision in the sample.
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A.3.5 An example input file
Listing 12 is an example input file. Each input parameter is placed on a separate
line without annotation. The file specifies that electron paths should be pruned, one
generation of SEs is allowed, and the cutoff energy for SE generation is 20 eV. There
are two (2) layers in the sample. The first layer has a thickness of 12 nm (120 A˚)
and is composed of three (3) atomic species: hydrogen (atomic number 1 and atomic
weight 1.008) with a density in the layer of 0.0266 g/cm3, silicon (atomic number
14 and atomic weight 28.09) with a density in the layer of 0.741 g/cm3, and oxygen
(atomic number 8 and atomic weight 16.0) with a density in the layer of 0.633 g/cm3.
The ten numbers describing the material of this layer may be generated by running
the code of Listing 7: the material is HSQ of density 1.4 g/cm3. The second layer
has a thickness of 1 µm and is composed of one atomic species: silicon with a density
of 2.33 g/cm3. The lateral mesh grid spacing is 1 nm (10 A˚) and the vertical spacing
is 5 nm. There is one plane of interest for tabulating energy dissipation for plotting
a PSF, namely that at z = 5 nm, or to be more precise given the mesh grid spacing,
the slice z = 5− 10 nm within the 12 nm film of HSQ. Finally, there are 10,000 ions
in the incident beam to be accounted for, and the instantaneous electronic stopping
power of an ion at its landing energy in the first layer (the HSQ) is 60.42 eV/nm
(6.042 eV/A˚).
A.4 Full code listing
This section lists each of the Java classes that comprise the jprox-hebeam program.
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Listing 12 Example input file to simulation.
1
1
20
2
120
3
1
1 .008
0.0265772722136
14
28 .09
0.740630532223
8
16 .0
0.632792195563
10000
1
14
28 .09
2 .33
10 .0
50 .0
1
50 .0
10000
6 .042
A.4.1 General methods and constants
Standard.java
package sim ;
/∗∗
∗ Provides a few s t a t i c f i n a l methods and cons tant s f o r genera l use .
∗ @author Donny
∗
∗/
public class Standard {
public stat ic f ina l double PI = Math . PI ;
public stat ic f ina l double TWOPI = 2 ∗ PI ;
public stat ic f ina l double PIOVERTWO = PI / 2 ;
public stat ic f ina l double Q = 1.60219E−19;
public stat ic f ina l double ESU = 4.80324E−10;
public stat ic f ina l double N A = 6.022E23 ;
/∗ s c a l i n g constant f o r SE genera t ion ra te o f HeIons ,
∗ from Ramachandra 2009. ∗/
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public stat ic f ina l double EPS = 60 . 0 ; // in eV
/∗ escape depth f o r SEs , from Ramachandra 2009.
∗ Varies with atomic number Z , but there are no t a bu l a t e d va lue s
∗ f o r Si , H, or O, nor f o r any compounds , so here I make a guess
∗ f o r both Si and HSQ: the minimum p lus the ha l f−range f o r Z > 3 . ∗/
public stat ic f ina l double LAMBDAD = 9 . 7 5 ; // in Angstroms
/∗∗
∗ Table o f mean i on i z a t i on energ i e s f o r the e lements .
∗ Source : NIST
∗ h t t p :// phys i c s . n i s t . gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/ tab1 . html
∗ JF 11/15/08
∗/
public stat ic f ina l double [ ] mean I =
{19 .2 , 41 . 8 , 40 , 63 . 7 , 76 , 78 , 82 , 95 ,
115 , 137 , 149 , 156 , 166 , 173 , 173 , 180 , 174 , 188 , 190 , 191 , 216 , 233 ,
245 , 257 , 272 , 286 , 297 , 311 , 322 , 330 , 334 , 350 , 347 , 348 , 343 , 352 ,
363 , 366 , 379 , 393 , 417 , 424 , 428 , 441 , 449 , 470 , 470 , 469 , 488 , 488 ,
487 , 485 , 491 , 482 , 488 , 491 , 501 , 523 , 535 , 546 , 560 , 574 , 580 , 591 ,
614 , 628 , 650 , 658 , 674 , 684 , 694 , 705 , 718 , 727 , 736 , 746 , 757 , 790 ,
790 , 800 , 810 , 823 , 823 , 830 , 825 , 794 , 827 , 826 , 841 , 847 , 878 , 890 } ;
}
Coord.java
package sim ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . s i n ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . cos ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . s q r t ;
/∗∗
∗ A 3D coord inate vec to r and i t s methods .
∗ @author Donny
∗
∗/
public class Coord {
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double x , y , z ;
public Coord ( ) {
this . x = 0 ;
this . y = 0 ;
this . z = 0 ;
}
public Coord (double x , double y , double z ) {
this . x = x ;
this . y = y ;
this . z = z ;
}
stat ic Coord add (Coord a , Coord b) {
Coord r e s u l t = new Coord ( ) ;
r e s u l t . x = a . x + b . x ;
r e s u l t . y = a . y + b . y ;
r e s u l t . z = a . z + b . z ;
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
stat ic Coord sub (Coord a , Coord b) {
Coord r e s u l t = new Coord ( ) ;
r e s u l t . x = a . x − b . x ;
r e s u l t . y = a . y − b . y ;
r e s u l t . z = a . z − b . z ;
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
stat ic Coord c r o s s (Coord a , Coord b) {
Coord r e s u l t = new Coord ( ) ;
r e s u l t . x = ( a . y ) ∗(b . z ) − ( a . z ) ∗(b . y ) ;
r e s u l t . y = ( a . z ) ∗(b . x ) − ( a . x ) ∗(b . z ) ;
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r e s u l t . z = ( a . x ) ∗(b . y ) − ( a . y ) ∗(b . x ) ;
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
stat ic Coord s c a l e (double a , Coord b) {
Coord r e s u l t = new Coord ( ) ;
r e s u l t . x = a∗b . x ;
r e s u l t . y = a∗b . y ;
r e s u l t . z = a∗b . z ;
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
stat ic double mag(Coord a ) {
double r e s u l t ;
r e s u l t = Math . s q r t ( ( a . x ) ∗( a . x ) + ( a . y ) ∗( a . y ) + ( a . z ) ∗( a . z ) ) ;
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
@Override
public boolean equa l s ( Object o ) {
i f ( o instanceof Coord ) {
Coord c = (Coord ) o ;
i f ( c . x == x && c . y == y && c . z == z ) {
return true ;
}
}
return fa l se ;
}
@Override
public int hashCode ( ) {
return ( int ) (100000∗x + 1000∗y + z ) ;
}
public stat ic Coord propagate (Coord r , double stepLength ,
Coord oldStepVector , double theta , double phi ) {
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Coord r e s u l t ;
double s in tcosp , s i n t s i np , cost , root ;
Coord l = oldStepVector ;
Coord l p r ime = new Coord ( ) ; // ”newStepVector”
s i n t c o sp = s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( phi ) ;
s i n t s i n p = s i n ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( phi ) ;
c o s t = cos ( theta ) ;
l = s c a l e ( 1 . 0/mag( l ) , l ) ;
root = sq r t ( l . x∗ l . x + l . y∗ l . y ) ;
i f ( root > 0 . 0 )
{
l p r ime . x = l . x∗ co s t + l . y/ root ∗ s i n t c o sp + l . x∗ l . z/ root ∗ s i n t s i n p ;
l p r ime . y = l . y∗ co s t − l . x/ root ∗ s i n t c o sp + l . y∗ l . z/ root ∗ s i n t s i n p ;
l p r ime . z = l . z∗ co s t − root ∗ s i n t s i n p ;
}
else
{
l p r ime . x = s i n t c o sp ;
l p r ime . y = s i n t s i n p ;
l p r ime . z = cos t ;
}
l p r ime = s c a l e ( stepLength , l p r ime ) ;
r e s u l t = add ( r , l p r ime ) ;
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
}
A.4.2 Particles
Particle.java
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package sim ;
public abstract class Pa r t i c l e {
Coord r , rNew ;
Pa r t i c l e partner = null ;
int rank = 0 ;
// How many l e v e l s o f secondar ie s ? 0 −> no secondar ie s
stat ic int maxRank ;
stat ic double cuto f fE ;
double phi , theta ;
double energy ;
/∗∗
∗ Step l eng t h between s c a t t e r i n g event s
∗ @param e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ @param cuto f fE
∗ @param atomDensi t ies
∗ @param atomicNumbers
∗ @return
∗/
abstract double getStepLength (double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) ;
/∗∗
∗ Wil l one or more secondar ie s be generated ? This i s random
∗ @param randUnif a uni formly d i s t r i b u t e d random number between 0 and 1
∗ @param e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ @param cuto f fE
∗ @param atomDensi t ies
∗ @param atomicNumbers
∗ @return
∗/
abstract boolean willSpawn (double randUnif ,
double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) ;
/∗∗
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∗ Makes a c o l l e c t i o n o f p a r t i c l e s , each l i n k i n g to another
∗ excep t f o r a ” root ” , which i s re turned .
∗ @return
∗/
abstract Pa r t i c l e spawn ( ) ;
/∗∗
∗ E l a s t i c a l l y s c a t t e r t h i s , r e s u l t i n g in a change o f t h e t a and phi
∗ @param atomDensi t ies
∗ @param atomicNumbers
∗/
abstract void s c a t t e r (double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) ;
/∗∗
∗ Stopping power , in eV/Angstrom
∗ @param e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ @param meanExcitationEnergy
∗ @return
∗/
abstract public double dE(double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
}
Electron.java
package sim ;
import java . u t i l .Random ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . l og ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . pow ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . s q r t ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . a s in ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . acos ;
import stat ic sim . Standard . PI ;
import stat ic sim . Standard .ESU;
public class Elect ron extends Pa r t i c l e {
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@Override
double getStepLength (double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) {
return (−lambda ( e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , cutof fE ,
atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers )
∗ l og (new Random( ) . nextDouble ( ) ) ) ;
}
/∗∗
∗ mean f r e e path , in angstroms
∗ @param e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ @param cuto f fE
∗ @param atomDensi t ies
∗ @param atomicNumbers
∗ @return
∗/
private double lambda (double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , double cutof fE ,
double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) {
double sum = 1/ lambda el ( atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ;
i f (maxRank > 0) {
sum += 1/ lambda ine l ( e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , cuto f fE ) ;
}
return 1/sum ;
}
/∗∗
∗ mean f r e e path , in angstroms , f o r i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g
∗ @param e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ @param cuto f fE
∗ @return
∗/
private double l ambda ine l (double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double cuto f fE ) {
return 1/( e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ s i gma in e l ( cuto f fE ) ) ;
}
/∗∗
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∗ Based on Murata (JAP ’81)
∗
∗ Based on c l a s s i c a l cross−s e c t i on
∗
∗ PI eˆ4 1−2e c
∗ s i gma ine l = −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− (E in ergs , e in ESU, sigma in cmˆ2)
∗ Eˆ2 e c (1− e c )
∗ @param cuto f fE c u t o f f energy f o r lower bound o f i n t e g r a t i on .
∗ @return
∗/
private double s i gma in e l (double cuto f fE ) {
double r e su l t , s i gma i n e l p r e f a c t o r ;
double e c = cuto f fE / energy ;
double Eerg=energy ∗1.60219 e−12;
s i gma i n e l p r e f a c t o r = (PI∗ESU∗ESU∗ESU∗ESU
∗ ( 1 . 0 − 2 .0∗ e c ) /( e c ∗ ( 1 . 0 − e c ) ) ) ;
r e s u l t = s i gma i n e l p r e f a c t o r /( Eerg∗Eerg ) ;
return ( r e s u l t ∗1 .0 e16 ) ; /∗ conver t to square Angstroms ∗/
}
/∗∗
∗ mean f r e e path , in angstroms , f o r e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g
∗ @param atomDensi t ies
∗ @param atomicNumbers
∗ @return
∗/
private double lambda el (double [ ] atomDensit ies ,
double [ ] atomicNumbers ) {
double sum = 0 ;
for ( int i =0; i < atomDens i t i e s . l ength ; i++) {
sum += ( atomDens i t i e s [ i ] ∗ s i gma e l ( atomicNumbers [ i ] ) ) ;
}
return 1/sum ;
}
/∗∗
∗ from RJH t h e s i s pp.5−6 ( correc t ed to inc lude eˆ4 by RG 3/19/92)
∗
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∗ Z(Z+1)PI eˆ4
∗ s i gma e l a s t i c = −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (E in ergs , e in ESU, sigma in
cmˆ2)
∗ 4Eˆ2 alpha ˆ2( a lpha ˆ2+1)
∗
∗ @param Z atomic number
∗ @return
∗/
private double s i gma e l (double Z) {
double asqr = alphasqr (Z) ;
double r e su l t , s i gma e l p r e f a c t o r ;
double Eerg=energy ∗1.60219 e−12;
s i gma e l p r e f a c t o r = PI∗ESU∗ESU∗ESU∗ESU/4 . 0 ;
r e s u l t = s i gma e l p r e f a c t o r ∗Z∗(Z+1.0) /( Eerg∗Eerg∗ asqr ∗( asqr + 1 . 0 ) ) ;
return ( r e s u l t ∗1 .0 e16 ) ; /∗ conver t to square Angstroms ∗/
}
/∗∗
∗ alpha ˆ2 = (2.33 Zˆ(1/3) / s q r t (E) ) ˆ2 (E in eV, a lpha u n i t l e s s )
∗
∗ @param Z atomic number
∗ @return
∗/
private double a lphasqr (double Z) {
return 2 .33∗2 .33∗pow(Z , 2 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) / energy ;
}
@Override
boolean willSpawn (double randUnif , double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) {
double lamb = lambda ( e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , cutof fE ,
atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ;
double l amb el = lambda el ( atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ;
return ( randUnif > ( lamb/ lamb el ) ) ;
}
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@Override
/∗∗
∗ Returns a secondary with a l i n k to a s c a t t e r e d t h i s as i t s par tner .
∗/
Pa r t i c l e spawn ( ) {
double ep=ep s i l o n ( ) ;
/∗ energy normalized to r e s t energy o f e l e c t r on (eV) ∗/
double tau=energy /511000 .0 ;
/∗ Assign d i r e c t i on and energy f o r t h i s ∗/
theta = as in ( sq r t ( 2 . 0∗ ep / (2 . 0 + tau ∗(1.0− ep ) ) ) ) ;
energy = energy ∗(1.0− ep ) ;
phi = 2 .0 ∗ PI ∗ Simulat ion . rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
/∗ Assign d i r e c t i on and energy f o r secondary ∗/
Pa r t i c l e s e c = new Elect ron ( ) ;
s e c . theta = as in ( sq r t ( (2 .0∗ (1 .0 − ep ) ) /(2.0+ tau∗ep ) ) ) ;
s e c . energy = ep∗ energy ;
s e c . phi = phi − PI ;
s e c . rank = rank + 1 ;
s ec . partner = this ;
s e c . r = r ; s ec . rNew = rNew ;
return s ec ;
}
/∗∗
∗ From Joy ’83
∗ @return f r a c t i on o f energy t r an s f e r to secondar ie s (0<ep<0.5)
∗/
private double ep s i l o n ( ) {
double e c = cuto f fE / energy ;
double A = (( Simulat ion . rand . nextDouble ( ) − 1 . 0 )
∗ (1.0−2.0∗ e c ) /( e c ∗(1.0− e c ) ) ) ;
double r e s u l t = (−2.0 + A + sq r t ( 4 . 0 + A∗A) ) / (2 . 0∗A) ;
i f ( r e su l t <=0.0 | | r e su l t >0.5) {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”Error : ep messed up : ep=”+r e s u l t ) ;
}
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return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
@Override
void s c a t t e r (double [ ] atomDensit ies , double [ ] atomicNumbers ) {
double Z = getScatter ingAtom ( atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ;
phi = 2 .0 ∗ PI ∗ Simulat ion . rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
double R = Simulat ion . rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
double a lpha i = alphasqr (Z) ;
theta = acos ( (R∗(1 .0+2.0∗ a lpha i ) − a lpha i ) /(R + a lpha i ) ) ;
}
private double getScatter ingAtom (double [ ] atomDensit ies ,
double [ ] atomicNumbers ) {
double R = Simulat ion . rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
double sum = 0 . 0 ;
double running = 0 . 0 ;
int numSpecies = atomDens i t i es . l ength ;
double [ ] P = new double [ numSpecies ] ;
double r e s u l t = −1;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numSpecies ; i++) {
P[ i ] = atomDens i t i e s [ i ] ∗ s i gma e l ( atomicNumbers [ i ] ) ;
sum += P[ i ] ;
}
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numSpecies ; i++) {
running += P[ i ] ;
i f (R < ( running /sum) ) {
r e s u l t = atomicNumbers [ i ] ;
break ;
}
}
i f ( r e s u l t < 0) {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”Error in getScatter ingAtom” ) ;
}
return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
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@Override
public double dE(double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
double meanExcitationEnergy ) {
/∗
∗ from RJH t h e s i s pp.7−8
∗
∗ dE 2PIeˆ4n e E
∗ (−−−−) = − −−−−−−−−−− l n(−−−− s q r t ( e ( base o f ln ) /2) )
∗ ds Bethe E <I>
∗
∗ CHANGE−−JF 11/19/08: Use Joy and Luo ’ s mod i f i ca t i on ( Scanning−1989)
∗
∗ dE 2PIeˆ4n e E+0.85∗<I>
∗ (−−−−) = − −−−−−−−−−− l n(1.166∗−−−−−−−−−−−−− )
∗ ds Bethe E <I>
∗
∗
∗ from Murata (JAP ’81)
∗
∗ dE /0.5 dsigma
∗ (−−−−) = − n e | Eep(−−−−−−−−)dep
∗ ds S ing l e / e c dep
∗
∗ Pieˆ4n e 1
∗ = − −−−−−−−−−− (2 − −−−−−−− − l n (4 e c (1− e c ) ) )
∗ E 1−e c
∗
∗ dE returned as eV/angstrom
∗/
double J = meanExcitationEnergy ;
double r e s u l t = −(1302.83∗ e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y / energy )
∗ l og (1 . 166 ∗ ( energy+0.85∗J ) /J ) ;
i f ( rank != maxRank) {
/∗ t h i s spawns secondar ie s ∗/
double e c = cuto f fE / energy ;
r e s u l t += (651 .415∗ e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y / energy )
∗ ( 2 . 0 − 1.0/(1.0− e c ) − l og ( 4 . 0∗ e c ∗(1.0− e c ) ) ) ;
}
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return ( r e s u l t ) ;
}
}
A.4.3 The sample
Sample.java
package sim ;
public class Sample {
int numLayers ;
Layer [ ] l a y e r ;
public Sample ( int numLayers ) {
this . numLayers = numLayers ;
l a y e r = new Layer [ numLayers ] ;
}
/∗∗
∗ Only update when l aye r array i s i n i t i a l i z e d and
∗ each l ay e r has s e t t h i c kne s s .
∗/
public void update ( ) {
double z = 0 ;
for ( Layer L : l a y e r ) {
L . inz = z ;
L . outz = L . inz + L . th i c kne s s ;
z = L . outz ;
}
}
int getLayerIndex (Coord r ) {
double z = r . z ;
int index = −1;
for ( Layer L : l a y e r ) {
i f ( z < L . inz ) {return index ;}
else { index += 1;}
}
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i f ( z < l a y e r [ l a y e r . l ength − 1 ] . outz ) {return index ;}
else {return index+1;}
}
}
Layer.java
package sim ;
public class Layer {
double t h i c kne s s ;
int numSpecies ;
Spec i e s [ ] s p e c i e s ;
double meanExcitationEnergy ;
double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y ;
double inz , outz ;
/∗∗
∗ Only update when sp e c i e s array i s i n i t i a l i z e d and s e t .
∗ Not requ i red f o r update : t h i cknes s , inz , outz .
∗/
void update ( ) {
numSpecies = sp e c i e s . l ength ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numSpecies ; i++) {
e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y += sp e c i e s [ i ] . e l e c t r onDens i t y ;
meanExcitationEnergy += ( s p e c i e s [ i ] . e l e c t r onDens i t y ∗
Math . l og ( s p e c i e s [ i ] . exc i ta t i onEnergy ) ) ;
}
meanExcitationEnergy /= e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y ;
meanExcitationEnergy = Math . exp ( meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
}
}
Species.java
package sim ;
public class Spec i e s {
double atomicNumber ;
double atomicWeight ;
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// dens i t y o f s p e c i e s in l a y e r ( g/cm3)
double sp e c i e sDens i t y ;
// atoms/(Angstrom)ˆ3
double atomDensity ;
// e l e c t r on s /(Angstrom)ˆ3
double e l e c t r onDens i t y ;
double exc i ta t i onEnergy ;
/∗∗
∗ Only update when atomicNumber , atomicWeight ,
∗ and spec i e sDens i t y are i n i t i a l i z e d .
∗/
void update ( ) {
atomDensity = ( Standard .N A ∗ sp e c i e sDens i t y /
( 1 . 0 E24 ∗ atomicWeight ) ) ;
this . e l e c t r onDens i t y = atomicNumber ∗ atomDensity ;
exc i ta t i onEnergy = Standard . mean I [ ( int ) ( atomicNumber−1) ] ;
}
}
A.4.4 Main simulation and output of results
Simulation.java
package sim ;
import java . i o . BufferedReader ;
import java . i o . FileNotFoundException ;
import java . i o . F i l eReader ;
import java . i o . IOException ;
import java . i o . Pr intWriter ;
import java . u t i l . ArrayDeque ;
import java . u t i l . Deque ;
import java . u t i l .Random ;
import java . u t i l . Scanner ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . abs ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math .max ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . s q r t ;
import stat ic java . lang .Math . l og ;
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import stat ic java . lang .Math . pow ;
import stat ic sim . Standard . PI ;
import stat ic sim . Standard .TWOPI;
import stat ic sim . Standard .PIOVERTWO;
import stat ic sim . Standard .EPS ;
import stat ic sim . Standard .LAMBDAD;
/∗∗
∗ This i s the main c l a s s f o r running a s imu la t ion . Simulat ion parameters are
s p e c i f i e d wi th in .
∗ @author Donny
∗
∗/
public class Simulat ion {
Scanner input ;
stat ic PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter ( System . out , true ) ;
f ina l int MAX R INDEX = 16000;
f ina l int MAX Z INDEX = 16000;
f ina l double E MIN = 50 ;
f ina l int [ ] z = new int [MAX Z INDEX+1] ;
f ina l double [ ] Ez = new double [MAX Z INDEX+1] ;
f ina l double [ ] Ez sec = new double [MAX Z INDEX+1] ;
stat ic Random rand ;
// Prune paths ?
boolean prune ;
Sample sample ;
double DR, DY, DZ, zMax ;
int numZs ;
double [ ] I r z , Eyz , I r z s e c , Eyz sec ;
int ionCount ;
double i n i t i a lS topp ingPower ;
/∗ doub le beamEnergy , beamDiameter ;
i n t bsiCount = 0; // count back s ca t t e r ed ions
∗/ Deque<Par t i c l e> queue ;
/∗∗
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∗ @param args
∗/
/∗∗
∗ @param args
∗/
public stat ic void main ( St r ing [ ] a rgs ) {
i f ( args . l ength != 2) {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”Enter exac t l y two f i l enames as arguments : ”
+” e . g . ’ sim HSQ45 . S i ’ and ’ sim COLLISION−fancy . txt ’ . ” ) ;
return ;
}
out . p r i n t l n ( args [0 ]+ ” ”+args [ 1 ] ) ;
S imulat ion sim = new Simulat ion ( ) ;
try {
sim . input = new Scanner (
new BufferedReader (new Fi leReader ( args [ 0 ] ) ) ) ;
} catch ( FileNotFoundException e ) {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”Could not open input f i l e . ” ) ;
return ;
}
rand = new Random( ) ;
sim . c on f i gu r e ( sim . input ) ; out . p r i n t l n ( ”” ) ;
sim . getSampleInfo ( sim . input ) ; out . p r i n t l n ( ”” ) ;
sim . getMeshInfo ( sim . input ) ; out . p r i n t l n ( ”” ) ;
sim . getBeamInfo ( sim . input ) ; out . p r i n t l n ( ”” ) ;
sim . input . c l o s e ( ) ;
try {
sim . input = new Scanner (
new BufferedReader (new Fi leReader ( args [ 1 ] ) ) ) ;
} catch ( FileNotFoundException e ) {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ”Could not open input f i l e . ” ) ;
return ;
}
sim . queue = new ArrayDeque<Par t i c l e >() ;
int pNum = 0 ;
// Need to grab f i r s t mention o f f i r s t ion number
// because processOneIon () grabs f i r s t mention o f
// subsequent ion numbers .
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sim . input . next Int ( ) ;
while ( sim . input . hasNext ( ) ) {
i f (pNum % 1000 == 0) {
out . p r i n t l n (pNum+” ions done” ) ;
}
pNum += 1 ;
// p o s s i b l y add SEs to sim . queue
sim . processOneIon (pNum) ;
Pa r t i c l e j o e = sim . getNextJoe ( ) ;
// dep l e t e sim . queue
while ( j o e != null ) {
sim . c a l cTra j e c t o ry ( j o e ) ;
j o e = sim . getNextJoe ( ) ;
}
}
a s s e r t ( sim . ionCount == pNum) ;
sim . input . c l o s e ( ) ;
Resu l t sWri ter wr i t e r = new Resu l t sWri ter ( sim , args [ 0 ] ) ;
S imulat ion . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Root output f i l ename : ”+args [ 0 ] ) ;
try {
wr i t e r . wr i t eRe su l t s ( ) ;
i f ( P a r t i c l e .maxRank > 0) {wr i t e r . w r i t eRe su l t s s e c ( ) ;}
} catch ( IOException e ) {
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Unable to a c c e s s output f i l e . ” ) ;
}
/∗ out . p r i n t l n (”BSI : e ta=”
+((( doub le ) sim . bsiCount )/sim . ionCount ) ) ; ∗/
}
private void c on f i gu r e ( Scanner input ) {
prune = ( input . next Int ( ) != 0) ? true : fa l se ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Prune paths ? (1−>true , 0−> f a l s e ) : ”+prune ) ;
P a r t i c l e .maxRank = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”How many l e v e l s o f s e c onda r i e s ? ”
+ ” (0 means no s e c onda r i e s ) : ” + Pa r t i c l e .maxRank) ;
i f ( P a r t i c l e .maxRank > 0) {
Pa r t i c l e . cuto f fE = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Cutof f energy (eV) : ”+Pa r t i c l e . cuto f fE ) ;
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}
}
private void getSampleInfo ( Scanner input ) {
int numLayers = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f l a y e r s : ”+numLayers ) ;
sample = new Sample ( numLayers ) ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numLayers ; i++) {
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Layer ”+( i +1)+” : ” ) ;
Layer l ay e r = new Layer ( ) ;
l a y e r . t h i c kne s s = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Thickness (A) : ”+l ay e r . t h i c kne s s ) ;
l a y e r . numSpecies = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Number o f atom sp e c i e s in l ay e r : ”
+ l ay e r . numSpecies ) ;
l a y e r . s p e c i e s = new Spec i e s [ l a y e r . numSpecies ] ;
for ( int j = 0 ; j < l a y e r . numSpecies ; j++) {
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Spec i e s ”+( j +1)+” : ” ) ;
Spec i e s s p e c i e s = new Spec i e s ( ) ;
s p e c i e s . atomicNumber = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Atomic number : ”+sp e c i e s . atomicNumber ) ;
s p e c i e s . atomicWeight = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Atomic weight : ”+sp e c i e s . atomicWeight ) ;
s p e c i e s . s p e c i e sDens i t y = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Density o f s p e c i e s in l ay e r ( g/cmˆ3) : ”
+ sp e c i e s . s p e c i e sDens i t y ) ;
s p e c i e s . update ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” Spec i e s e x c i t a t i o n energy (eV) : ”
+ sp e c i e s . exc i ta t i onEnergy ) ;
l a y e r . s p e c i e s [ j ] = s p e c i e s ;
}
l a y e r . update ( ) ;
out . format ( ” Mean e x c i t a t i o n energy (eV) : %.1 f%n” ,
l a y e r . meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
sample . l a y e r [ i ] = l ay e r ;
}
sample . update ( ) ;
}
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private void getMeshInfo ( Scanner input ) {
DR = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
DY = DR;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”dr , dy mesh s i z e (A) : ”+DR) ;
DZ = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”dz mesh s i z e (A) : ”+DZ) ;
numZs = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f z va lue s f o r output : ”+numZs) ;
I r z = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ; // cou ld be + numZs . Eh .
Eyz = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ;
I r z s e c = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ;
Eyz sec = new double [ numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX ] ;
for ( int i =0; i < (numZs ∗ MAX R INDEX) ; i++) {
I r z [ i ] = 0 ; Eyz [ i ] = 0 ; I r z s e c [ i ] = 0 ; Eyz sec [ i ] = 0 ;
}
for ( int i =0; i <= MAX Z INDEX; i++) {
z [ i ] = 0 ; Ez [ i ] = 0 ; Ez sec [ i ] = 0 ;
}
zMax = 0 ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numZs ; i++) {
double zValue = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . format ( ” z[%d ] : %.1 f%n” , i , zValue ) ;
int zIndex = ( int ) ( zValue/DZ + 0 . 5 ) ;
i f ( zIndex < MAX Z INDEX) {
// +1 so can check as a boolean
z [ zIndex ] = i +1;
zMax = Math .max(zMax , zValue ) ;
} else {
System . e r r . p r i n t l n ( ””+zValue+” out o f mesh . ”
+ ”Please input another va lue . ” ) ;
}
}
}
private void getBeamInfo ( Scanner input ) {
//beamEnergy = input . nextDouble () ;
// out . p r i n t l n (”Beam energy (eV) : ”+beamEnergy ) ;
//beamDiameter = input . nextDouble () ;
// out . p r i n t l n (”Beam diameter (A) : ”+beamDiameter ) ;
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ionCount = input . next Int ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Number o f i on s : ”+ionCount ) ;
i n i t i a lS topp ingPower = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
out . p r i n t l n ( ” I n i t i a l e l e c . s topping power in top l ay e r (eV/A) :
”+in i t i a lS topp ingPower ) ;
}
/∗ p r i v a t e Pa r t i c l e getRandomJoe () {
Par t i c l e joe = new Elec tron () ;
joe . energy = beamEnergy ;
doub le phi = 2 ∗ Standard . PI ∗ rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
// Gaussian random va r i a b l e with
// standard dev i a t i on = ( beamDiameter /2)
doub le R = ( beamDiameter /2) ∗ Math . abs ( rand . nextGaussian () ) ;
joe . rNew = new Coord (R ∗ Math . s in ( phi ) ,
R ∗ Math . cos ( phi ) ,
0 .001) ; // o f f s e t to avoid d i v i s i o n by zero
// propagate normal to sur face to f i r s t s c a t t e r i n g event
joe . phi = joe . t h e t a = 0;
joe . r = new Coord ( joe . rNew . x , joe . rNew . y , 0) ;
re turn joe ;
}∗/
private void processOneIon ( int ionNum) {
Coord r = new Coord (0 , 0 , 0 ) ; // i n i t i a l ion po s i t i on
double stoppingPower r = in i t i a lS topp ingPower ;
input . nextDouble ( ) ; // ion energy ( in keV) , unused fo r now
double z = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
double y = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
double x = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
Coord rNew = new Coord (x , y , z ) ;
double stoppingPower rNew = input . nextDouble ( ) ; // in eV/Angstrom
double avgSP = ( stoppingPower r + stoppingPower rNew ) / 2 ;
i f ( P a r t i c l e .maxRank > 0) {
generateSEs ( r , rNew , avgSP) ;
} else {
d i s s i p a t e Sw i s s l y ( r , rNew , avgSP) ;
}
r = rNew ;
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stoppingPower r = stoppingPower rNew ;
while ( ( input . hasNext ( ) ) && ( input . next Int ( ) == ionNum) ) {
input . nextDouble ( ) ; // ion energy ( in keV) , unused fo r now
z = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
y = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
x = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
rNew = new Coord (x , y , z ) ;
stoppingPower rNew = input . nextDouble ( ) ;
avgSP = ( stoppingPower r + stoppingPower rNew ) / 2 ;
i f ( P a r t i c l e .maxRank > 0) {
generateSEs ( r , rNew , avgSP) ;
} else {
d i s s i p a t e Sw i s s l y ( r , rNew , avgSP) ;
}
r = rNew ;
stoppingPower r = stoppingPower rNew ;
}
}
/∗∗
∗ Generate SEs as Poisson process over s t ep . Any generated SEs ge t
∗ an equa l share o f the d i s s i p a t e d energy . The a r r i v a l ra t e
∗ i s (1 / eps ) ∗ ( e l e c t r o n i c s topp ing power ) , where the s c a l i n g constant
∗ eps ( in eV) i s e i t h e r g iven in Table 1 o f
∗ (Ramachandra , Gr i f f in , and Joy [2009 ] ) , or i s es t imated from i t .
∗ @param r po s i t i on pr io r to s t ep
∗ @param rNew po s i t i on a f t e r s t ep
∗ @param stoppingPower e l e c t r o n i c s topp ing power
∗/
private void generateSEs (Coord r , Coord rNew , double stoppingPower ) {
double r a t e = (1 . 0 / EPS) ∗ stoppingPower ;
Coord stepVector = Coord . sub (rNew , r ) ;
double stepLength = Coord .mag( stepVector ) ;
double energyToDiss ipate = stoppingPower ∗ stepLength ;
double d = −l og (1 − rand . nextDouble ( ) ) / ra t e ; // ”1 − ” fo r f i n i t e d
Elect ron j o e ;
int l ayer Index , numSpecies ;
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double t o ta lDens i t y ; // in g/cm3
double joyAvgEnergy ;
while (d <= stepLength ) {
j o e = new Elect ron ( ) ;
j o e . r = Coord . add ( r ,
Coord . s c a l e ( ( d/ stepLength ) − 0 .001 , s tepVector ) ) ;
j o e . rNew = Coord . add ( r , Coord . s c a l e (d/ stepLength , s tepVector ) ) ;
j o e . theta = PIOVERTWO;
jo e . phi = TWOPI ∗ rand . nextDouble ( ) ;
l aye r Index = sample . getLayerIndex ( j o e . rNew) ;
numSpecies = sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . numSpecies ;
t o t a lDens i t y = 0 ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numSpecies ; i++) {
t o ta lDens i t y +=
sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . s p e c i e s [ i ] . s p e c i e sDen s i t y ;
}
// From Joy ’95 . The (∗ 1e3 ) conver t s from keV to eV .
joyAvgEnergy = pow(LAMBDAD ∗ t o ta lDens i t y / 750 , 1/1 .66 ) ∗ 1e3 ;
// sample from a Rayle igh d i s t r i b u t i o n
j o e . energy = ( ( joyAvgEnergy / sq r t (PI /2) )
∗ s q r t (−2 ∗ l og (1−rand . nextDouble ( ) ) ) ) ;
i f ( energyToDiss ipate >= joe . energy ) {
queue . add ( j o e ) ;
energyToDiss ipate −= joe . energy ;
} else {
break ;
}
d += −l og (1 − rand . nextDouble ( ) ) / ra t e ;
}
d i s s i pa t eUn i f o rm ly ( r , rNew , energyToDiss ipate ) ;
}
/∗∗
∗ This implements the ” swi s s cheese ” model o f ion exposure ,
∗ with the mesh g r i d d i c t a t i n g the width o f ho l e s in the cheese .
∗ No SEs generated . Energy i s d i s s i p a t e d uni formly a long the g iven
∗ l e g ( r to rNew) o f the ion t r a j e c t o r y .
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∗ @param r
∗ @param rNew
∗ @param stoppingPower
∗/
private void d i s s i p a t e Sw i s s l y (Coord r , Coord rNew , double stoppingPower ) {
Coord stepVector = Coord . sub (rNew , r ) ;
double stepLength = Coord .mag( stepVector ) ;
double energyToDiss ipate = stoppingPower ∗ stepLength ;
d i s s i pa t eUn i f o rm ly ( r , rNew , energyToDiss ipate ) ;
}
private Pa r t i c l e getNextJoe ( ) {
return queue . p o l l ( ) ;
}
private void ca l cTra j e c t o ry ( Pa r t i c l e j o e ) {
Coord rOld = joe . r ;
j o e . r = jo e . rNew ;
while ( true ) {
/∗ ge t s t ep l eng t h ∗/
int l aye r Index = sample . getLayerIndex ( j o e . r ) ;
double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r o nDen s i t y =
sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ;
double meanExcitationEnergy =
sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . meanExcitationEnergy ;
int numSpecies = sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . numSpecies ;
double [ ] a tomDens i t i es = new double [ numSpecies ] ;
double [ ] atomicNumbers = new double [ numSpecies ] ;
for ( int i = 0 ; i < numSpecies ; i++) {
atomDens i t i e s [ i ] =
sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . s p e c i e s [ i ] . atomDensity ;
atomicNumbers [ i ] =
sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . s p e c i e s [ i ] . atomicNumber ;
}
double stepLength = joe . getStepLength ( e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ;
/∗ got s t ep l eng t h ∗/
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Coord oldStepVector = Coord . sub ( j o e . r , rOld ) ;
j o e . rNew = Coord . propagate ( j o e . r , stepLength ,
oldStepVector , j o e . theta , j o e . phi ) ;
/∗
∗ Elec tron passes through in to next l a y e r wi thout s c a t t e r i n g
∗/
i f ( j o e . rNew . z > sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . outz ) {
double s c a l e r =
abs ( ( sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . outz − j o e . r . z ) /
( j o e . rNew . z − j o e . r . z ) ) ;
j o e . rNew = Coord . add ( j o e . r ,
Coord . s c a l e ( s c a l e r , Coord . sub ( j o e . rNew , j o e . r ) ) ) ;
d i s s i p a t e ( joe , e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
j o e . phi = 0 . 0 ;
j o e . theta = 0 . 0 ;
l aye r Index++;
}
/∗
∗ Elec tron passes through in to prev ious l a y e r wi thout s c a t t e r i n g
∗/
else i f ( j o e . rNew . z <= sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . i nz ) {
double s c a l e r =
abs ( ( sample . l a y e r [ l aye r Index ] . i nz − j o e . r . z ) /
( j o e . rNew . z − j o e . r . z ) ) ;
j o e . rNew = Coord . add ( j o e . r ,
Coord . s c a l e ( s c a l e r , Coord . sub ( j o e . rNew , j o e . r ) ) ) ;
d i s s i p a t e ( joe , e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
j o e . phi = 0 . 0 ;
j o e . theta = 0 . 0 ;
layer Index−−;
}
/∗
∗ Elec tron s c a t t e r s wi th in current l a y e r
∗/
else {
d i s s i p a t e ( joe , e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , meanExcitationEnergy ) ;
// we are inc l ud ing secondar ie s
i f ( ( P a r t i c l e .maxRank > 0) &&
// t h i s i s e l i g i b l e to spawn
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( j o e . rank != Pa r t i c l e .maxRank) &&
joe . wil lSpawn ( rand . nextDouble ( ) ,
e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ) {
/∗ t h i s event i s i n e l a s t i c ∗/
i f ( P a r t i c l e . cuto f fE / j o e . energy > 0 . 5 ) {
out . p r i n t l n ( ”Whoops ! cuto f fE i s ” + Pa r t i c l e . cuto f fE
+ ” and p a r t i c l e energy i s ” + joe . energy ) ;
}
j o e = joe . spawn ( ) ;
} else {
/∗ t h i s event i s e l a s t i c ∗/
i f ( j o e . energy > 0) {
j o e . s c a t t e r ( atomDensit ies , atomicNumbers ) ;
}
}
}
rOld = joe . r ;
j o e . r = jo e . rNew ;
i f ( ( l aye r Index < 0) | |
( l aye r Index >= sample . numLayers ) | |
( j o e . energy <= 0 . 0 ) ) {
i f ( j o e . partner == null ) {
i f ( ( l aye r Index < 0) && ( jo e . rank == 0) ) {
/∗ bseCount += 1; ∗/
}
break ;
} else {
/∗Secondary i s dead , re turn to partner ∗/
j o e = joe . partner ;
rOld = joe . r ;
j o e . r = jo e . rNew ;
}
}
// break ;
}
}
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/∗∗
∗ Break wind
∗ @param joe
∗ @param e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y
∗ @param meanExcitationEnergy
∗/
private void d i s s i p a t e ( Pa r t i c l e joe ,
double e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y , double meanExcitationEnergy ) {
double deltaE , r a d i a l r , c e l l r ;
int i , r index , x index , y index , z index ;
double [ ] I r z p t r , Eyz ptr , Ez ptr ;
Coord de l = Coord . sub ( j o e . rNew , j o e . r ) ;
double s = Coord .mag( de l ) ;
int count = ( int ) (max( abs ( de l . z ) /DZ,
sq r t ( de l . x∗ de l . x+de l . y∗ de l . y ) /DR) ) + 1 ;
de l = Coord . s c a l e ( 1 . 0 / (double ) count , de l ) ;
double ds = s / count ;
Coord cur rent = joe . r ;
i f ( j o e . rank != 0) {
// a secondary
Ez ptr = Ez sec ;
I r z p t r = I r z s e c ;
Eyz ptr = Eyz sec ;
} else {
Ez ptr = Ez ;
I r z p t r = I r z ;
Eyz ptr = Eyz ;
}
i f ( j o e . energy < E MIN) {
/∗ Dump a l l energy in current c e l l ∗/
r a d i a l r = sq r t ( cur r ent . x∗ cur rent . x + cur rent . y∗ cur rent . y ) ;
r i ndex = ( int ) ( r a d i a l r /DR) ;
x index = ( int ) ( abs ( cur rent . x ) /DY) ;
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y index = ( int ) ( abs ( cur rent . y ) /DY) ;
z index = ( int ) ( cur r ent . z/DZ) ;
c e l l r = ( (double ) r i ndex + 0 . 5 ) ∗DR;
Ez ptr [ z index ] += joe . energy ;
i f ( z [ z index ] > 0) { // we wish to t rack d i s s i p a t i o n at t h i s z
I r z p t r [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + r index ] +=
joe . energy /(TWOPI∗DR∗DZ∗ c e l l r ) ;
Eyz ptr [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + x index ] +=
joe . energy /(4 . 0∗DY∗DZ) ;
Eyz ptr [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + y index ] +=
joe . energy /(4 . 0∗DY∗DZ) ;
}
j o e . energy = 0 . 0 ;
return ;
}
/∗ Step through path ∗/
for ( i =0; i<count ; i++) {
deltaE = abs ( j o e . dE( e f f e c t i v eE l e c t r onDen s i t y ,
meanExcitationEnergy ) ∗ ds ) ;
r a d i a l r = sq r t ( cur r ent . x∗ cur rent . x + cur rent . y∗ cur rent . y ) ;
r i ndex = ( int ) ( r a d i a l r /DR) ;
x index = ( int ) ( abs ( cur rent . x ) /DY) ;
y index = ( int ) ( abs ( cur rent . y ) /DY) ;
z index = ( int ) ( cur r ent . z/DZ) ;
c e l l r = ( (double ) r i ndex + 0 . 5 ) ∗DR;
i f ( ( j o e . energy−deltaE ) < E MIN) {
deltaE = joe . energy ;
i = count ; // t h i s w i l l be the l a s t time through t h i s loop
}
/∗ Only s t o r e energy i f in reg ion o f i n t e r e s t ∗/
i f ( ( z index < MAX Z INDEX) && ( z index >= 0) ) {
Ez ptr [ z index ] += deltaE ;
i f ( ( z [ z index ] > 0) && ( r index < MAX R INDEX) ) {
I r z p t r [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + r index ] +=
deltaE /(TWOPI∗DR∗DZ∗ c e l l r ) ;
Eyz ptr [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + x index ] +=
deltaE /(4 . 0∗DY∗DZ) ;
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Eyz ptr [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + y index ] +=
deltaE /(4 . 0∗DY∗DZ) ;
}
}
else {
out . format ( ”Out o f mesh : r i ndex=%d , z index=%d%n” ,
r index , z index ) ;
}
j o e . energy −= deltaE ;
cur rent = Coord . add ( current , de l ) ;
/∗ Not enough energy to ge t back to reg ion o f i n t e r e s t ∗/
i f ( prune && ( deltaE/ds ∗( cur r ent . z − zMax) > j o e . energy /2 . 0 ) ) {
j o e . energy = 0 . 0 ;
i = count ;
}
}
}
/∗∗
∗ No fancy shmancy s topp ing power c a l c u l a t i o n s here .
∗ @param r
∗ @param rNew
∗ @param energyToDiss ipate
∗/
private void d i s s i pa t eUn i f o rm ly (Coord r , Coord rNew ,
double energyToDiss ipate ) {
// Di s s i pa t i on i s ou t s i d e o f reg ion o f i n t e r e s t
i f ( prune && ( r . z > zMax) && (rNew . z > zMax) ) {return ;}
double deltaE , r a d i a l r , c e l l r ;
int i , r index , x index , y index , z index ;
Coord de l = Coord . sub (rNew , r ) ;
int count = ( int ) (max( abs ( de l . z ) /DZ,
sq r t ( de l . x∗ de l . x+de l . y∗ de l . y ) /DR) ) + 1 ;
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de l = Coord . s c a l e ( 1 . 0 / (double ) count , de l ) ;
Coord cur rent = r ;
deltaE = energyToDiss ipate / count ;
/∗ Step through path ∗/
for ( i =0; i<count ; i++) {
r a d i a l r = sq r t ( cur r ent . x∗ cur rent . x + cur rent . y∗ cur rent . y ) ;
r i ndex = ( int ) ( r a d i a l r /DR) ;
x index = ( int ) ( abs ( cur rent . x ) /DY) ;
y index = ( int ) ( abs ( cur rent . y ) /DY) ;
z index = ( int ) ( cur r ent . z/DZ) ;
c e l l r = ( (double ) r i ndex + 0 . 5 ) ∗DR;
/∗ Only s t o r e energy i f in reg ion o f i n t e r e s t ∗/
i f ( ( z index < MAX Z INDEX) && ( z index >= 0) ) {
Ez [ z index ] += deltaE ;
i f ( ( z [ z index ] > 0) && ( r index < MAX R INDEX) ) {
I r z [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + r index ] +=
deltaE /(TWOPI∗DR∗DZ∗ c e l l r ) ;
Eyz [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + x index ] +=
deltaE /(4 . 0∗DY∗DZ) ;
Eyz [ ( z [ z index ] − 1) ∗MAX R INDEX + y index ] +=
deltaE /(4 . 0∗DY∗DZ) ;
}
}
else {
out . format ( ”Out o f mesh : r i ndex=%d , z index=%d%n” ,
r index , z index ) ;
}
cur rent = Coord . add ( current , de l ) ;
}
}
}
ResultsWriter.java
package sim ;
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import java . i o . F i l eWr i t e r ;
import java . i o . IOException ;
import java . i o . Pr intWriter ;
public class Resu l t sWri ter {
Simulat ion sim ;
S t r ing fP r e f i x ;
Pr intWriter out ;
S t r ing f i l ename ;
double i c ;
/∗∗
∗ Real a r t i s t s sh ip .
∗ @param sim the s imu la t ion tha t i s done
∗ @param fP r e f i x p r e f i x o f output f i l enames
∗/
public Resu l t sWri ter ( S imulat ion sim , St r ing fP r e f i x ) {
this . sim = sim ;
this . f P r e f i x = fP r e f i x ;
this . i c = (double ) sim . ionCount ;
}
public void wr i t eRe su l t s ( ) throws IOException {
St r ing PSF = ” . I r . z” ; // r ad i a l po in t spread func t i on
St r ing LSF = ” .Ey . z” ; // l i n e spread func t i on
St r ing DSF = ” . Ez” ; // depth ” spread” func t ion
for ( int k = 0 ; k < sim . numZs ; k++) {
/∗ wr i t e PSF ∗/
f i l ename = fP r e f i x + PSF + ( ( k+1)/10) + ( ( k+1)%10) ;
wr iteSpreadFunct ion (k , sim . I rz , sim .DR, 1 .0 e24 /1.60219 e−19) ;
// converted from eV/(Aˆ3) to eV/(cmˆ3 C)
/∗ wr i t e LSF ∗/
f i l ename = fP r e f i x + LSF + ( ( k+1)/10) + ( ( k+1)%10) ;
wr iteSpreadFunct ion (k , sim . Eyz , sim .DY, 1 .0 e16 /1.60219 e−19) ;
// converted from eV/(Aˆ2) to eV/(cmˆ2 C)
}
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i f ( sim . prune ) {return ;}
/∗ wr i t e DSF ∗/
f i l ename = fP r e f i x + DSF;
writeDepthFunction ( sim . Ez) ;
}
public void wr i t eRe su l t s s e c ( ) throws IOException {
St r ing PSF = ” . I r . s e c . z” ; // r ad i a l po in t spread func t i on
St r ing LSF = ” .Ey . s ec . z” ; // l i n e spread func t i on
St r ing DSF = ” . Ez . s ec ” ; // depth ” spread” func t ion
/∗ Add primary energy con t r i bu t i on to
∗ I r z s e c , Eyz sec , and Ex sec f o r output ∗/
for ( int k = 0 ; k < sim . numZs ; k++) {
for ( int i = 0 ; i < sim .MAX R INDEX; i++) {
sim . I r z s e c [ k∗ sim .MAX R INDEX + i ] += sim . I r z [ k∗ sim .MAX R INDEX + i ] ;
sim . Eyz sec [ k∗ sim .MAX R INDEX + i ] += sim . Eyz [ k∗ sim .MAX R INDEX + i ] ;
}
}
for ( int i = 0 ; i < sim .MAX Z INDEX; i++) {
sim . Ez sec [ i ] += sim . Ez [ i ] ;
}
for ( int k = 0 ; k < sim . numZs ; k++) {
/∗ wr i t e PSF ∗/
f i l ename = fP r e f i x + PSF + ( ( k+1)/10) + ( ( k+1)%10) ;
wr iteSpreadFunct ion (k , sim . I r z s e c , sim .DR, 1 .0 e24 /1.60219 e−19) ;
// converted from eV/(Aˆ3) to eV/(cmˆ3 C)
/∗ wr i t e LSF ∗/
f i l ename = fP r e f i x + LSF + ( ( k+1)/10) + ( ( k+1)%10) ;
wr iteSpreadFunct ion (k , sim . Eyz sec , sim .DY, 1 .0 e16 /1.60219 e−19) ;
// converted from eV/(Aˆ2) to eV/(cmˆ2 C)
}
i f ( sim . prune ) {return ;}
/∗ wr i t e DSF ∗/
f i l ename = fP r e f i x + DSF;
writeDepthFunction ( sim . Ez sec ) ;
}
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/∗∗
∗
∗ @param k index f o r current z va lue in array o f z va lue s
∗ @param SF spread func t i on be ing accessed
∗ @param D mesh s i z e be ing used
∗ @param convFactor un i t convers ion f a c t o r
∗ @throws IOException
∗/
private void writeSpreadFunct ion
( int k , double [ ] SF , double D, double convFactor ) throws IOException {
out = new PrintWriter (new Fi l eWr i t e r ( f i l ename ) , true ) ;
S imulat ion . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Writing f i l e : ”+f i l ename ) ;
int num zero = 0 ; // So tha t more than one zero i s not output
for ( int i = 0 ; i < sim .MAX R INDEX; i++) {
i f (SF [ k∗ sim .MAX R INDEX + i ] > 0 . 0 ) {
i f ( num zero > 1) {
out . format ( ”%f %e\n” , ( (double ) i −1+0.5)∗D, 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
}
num zero = 0 ;
out . format ( ”%f %e\n” ,
( (double ) i +0.5)∗D,
SF [ k∗ sim .MAX R INDEX + i ] / i c ∗ convFactor ) ;
} else {
i f ( num zero == 0) {
out . format ( ”%f %e\n” , ( (double ) i +0.5)∗D, 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
}
num zero++;
}
}
}
/∗∗
∗
∗ @param DSF depth spread func t i on be ing accessed
∗ @throws IOException
∗/
private void writeDepthFunction (double [ ] DSF) throws IOException {
out = new PrintWriter (new Fi l eWr i t e r ( f i l ename ) , true ) ;
S imulat ion . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Writing f i l e : ”+f i l ename ) ;
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int num zero = 0 ; // So tha t more than one zero i s not output
for ( int i = 0 ; i < sim .MAX Z INDEX; i++) {
i f ( sim . Ez [ i ] > 0 . 0 ) {
i f ( num zero > 1)
out . format ( ”%f %e\n” , ( (double ) i −1+0.5)∗ sim .DZ, 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
num zero = 0 ;
out . format ( ”%f %e\n” ,
( (double ) i +0.5)∗ sim .DZ, sim . Ez [ i ] / i c /1 .60219 e−19) ;
// converted from eV to eV/C
} else {
i f ( num zero ==0)
out . format ( ”%f %e\n” , ( (double ) i +0.5)∗ sim .DZ, 0 . 0 0 1 ) ;
num zero++;
}
}
}
}
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Appendix B
Code for Generation and Plotting
of Trajectories
The pyprox code listed in this appendix was responsible for generating and plot-
ting sets of trajectories for helium-ion and electron beams, including trajectories of
secondary electrons, as presented in Chapter 3. Much of the code parallels that of
the PSF simulator jprox-hebeam. However, the pyprox code is designed to hold in
memory a set of trajectories and plot them, whereas the jprox-hebeam is designed
to hold in memory a mesh grid for the spatial distribution of energy dissipation and
output the spread-function data.
B.1 The back-end code
’ ’ ’ PyProx : Given su b s t r a t e parameters , c a l c u l a t e s p a r t i c l e t r a j e c t o r i e s
to s tudy the prox imi ty e f f e c t and energy d i s s i p a t i o n on var ious s u b s t r a t e s .
t imeTria l ( ) i s the p r i n c i p a l func t ion to use to run a s imu la t ion .
Requires the numpy , sc ipy , and ma t p l o t l i b Python modules ( download and
i n s t a l l them in tha t order ) .
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Author : Donny Winston ,
with much he lp from code wr i t t en by Ray Ghanbari and Juan Ferrera
’ ’ ’
import re
from c o l l e c t i o n s import deque
from s c ipy import constants , optimize , i n t e r p o l a t e
from math import pi , cos , s in , sqrt , pow , log , acos , as in , atan , exp
import random
import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
import time
import numpy as np
import p i c k l e
import pdb
’ ’ ’
Table o f mean i on i z a t i on energ i e s f o r the e lements .
Source : NIST
h t t p :// phys i c s . n i s t . gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/ tab1 . html
’ ’ ’
I mean = [ 1 9 . 2 , 41 . 8 , 40 , 63 . 7 , 76 , 78 , 82 , 95 , 115 , 137 , 149 , 156 , 166 , 173 ,
173 , 180 , 174 , 188 , 190 , 191 , 216 , 233 , 245 , 257 , 272 , 286 , 297 , 311 ,
322 , 330 , 334 , 350 , 347 , 348 , 343 , 352 , 363 , 366 , 379 , 393 , 417 , 424 ,
428 , 441 , 449 , 470 , 470 , 469 , 488 , 488 , 487 , 485 , 491 , 482 , 488 , 491 ,
501 , 523 , 535 , 546 , 560 , 574 , 580 , 591 , 614 , 628 , 650 , 658 , 674 , 684 ,
694 , 705 , 718 , 727 , 736 , 746 , 757 , 790 , 790 , 800 , 810 , 823 , 823 , 830 ,
825 , 794 , 827 , 826 , 841 , 847 , 878 , 890 ] # in eV
eV2erg = constant s . eV/ cons tant s . erg
cou l2esu = 10 ∗ cons tant s . c
e2esu = constant s . e ∗ (10 ∗ cons tant s . c )
def norm(v ) : return s q r t (sum ( [ x∗x for x in v ] ) )
def getXnYnZn( pos i t i on , d i r e c t i on , s tep ) :
’ ’ ’ Given i n i t i a l p o s i t i on ( x , y , z ) , d i r e c t i on cos ines ( ca , cb , cc ) ,
and s t ep leng th , re turn the r e s u l t i n g po s i t i on .
’ ’ ’
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x , y , z = po s i t i o n
ca , cb , cc = d i r e c t i o n
return x + ( step ∗ ca ) , y + ( step ∗ cb ) , z + ( step ∗ cc )
def f i ndD i r e c t i onCo s i n e s ( in i t i a lDCs , phi , p s i ) :
cx , cy , cz = in i t i a lDCs
i f cz == 0 :
cz = 1E−6
a m = −(cx/ cz )
a n = 1/ sq r t (1 + a m∗a m)
v1 = a n ∗ s i n ( phi )
v2 = a m ∗ a n ∗ s i n ( phi )
v3 = cos ( p s i )
v4 = s i n ( p s i )
cosph i = cos ( phi )
ca = ( cx ∗ cosph i ) + ( v1 ∗ v3 ) + ( cy ∗ v2 ∗ v4 )
cb = ( cy ∗ cosph i ) + ( v4 ∗ ( ( cz ∗ v1 ) − ( cx ∗ v2 ) ) )
cc = ( cz ∗ cosph i ) + ( v2 ∗ v3 ) − ( cy ∗ v1 ∗ v4 )
return ca , cb , cc
class Pa r t i c l e :
’ ’ ’ A p a r t i c l e i s something t ha t knows where i t i s and where i t has been
( deque o f p o s i t i o n s ) , where i t i s going ( d i r e c t i on ) , and what i t i s
( energy , mass , and charge ) . Do not c rea t e a gener i c Pa r t i c l e d i r e c t l y ;
rather , c rea t e a p a r t i c l e o f a c l a s s t ha t i n h e r i t s from the Pa r t i c l e
c l a s s , such as an Elec tron . ’ ’ ’
’ ’ ’ s e l f . ps i s a deque ( from c o l l e c t i o n s ) o f 3− t u p l e s ( x , y , z ) ,
where z i s the i n i t i a l d i r e c t i on o f a p a r t i c l e ’ s
propagat ion ) numpy arrays . s e l f . d i r e c t i on i s a 3− t u p l e o f d i r e c t i on
cos ines . s e l f . e i s in un i t s o f eV . ’ ’ ’
def i n i t ( s e l f , po s i t i on , d i r e c t i on , energy ) :
s e l f . p = po s i t i o n
s e l f . ps = deque ( [ s e l f . p ] )
s e l f . d i r e c t i o n = d i r e c t i o n # a 3− t u p l e o f d i r e c t i on cos ines
s e l f . e = energy
s e l f . e s = deque ( [ s e l f . e ] )
def meanFreePath ( s e l f , sample ) : # in cm
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pass
def getStepLength ( s e l f , sample ) : # in Angstroms
return −1.0 ∗ ( s e l f . meanFreePath ( sample ) ∗ 1E8) ∗ l og ( random . random ( ) )
def moveTo( s e l f , newPosit ion ) :
s e l f . p = newPosit ion
s e l f . ps . append ( s e l f . p )
def Exited ( s e l f , sample ) :
return (not (0 <= sample . whichLayer ( s e l f . p ) < l en ( sample . l a y e r s ) ) )
def Enervated ( s e l f ) :
return ( s e l f . e < s e l f . e min )
class Elect ron ( Pa r t i c l e ) :
mass = cons tant s . e l e c t ron mas s # uni t s o f kg
charge = −cons tant s . e l ementary charge # uni t s o f C
# minimum energy a t r a v e r s i n g Elec tron shou ld have
e min = 50 .0 # eV
e c u t o f f = 20 .0 # must be at most h a l f o f s e l f . e min
def i n i t ( s e l f , po s i t i on , d i r e c t i on , energy ) :
P a r t i c l e . i n i t ( s e l f , po s i t i on , d i r e c t i on , energy )
s e l f . SEs = deque ( )
def s c r e en ingFac to r ( s e l f , Z) :
’ ’ ’The screen ing f a c t o r determining e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g .
a lpha ˆ2 = (2.33 Zˆ(1/3) / s q r t (E) ) ˆ2 (E in eV, a lpha u n i t l e s s ) ’ ’ ’
return 2 .33 ∗ 2 .33 ∗ pow(Z , 2 . 0 / 3 . 0 ) / s e l f . e
def c r o s s S e c t i o n e l a s t i c ( s e l f , Z) : # in cm2
’ ’ ’ Z(Z+1)PI eˆ4
s i gma e l a s t i c = −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− (E in ergs , e in ESU,
4Eˆ2 alpha ˆ2( a lpha ˆ2+1) sigma in cmˆ2)
’ ’ ’
aSqr = s e l f . s c r e en ingFac to r (Z)
Eerg = s e l f . e ∗ eV2erg
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return ( ( p i ∗ pow( e2esu , 4 ) / 4) ∗ Z ∗ (Z + 1 . 0 ) /
( Eerg ∗ Eerg ∗ aSqr ∗ ( aSqr + 1 . 0 ) ) )
def c r o s s S e c t i o n i n e l a s t i c ( s e l f ) : # in cm2
’ ’ ’ Based on Murata (JAP ’81) ; based on c l a s s i c a l cross−s e c t i on
PI eˆ4 1−2e c
s i gma ine l = −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− (E in ergs , e in ESU, sigma in cmˆ2)
Eˆ2 e c (1− e c )
’ ’ ’
e c = s e l f . e c u t o f f / s e l f . e
a s s e r t e c < 0 .5
Eerg = s e l f . e ∗ eV2erg
return ( p i ∗ pow( e2esu , 4 ) / ( Eerg ∗ Eerg ) ) ∗ ( (1 − 2 ∗ e c ) /
( e c ∗ (1 − e c ) ) )
def meanFreePath e last i c ( s e l f , sample ) : # in cm
return 1 .0 / sum ( [ atomDensity ∗ s e l f . c r o s s S e c t i o n e l a s t i c (Z)
for atomDensity , Z in
z ip ( sample . getAtomDensit ies ( s e l f . p ) ,
sample . getAtomicNumbers ( s e l f . p ) ) ] )
def meanFreePath ine la s t i c ( s e l f , sample ) : # in cm
return 1 .0 / ( sample . ge tE lec t ronDens i ty ( s e l f . p ) ∗
s e l f . c r o s s S e c t i o n i n e l a s t i c ( ) )
def meanFreePath ( s e l f , sample ) : # in cm
return (1 / ( (1 / s e l f . meanFreePath e last i c ( sample ) ) +
(1 / s e l f . meanFreePath ine la s t i c ( sample ) ) ) )
def getStoppingPower ( s e l f , sample ) : # in eV/Angstroms
’ ’ ’Main term from Joy and Luo ( Scanning−1989)
Correct ion from Murata (JAP ’81)
’ ’ ’
a s s e r t s e l f . e >= 50.0 # Returned expre s s ion i n v a l i d below 50 eV .
J = sample . getMeanExcitationEnergy ( s e l f . p )
eDensity = sample . ge tE lec t ronDens i ty ( s e l f . p ) / 1 e24 # to (Angstroms ) ∗∗3
e c = s e l f . e c u t o f f / s e l f . e
SP = (1302 .83 ∗ ( eDensity / s e l f . e ) ∗
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l og (1 . 166 ∗ ( s e l f . e + (0 . 85 ∗ J ) ) / J ) )
i f i n c l udeSeconda r i e s :
SP −= (651 .415 ∗ ( eDens ity / s e l f . e ) ∗
( 2 . 0 − 1 . 0 / ( 1 . 0 − e c ) − l og ( 4 . 0 ∗ e c ∗ ( 1 . 0 − e c ) ) ) )
return SP
def ge tSca t t e r i ngAng l e s ( s e l f , sample ) :
’ ’ ’ Chooses type o f s c a t t e r i n g ( e l a s t i c or i n e l a s t i c ) and re turns the
s c a t t e r i n g ang l e s . I f s c a t t e r i n g i s i n e l a s t i c , t h i s method a l s o adds
a new secondary to the beam and lowers the primary ’ s energy .
’ ’ ’
i f s e l f . i s S c a t t e r i n gE l a s t i c ( sample ) or (not i n c l udeSeconda r i e s ) :
Z pick = s e l f . getZ Scatter ingAtom ( sample )
aSqr = s e l f . s c r e en ingFac to r ( Z pick )
R = random . random ( )
phi = acos ( ( (R ∗ (1 + (2 ∗ aSqr ) ) ) − aSqr ) / (R + aSqr ) )
p s i = 2 ∗ pi ∗ random . random ( )
else :
e l f = s e l f . i n e l a s t i cEne rgyLo s sF ra c t i on ( )
tau = s e l f . e / 511000.0 # normalized to e l e c t r on ’ s r e s t energy (eV)
phi = as in ( sq r t ( 2 . 0 ∗ e l f / ( 2 . 0 + ( tau ∗ ( 1 . 0 − e l f ) ) ) ) )
p s i = 2 ∗ pi ∗ random . random ( )
’ ’ ’ Generate secondary ’ ’ ’
phiSE = as in ( sq r t ( ( 2 . 0 ∗ ( 1 . 0 − e l f ) ) / ( 2 . 0 + ( tau ∗ e l f ) ) ) )
psiSE = ps i − pi
d i r ec t i onSE = f indD i r e c t i onCo s i n e s ( s e l f . d i r e c t i on , phiSE , psiSE )
jane = SecondaryElectron ( s e l f . p , d i rect ionSE , e l f ∗ s e l f . e )
s e l f . e ∗= (1 − e l f )
’ ’ ’Queue secondary f o r i n c l u s i on in beam during
s e l f . d i s s i p a t e () . ’ ’ ’
s e l f . SEs . append ( jane )
a s s e r t 0 <= phi <= 2∗ pi ; a s s e r t 0 <= ps i <= 2∗ pi ; return phi , p s i
def i s S c a t t e r i n gE l a s t i c ( s e l f , sample ) :
return ( random . random ( ) < ( s e l f . meanFreePath ( sample ) /
s e l f . meanFreePath e last i c ( sample ) ) )
def getZ Scatter ingAtom ( s e l f , sample ) :
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sigmas = [ s e l f . c r o s s S e c t i o n e l a s t i c (Z) for Z in
sample . getAtomicNumbers ( s e l f . p ) ]
Pr Z = [A ∗ s i gma e l for A, s i gma e l in
z ip ( sample . getAtomDensit ies ( s e l f . p ) , s igmas ) ]
Pr Z = [ ( p / sum(Pr Z ) ) for p in Pr Z ] # normalize p r o b a b i l i t i e s
a s s e r t almostEqual (sum(Pr Z ) , 1 . 0 )
R = random . random ( )
for i , p in enumerate (np . cumsum(Pr Z ) ) :
i f (R < p) : return sample . getAtomicNumbers ( s e l f . p ) [ i ]
def i n e l a s t i cEne rgyLo s sFra c t i on ( s e l f ) :
’ ’ ’ Return the f r a c t i o n o f energy t r an s f e r r ed to a secondary .
From Joy ’83 or ’95 . ’ ’ ’
e c = s e l f . e c u t o f f / s e l f . e
a s s e r t e c <= 0.5
A = ( random . random ( ) − 1) ∗ (1 − (2 ∗ e c ) ) / ( e c ∗ (1 − e c ) )
ep = (−2 + A + sqr t (4 + A∗A) ) /(2 ∗ A)
a s s e r t 0 < ep <= 0 . 5 ; return ep
def d i s s i p a t e ( s e l f , sample , step , beam) :
r = np . array ( s e l f . p )
rnew = np . array (getXnYnZn( s e l f . p , s e l f . d i r e c t i on , s tep ) )
de l t a = rnew − r
a s s e r t almostEqual ( step , np . l i n a l g . norm( de l t a ) )
count = in t (max( abs ( de l t a [ 2 ] ) /DZ, np . l i n a l g . norm( de l t a [ : 2 ] ) /DR) ) + 1
de l t a /= count
ds = step / count
cur rent = r . copy ( )
# step through path
for i in range ( count ) :
deltaE = ds ∗ s e l f . getStoppingPower ( sample )
i f ( s e l f . e − deltaE ) < s e l f . e min :
s e l f . e = 0 .0
cur rent += de l t a
break
else :
s e l f . e −= deltaE
cur rent += de l t a
while s e l f . SEs :
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jane = s e l f . SEs . pop ( )
i f ( prunePaths and
( jane . getStoppingPower ( sample ) ∗
( jane . p [ 2 ] − sample . boundar ies [ 1 ] ) > jane . e /2 . 0 ) ) :
pass
else :
beam . p a r t i c l e s . append l e f t ( jane )
return np . l i n a l g . norm( cur rent − r )
## def d i s s i p a t e 0 ( s e l f , sample , s tep , beam) :
## d i s s i p a t e d = s t ep ∗ s e l f . getStoppingPower ( sample )
## i f ( s e l f . e − d i s s i p a t e d ) < 0 : # I th ink RHS shou ld be s e l f . e min , not 0
## step = s e l f . e / s e l f . getStoppingPower ( sample )
## s e l f . e = 0.0
## e l s e :
## s e l f . e −= d i s s i p a t e d
## whi l e s e l f . SEs : beam . p a r t i c l e s . append l e f t ( s e l f . SEs . pop () )
## return s t ep
## def estimateRange ( s e l f , sample ) : # in Angstroms
## ’ ’ ’ Returns the Archard (1961) e l e c t r on d i f f s i o n range . ’ ’ ’
## return 700 ∗ pow( s e l f . e , 1 .66) / sum( sample . g e tDen s i t i e s ( s e l f . p ) )
class SecondaryElectron ( Elec t ron ) :
def ge tSca t t e r i ngAng l e s ( s e l f , sample ) :
’ ’ ’ Secondaries now can only s c a t t e r e l a s t i c a l l y , i . e . they cannot
generate add i t i ona l secondar ie s . ’ ’ ’
Z pick = s e l f . getZ Scatter ingAtom ( sample )
aSqr = s e l f . s c r e en ingFac to r ( Z pick )
R = random . random ( )
phi = acos ( ( (R ∗ (1 + (2 ∗ aSqr ) ) ) − aSqr ) / (R + aSqr ) )
p s i = 2 ∗ pi ∗ random . random ( )
a s s e r t 0 <= phi <= 2∗ pi ; a s s e r t 0 <= ps i <= 2∗ pi ; return phi , p s i
def getStoppingPower ( s e l f , sample ) : # in eV/Angstroms
’ ’ ’Main term from Joy and Luo ( Scanning−1989)
Correct ion from Murata (JAP ’81)
’ ’ ’
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#as s e r t s e l f . e >= 50 # Returned expre s s ion i n v a l i d below 50 eV .
J = sample . getMeanExcitationEnergy ( s e l f . p )
eDensity = sample . ge tE lec t ronDens i ty ( s e l f . p ) / 1 e24 # to (Angstroms ) ∗∗3
return (1302 .83 ∗ ( eDensity / s e l f . e ) ∗
l og (1 . 166 ∗ ( s e l f . e + (0 . 85 ∗ J ) ) / J ) )
def c r o s s S e c t i o n i n e l a s t i c ( s e l f ) : # in cm2
’ ’ ’ Based on Murata (JAP ’81) ; based on c l a s s i c a l cross−s e c t i on
PI eˆ4 1−2e c
s i gma ine l = −−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− (E in ergs , e in ESU, sigma in cmˆ2)
Eˆ2 e c (1− e c )
’ ’ ’
e c = s e l f . e c u t o f f / s e l f . e
i f e c >= 0 . 5 : # return ” zero ” . I t h ink << 1e−20 i s OK
return 1e−42
else :
Eerg = s e l f . e ∗ eV2erg
return ( p i ∗ pow( e2esu , 4 ) / ( Eerg ∗ Eerg ) ) ∗ ( (1 − 2 ∗ e c ) /
( e c ∗ (1 − e c ) ) )
class HeIon ( Pa r t i c l e ) :
mass = 4 ∗ cons tant s . proton mass # uni t s o f kg
M = 4.0026 # mass in amu, i . e . atomic weight
Z = 2.0 # atomic number
charge = constant s . e l ementary charge # uni t s o f C
# minimum energy a t r a v e r s i n g HeIon shou ld have
e min = 250 .0 ∗ eV2erg
def generateSEs ( s e l f , pNew , stopping power , sample , beam) :
’ ’ ’ Generate SEs as Poisson process over s t e p l e n g t h .
Any generated SEs ge t an equa l share o f the d i s s i p a t e d energy .
The a r r i v a l ra t e i s (1 / eps ) ∗ ( e l e c t r o n i c s topp ing power ) ,
where the s c a l i n g constant eps ( in eV) i s e i t h e r g iven in Table 1 o f
(Ramachandra , Gr i f f in , and Joy [2009 ] ) , or i s es t imated from i t .
’ ’ ’
SEs = deque ( )
r a t e = (1 . 0 / eps ) ∗ stopping power
s t ep v e c t o r = pNew − s e l f . p
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s t ep l eng th = norm( s t ep v e c t o r )
s e l f . d i r e c t i o n = s t ep v e c t o r / s t ep l eng th
e n e r g y t o d i s s i p a t e = stopping power ∗ s t ep l eng th
d = −l og ( random . random ( ) ) / ra t e
while d <= st ep l eng th :
SE p = getXnYnZn( s e l f . p , s e l f . d i r e c t i on , d)
SE d i r e c t i on = f i ndD i r e c t i onCo s i n e s ( s e l f . d i r e c t i on , p i / 2 ,
2 ∗ pi ∗ random . random ( ) )
t o t a l d e n s i t y = sum( sample . g e tDen s i t i e s ( SE p ) )
# From Joy ’95 . The (∗ 1e3 ) conver t s from keV to eV .
joyAvgEnergy = pow( lambda d ∗ t o t a l d e n s i t y / 750 , 1/1 .66 ) ∗ 1e3
# sample from a Rayle igh d i s t r i b u t i o n
SE energy = ( ( joyAvgEnergy / sq r t ( p i /2) ) ∗
s q r t (−2 ∗ l og (1−random . random ( ) ) ) ) ;
i f ( e n e r g y t o d i s s i p a t e < SE energy ) :
return
jane = SecondaryElectron (SE p , SE di rec t i on , SE energy )
i f ( prunePaths and
( jane . getStoppingPower ( sample ) ∗
( jane . p [ 2 ] − sample . boundar ies [ 1 ] ) > jane . e /2 . 0 ) ) :
pass
else :
beam . p a r t i c l e s . append l e f t ( jane )
e n e r g y t o d i s s i p a t e −= SE energy
d += −l og ( random . random ( ) ) / ra t e
class Beam:
’ ’ ’ A beam i s a c o l l e c t i o n o f p a r t i c l e s . You can crea t e a beam by f i r s t
c r ea t in g a pa r t i c l e , then s p e c i f y i n g how many p a r t i c l e s o f t ha t type
are in the beam , and f i n a l l y s p e c i f y i n g , in Angstroms , the f u l l width
at h a l f maximum of the Gaussian beam . ’ ’ ’
#de f i n i t ( s e l f , p a r t i c l e , numParticles ,beamFWHM) :
def i n i t ( s e l f ,∗ args ) :
i f l en ( args )==2:
s e l f . p a r t i c l e s = deque ( )
s e l f . i n i tNumPart i c l e s = args [ 0 ]
s e l f . in itPEnergy = args [ 1 ]
s e l f . initBeamFWHM = 0
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s e l f . pType = HeIon ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) , 0 . 0 ) . c l a s s
return
pa r t i c l e , numPartic les , beamFWHM = args
s e l f . p a r t i c l e s = deque ( )
s e l f . pType = p a r t i c l e . c l a s s
s e l f . in itPEnergy = p a r t i c l e . e
s e l f . i n i tNumPart i c l e s = numPart ic les
s e l f . initBeamFWHM = beamFWHM
mean = [ p a r t i c l e . p [ 0 ] , p a r t i c l e . p [ 1 ] ]
fwhm2sigma = 1/(2∗ s q r t (2∗ l og (2 ) ) )
covar iance = np . eye (2 ) ∗ (beamFWHM ∗ fwhm2sigma ) ∗∗2
s e l f . xyDi s t r ib = np . random . mul t iva r i a t e norma l (mean , covar iance ,
numPart ic les )
for n in range ( numPart ic les ) :
p o s i t i o n = ( s e l f . xyDi s t r ib [ n ] [ 0 ] ,
s e l f . xyDi s t r ib [ n ] [ 1 ] ,
p a r t i c l e . p [ 2 ] )
d i r e c t i o n = (0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
s e l f . p a r t i c l e s . append ( p a r t i c l e . c l a s s ( po s i t i on ,
d i r e c t i on ,
p a r t i c l e . e ) )
class Layer :
def i n i t ( s e l f , mater ia l , t h i c kne s s ) :
s e l f . mate r i a l = mate r i a l # l i s t o f ( element , d ens i t y ) tup l e s , preceded
# by a s t r i n g conta in ing the mater ia l name
s e l f . t h i c kne s s = th i ckne s s # in Angstroms
class Sample :
’ ’ ’ A sample i s something t ha t knows the mater ia l occupying a g iven po in t
in space .
’ ’ ’
def i n i t ( s e l f , l a y e r s ) :
s e l f . l a y e r s = l a y e r s
s e l f . boundar ies = [ l ay e r . t h i c kne s s for l a y e r in s e l f . l a y e r s ]
s e l f . boundar ies . i n s e r t (0 , 0 . 0 ) # boundary with vaccuum
s e l f . boundar ies = np . cumsum( s e l f . boundar ies )
for l a y e r in s e l f . l a y e r s :
l a y e r . atomicWeights = [ element [ ’ atomicWeight ’ ] for
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element , dens i ty in l a y e r . mate r i a l [ 1 : ] ]
l a y e r . Zs = [ element [ ’ atomicNumber ’ ] for element , dens i ty in
l a y e r . mate r i a l [ 1 : ] ]
l a y e r . d e n s i t i e s = [ dens i ty for element , dens i ty in
l a y e r . mate r i a l [ 1 : ] ]
for l a y e r in s e l f . l a y e r s :
l a y e r . atomDens i t i es = [ cons tant s . Avogadro ∗ dens i ty / atomicWeight
for dens i ty , atomicWeight in
z ip ( l a y e r . d e n s i t i e s , l a y e r . atomicWeights ) ]
l a y e r . s t o i c hF ra c t i on s = [ atomD / sum( l ay e r . atomDens i t i es ) for
atomD in l a y e r . atomDens i t i es ]
l a y e r . eDen s i t i e s = [Z ∗ atomDensity for Z , atomDensity in
z ip ( l a y e r . Zs , l a y e r . atomDens i t i es ) ]
l a y e r . eDens ity = sum( l ay e r . eDen s i t i e s )
l a y e r . Z avg = (sum ( [ Z ∗ dens i ty for Z , dens i ty in
z ip ( l a y e r . Zs , l a y e r . d e n s i t i e s ) ] ) /
sum( l ay e r . d e n s i t i e s ) )
l a y e r . I = exp (sum ( [ eDensity ∗ l og ( I mean [ i n t (Z) −1]) for eDensity , Z in
z ip ( l a y e r . eDens i t i e s , l a y e r . Zs ) ] ) /
l a y e r . eDens ity )
def whichLayer ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) : # ( po s i t i on >= 0.0) => in sample
for i ,B in enumerate ( s e l f . boundar ies ) :
i f po s i t i o n [ 2 ] < B: return i−1
return l en ( s e l f . boundar ies ) − 1
def getAtomicWeights ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . atomicWeights
def getAtomicNumbers ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . Zs
def g e tDen s i t i e s ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . d e n s i t i e s
def getAtomDensit ies ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . atomDens i t i es
def ge tS to i chFrac t i on s ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . s t o i c hF r a c t i on s
def getE lec t ronDens i ty ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . eDensity
def getAverageZ ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . Z avg
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def getMeanExcitationEnergy ( s e l f , p o s i t i o n ) :
return s e l f . l a y e r s [ s e l f . whichLayer ( p o s i t i o n ) ] . I
# Spec i f y a l l o f the needed atomic elements ,
# then s p e c i f y each l ay e r (a c o l l e c t i o n o f elements , o f some t h i c kne s s ) ,
# and f i n a l l y s p e c i f y the order ing o f l a y e r s in your sample .
’ ’ ’ e lements ’ ’ ’
hydrogen = d i c t ( atomicNumber=1.000 ,
atomicWeight = 1 .008 ,
i on i za t i onEnergy = 19 . 2 )
s i l i c o n = d i c t ( atomicNumber = 14 .000 ,
atomicWeight = 28 .090 ,
i on i za t i onEnergy = 173 .0 )
oxygen = d i c t ( atomicNumber = 8 .000 ,
atomicWeight = 16 .000 ,
i on i za t i onEnergy = 95 . 0 )
’ ’ ’ ma te r ia l s : a mater ia l i s a l i s t o f t u p l e s o f the form ( element , d ens i t y ) ,
where dens i t y i s in g/cm∗∗3 , preceded by the mater ia l name and i t s
s topp ing power func t i ons with r e spec t to HeIons ’ ’ ’
HSQ = [ ’ hsq ’ ,
( hydrogen , 0 . 0 1 538 ) , ( s i l i c o n , 0 . 4 2 8 5 ) , ( oxygen , 0 . 3 6 6 1 ) ]
S i = [ ’ s i l i c o n ’ ,
( s i l i c o n , 2 . 3 3 ) ]
’ ’ ’ I n i t i a l s topp ing power , in eV/A, f o r combinations o f mater ia l ,
beam type , and land ing energy . ’ ’ ’
i n i t i a l SP = {( ’ hsq ’ , ’ HeIon ’ , 30 e3 ) : 6 .042}
’ ’ ’ Create sample g iven l i s t o f l ayer s , ordered from top to bottom . ’ ’ ’
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l e sample = Sample ( [ Layer (HSQ, 450 .0 ) , Layer ( Si , 200000 .0) ] )
’ ’ ’ Parameters f o r s imu la t ion ’ ’ ’
prunePaths = True
in c ludeSeconda r i e s = True
cuto f fEnergy = 20 .0 # eV
# sca l i n g constant f o r SE genera t ion ra t e o f HeIons , from Ramachandra 2009.
eps = 60 .0
# escape depth f o r SEs , from Ramachandra 2009. Varies with atomic number Z , but
# there are no t a bu l a t e d va lue s f o r Si , H, or O, nor f o r any compounds , so here
# I make a guess f o r both Si and HSQ:
# the minimum p lus the ha l f−range f o r Z > 3 .
lambda d = 9.75 # in Angstroms
# mesh gr i d dimensions , in Angstroms
DR = 18.0
DZ = 50 .0
o u t f i l e = ’HSQ45 . S i . 30kV ’
’ ’ ’ Construct beam ’ ’ ’
# energy in eV
ebeam = Beam( Elect ron ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 1 ) , ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) , 10000 .0 ) ,
1000 , 50 . 0 )
def proc e s s I on s ( trons , sample , beam) :
ionCount = 0
su r f a c e ma t e r i a l = sample . l a y e r s [ 0 ] . mate r i a l [ 0 ]
beam part ic le name = s t r (beam . pType ) . s p l i t ( ’ . ’ ) [ 1 ]
SP pNew = i n i t i a l SP [ ( s u r f a c e ma t e r i a l ,
beam part ic le name ,
beam . initPEnergy ) ]
SP p = SP pNew
with open ( ’ sim COLLISION−fancy . txt ’ , ’ r ’ ) as f :
for l i n e in f :
m = re . match ( r ” ( .+?) ( .+?) ( .+?) ( .+?) ( .+?) ( .+) ” , l i n e )
ionNum , energy , z , y , x , SP pNew = m. group (1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 )
i f ( i n t ( ionNum) > ionCount ) :
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i f ( ionCount != 0) :
t rons . append ( j o e )
j o e = HeIon ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ,0 )
ionCount += 1
i f ( ( ionCount % 100) == 0) :
print ’%d p a r t i c l e s t r ave r s ed ’ % ( ionCount )
pNew = np . array ( ( f l o a t ( x ) , f l o a t ( y ) , f l o a t ( z ) ) , np . f l o a t 6 4 )
SP pNew = f l o a t (SP pNew)
SP avg = (SP p + SP pNew) /2
j o e . generateSEs (pNew , SP avg , sample , beam)
j o e .moveTo(pNew)
SP p = SP pNew
def stepForward ( p a r t i c l e , sample , beam) :
s tep = p a r t i c l e . getStepLength ( sample )
xn , yn , zn = getXnYnZn( p a r t i c l e . p , p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on , s tep )
here = sample . whichLayer ( p a r t i c l e . p )
the re = sample . whichLayer ( ( xn , yn , zn ) )
mater ia lSwi tch = there − here
i f ( mater ia lSwitch < 0) : # to prev ious l a y e r
zn = sample . boundar ies [ here ] − 0 .01
e l i f ( mater ia lSwitch > 0) : # to subsequent l a y e r
zn = sample . boundar ies [ the re ] + 0 .01
else : # in current l a y e r
pass
s tep = ( ( zn − p a r t i c l e . p [ 2 ] ) /
p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i o n [ 2 ] ) # zn = z + ( s t ep ∗ cc )
s tep = p a r t i c l e . d i s s i p a t e ( sample , step , beam)
p a r t i c l e .moveTo(getXnYnZn( p a r t i c l e . p , p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on , s tep ) )
i f ( mater ia lSwitch and
(not p a r t i c l e . Exited ( sample ) ) and
(not p a r t i c l e . Enervated ( ) ) ) :
stepForward ( p a r t i c l e , sample , beam)
def t r a v e r s e ( p a r t i c l e , beam , sample ) :
while (not p a r t i c l e . Exited ( sample ) ) and (not p a r t i c l e . Enervated ( ) ) :
stepForward ( p a r t i c l e , sample , beam)
i f ( p a r t i c l e . Exited ( sample ) or p a r t i c l e . Enervated ( ) ) :
break
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else :
phi , p s i = p a r t i c l e . g e tSca t t e r i ngAng l e s ( sample )
p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i o n = f i ndD i r e c t i onCo s i n e s ( p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on ,
phi , p s i )
##def d i f f u s eTrave r s e ( p a r t i c l e , sample ) :
## rangeEstimate = p a r t i c l e . estimateRange ( sample )
## stepFrac t ion = 40 / (7 ∗ sample . getAverageZ ( p a r t i c l e . p ) )
## step = s tepFrac t ion ∗ rangeEstimate
## pa r t i c l e .moveTo(getXnYnZn( p a r t i c l e . p , p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on , s t ep ) )
## i f ( p a r t i c l e . p [ 2 ] > 0) :
## pa r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on = f indDirec t ionCos ines ( p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on ,
## 2 ∗ p i ∗ random . random() ,
## 2 ∗ p i ∗ random . random() )
## step = (1 − s t epFrac t ion ) ∗ rangeEstimate
## pa r t i c l e .moveTo(getXnYnZn( p a r t i c l e . p , p a r t i c l e . d i r e c t i on , s t ep ) )
## i f ( p a r t i c l e . p [ 2 ] <= 0) :
## pass # change l a t e r to increment ba c k s ca t t e r counter
def newPlot ( ) :
p l t . ion ( )
p l t . f i g u r e ( )
p l t . hold (True )
def p l o tTra j e c t o ry ( p a r t i c l e , sample ) :
pFrom = pa r t i c l e . ps . p op l e f t ( )
for pTo in p a r t i c l e . ps :
p l t . p l o t ( [ pFrom [ 1 ] , pTo [ 1 ] ] , [ −pFrom[2] ,−pTo [ 2 ] ] , ’b− ’ )
pFrom = pTo
#time . s l e e p (0 . 1 )
p l t . p l o t ( [ pTo [ 1 ] ] , [ −pTo [ 2 ] ] , ’ ro ’ )
def quickPlot ( p a r t i c l e s , c o l o r ) :
’ ’ ’ P lo t s t r a j e c t o r i e s in YZ space . ’ ’ ’
t o p l o t = [ ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s = [ p a r t i c l e . ps for p a r t i c l e in p a r t i c l e s ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s = [ z ip (∗ t r a j e c t o r y ) for t r a j e c t o r y in t r a j e c t o r i e s ]
for xs , ys , z s in t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s :
t o p l o t . append (np . array ( ys ) /10 . 0 ) # to nm
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t o p l o t . append(−np . array ( zs ) /10 . 0 )
t o p l o t . append ( c o l o r )
quickPlotBatch ( to p l o t , 100 ∗ 3 , ’ p r imar i e ’ )
def quickPlotSEs ( p a r t i c l e s , c o l o r ) :
’ ’ ’ P lo t s t r a j e c t o r i e s on the current axes . Creates a new p l o t i f needed . ’ ’ ’
t o p l o t = [ ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s = [ p a r t i c l e . ps for p a r t i c l e in p a r t i c l e s ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s = [ z ip (∗ t r a j e c t o r y ) for t r a j e c t o r y in t r a j e c t o r i e s ]
for xs , ys , z s in t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s :
t o p l o t . append (np . array ( ys ) /10 . 0 ) # to nm
t o p l o t . append(−np . array ( zs ) /10 . 0 )
t o p l o t . append ( c o l o r )
quickPlotBatch ( to p l o t , 500 ∗ 3 , ’SE ’ )
def quickPlotBatch ( to p l o t , ba t ch s i z e , pType ) :
’ ’ ’ ∗ b a t c h s i z e ∗ must be a mu l t i p l e o f t h ree . ’ ’ ’
head = 0
for n in range (0 , l en ( t o p l o t ) , b a t ch s i z e ) :
t a i l = n + ba t ch s i z e
p l t . p l o t (∗ t o p l o t [ head : t a i l ] )
head = t a i l
print i n t (100 . 0 ∗ min( t a i l , l en ( t o p l o t ) ) / l en ( t o p l o t ) ) ,
print ’ percent done p l o t t i n g ’ , pType + ’ s ’
def p r e t t i f yP l o t (beam , sample ) :
’ ’ ’ Given a p l o t o f t r a j e c t o r i e s in ∗ sample∗ o f p a r t i c l e s from ∗beam∗ ,
annotate t h i s p l o t with u s e f u l in format ion . ’ ’ ’
print ’ P r e t t i f y i n g p l o t . . . ’
[ xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax ] = p l t . ax i s ( )
p l t . p l o t ( [ xmin , xmax ] , [ 0 , 0 ] , ’ k− ’ )
p l t . t ex t (xmin , 0 , ’ vacuum ’ ,
ho r i zon ta l a l i gnment=’ l e f t ’ , v e r t i c a l a l i g nmen t=’ b a s e l i n e ’ )
for i , b in enumerate ( sample . boundar ies ) :
b /= 10 .0 # to nm
i f ( i == 0 or i == ( l en ( sample . boundar ies ) − 1) ) : continue
p l t . p l o t ( [ xmin , xmax] , [−b,−b ] , ’ k− ’ )
p l t . t ex t (xmin,−b , sample . l a y e r s [ i −1] . mate r i a l [ 0 ] ,
ho r i zonta l a l i gnment=’ l e f t ’ , v e r t i c a l a l i g nmen t=’ b a s e l i n e ’ )
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p l t . t ex t (xmin,− sample . boundar ies [−2] , sample . l a y e r s [ −1 ] . mate r i a l [ 0 ] ,
ho r i zon ta l a l i gnment=’ l e f t ’ , v e r t i c a l a l i g nmen t=’ top ’ )
p l t . x l ab e l ( ’+y axis , in nm ’ )
p l t . y l ab e l ( ’−z ax is , in nm ’ )
energy = beam . initPEnergy
i f energy < 1 : energy /= eV2erg
p l t . t i t l e ( s t r (beam . in i tNumPart i c l e s ) +’ ’+ s t r (beam . pType ) . s p l i t ( ’ . ’ ) [ 1 ] +
’ s normally d i s t r i b u t e d with FWHM = ’ +
s t r (beam . initBeamFWHM/10 .0 ) +
’ nm\nand p a r t i c l e energy ’ + s t r ( round ( energy /1000 ,1) ) + ’ keV ’ )
p l t . ax i s ( ’ equal ’ )
p l t . ax i s ( [ xmin , xmax , ymin , abs ( ymin ) / 7 . 0 ] )
p l t . ax i s ( ’ equal ’ )
def bo rde r i z eP l o t ( sample ) :
p l t . p l o t ( p l t . ax i s ( ) [ : 2 ] , [ 0 , 0 ] , ’ k− ’ )
for i , b in enumerate ( t t sample . boundar ies ) :
i f ( i == 0 or i == ( l en ( t t sample . boundar ies ) − 1) ) : continue
p l t . p l o t ( p l t . ax i s ( ) [ : 2 ] , [ − b,−b ] , ’ k− ’ )
def visua l izeBeam ( ) :
newPlot ( )
x , y=beam . xyDi s t r ib .T
p l t . p l o t (x , y , ’ x ’ )
def t imeTr ia l ( ) :
’ ’ ’ This i s the main func t ion fo r running a s imu la t ion .
Example usage :
>>> primaries , secondar ie s = t imeTria l ( )
’ ’ ’
sample = Sample ( [ Layer (HSQ, 300 . 0 ) , Layer ( Si , 10000 .0 ) ] )
## sample = Sample ( [ Layer (HSQ, 300.0) ] )
## sample = Sample ( [ Layer ( Si , 1 ∗ 10000.0) ] )
beam = Beam( Elect ron ( ( 0 . 0 , 200 .0 , 0 . 01 ) , ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) , 100000 .0) ,
100 , 1 . 0 )
## beam = Beam(HeIon ( (0 . 0 , 300.0 , 0 .01) , (0 .0 , 0 .0 , 1 .0) , 30 ∗ 1e3 ∗ eV2erg ) ,
## 100 , 1 .0)
t rons = deque ( )
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’ ’ ’ Idea fo r HeIons :
Process a l l ions , one at a time , from ’sim COLLISION−fancy . t x t ’ :
f o r each ion , generate SEs , add the SEs to beam . p a r t i c l e s , and then
add the f u l l HeIon t r a j e c t o r y to trons as a HeIon . Then you can
cont inue the program with the below whi l e loop , proces s ing a l l SE
t r a j e c t o r i e s , and eve ry th ing shou ld work out f i n e .
’ ’ ’
#beam = Beam(250 ,30000.0) # 200 pa r t i c l e s , each o f i n i t i a l energy 30 keV
#process Ions ( trons , sample , beam)
t0 = time . time ( )
counter = 0
while beam . p a r t i c l e s :
j o e = beam . p a r t i c l e s . pop ( )
t r a v e r s e ( joe , beam , sample )
t rons . append ( j o e )
counter += 1
i f ( (not i s i n s t a n c e ( joe , SecondaryElectron ) ) and ( counter % 100) == 0) :
print ’%d p a r t i c l e s t raversed , %d remaining ’ % \
( counter , l en (beam . p a r t i c l e s ) )
e l i f ( ( counter % 1000) == 0) :
print ’%d p a r t i c l e s t raversed , %d remaining ’ % \
( counter , l en (beam . p a r t i c l e s ) )
print ( time . time ( ) − t0 ) , ’ seconds to c a l c u l a t e ’
t0 = time . time ( )
s e c onda r i e s = [ tron for tron in t rons i f
i s i n s t a n c e ( tron , SecondaryElectron ) ]
p r imar i e s = s e t ( t rons ) . d i f f e r e n c e ( s e c onda r i e s )
newPlot ( )
qu ickPlot ( pr imar ie s , ’ darkblue ’ )
quickPlotSEs ( s econdar i e s , ’ darkcyan ’ )
p r e t t i f yP l o t (beam , sample )
print ( time . time ( ) − t0 ) , ’ seconds to p l o t ’
return pr imar ie s , s e c onda r i e s
#pp , ss=t imeTria l ( )
#de f c l o s e b y ( x ) : re turn x < 300
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#c l o s e s s = [ s f o r s in ss i f sum( f i l t e r ( c l o s e by , [ s q r t (p [ 0 ] ∗ p [0]+p [ 1 ] ∗ p [ 1 ] ) f o r p
in s . ps ] ) ) > 0 and sum( f i l t e r ( c l o s e by , [ p [ 2 ] f o r p in s . ps ] ) ) > 0 ]
#quickPlotSEs ( c l o s e s s , ’ darkcyan ’)
def almostEqual (x , y ) : return round (x−y , 7 ) == 0
B.2 The front-end (interface) code
from pyprox import ∗
def t imeTr ia l ( ) :
’ ’ ’ This i s the main func t ion fo r running a s imu la t ion .
Example usage :
>>> primaries , secondar ie s = t imeTria l ( )
’ ’ ’
sample = Sample ( [ Layer (HSQ, 120 . 0 ) , Layer ( Si , 360 . 0 ) ] )
## sample = Sample ( [ Layer (HSQ, 300.0) ] )
## sample = Sample ( [ Layer ( Si , 1 ∗ 10000.0) ] )
beam = Beam( Elect ron ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 1 ) , ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) , 30000 .0 ) ,
1000 , 0 . 01 )
## beam = Beam(HeIon ( (0 . 0 , 300.0 , 0 .01) , (0 .0 , 0 .0 , 1 .0) , 30 ∗ 1e3 ∗ eV2erg ) ,
## 100 , 1 .0)
t rons = deque ( )
’ ’ ’ Idea fo r HeIons :
Process a l l ions , one at a time , from ’sim COLLISION−fancy . t x t ’ :
f o r each ion , generate SEs , add the SEs to beam . p a r t i c l e s , and then
add the f u l l HeIon t r a j e c t o r y to trons as a HeIon . Then you can
cont inue the program with the below whi l e loop , proces s ing a l l SE
t r a j e c t o r i e s , and eve ry th ing shou ld work out f i n e .
’ ’ ’
## beam = Beam(200 ,30000.0) # (∗ , ) p a r t i c l e s , each o f i n i t i a l energy ( ,∗ ) eV
## process Ions ( trons , sample , beam)
t0 = time . time ( )
counter = 0
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while beam . p a r t i c l e s :
j o e = beam . p a r t i c l e s . pop ( )
t r a v e r s e ( joe , beam , sample )
t rons . append ( j o e )
counter += 1
i f ( (not i s i n s t a n c e ( joe , SecondaryElectron ) ) and ( counter % 100) == 0) :
print ’%d p a r t i c l e s t raversed , %d remaining ’ % \
( counter , l en (beam . p a r t i c l e s ) )
e l i f ( ( counter % 1000) == 0) :
print ’%d p a r t i c l e s t raversed , %d remaining ’ % \
( counter , l en (beam . p a r t i c l e s ) )
print ( time . time ( ) − t0 ) , ’ seconds to c a l c u l a t e ’
t0 = time . time ( )
s e c onda r i e s = [ tron for tron in t rons i f
i s i n s t a n c e ( tron , SecondaryElectron ) ]
p r imar i e s = s e t ( t rons ) . d i f f e r e n c e ( s e c onda r i e s )
newPlot ( )
qu ickPlot ( pr imar ie s , ’ darkcyan ’ )
quickPlotSEs ( s econdar i e s , ’ darkblue ’ )
p r e t t i f yP l o tP l a i n ( sample )
print ( time . time ( ) − t0 ) , ’ seconds to p l o t ’
return pr imar ie s , s e c onda r i e s
’ ’ ’ wi th y o f f s e t in nm ’ ’ ’
def qu i ckP lo tO f f s e t ( p a r t i c l e s , co lo r , o f f s e t ) :
’ ’ ’ P lo t s t r a j e c t o r i e s in YZ space . ’ ’ ’
t o p l o t = [ ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s = [ p a r t i c l e . ps for p a r t i c l e in p a r t i c l e s ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s = [ z ip (∗ t r a j e c t o r y ) for t r a j e c t o r y in t r a j e c t o r i e s ]
for xs , ys , z s in t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s :
t o p l o t . append (np . array ( ys ) /10 .0 + o f f s e t ) # to nm
t o p l o t . append(−np . array ( zs ) /10 . 0 )
t o p l o t . append ( c o l o r )
quickPlotBatch ( to p l o t , 100 ∗ 3 , ’ p r imar i e ’ )
def qu ickPlotSEsOf f se t ( p a r t i c l e s , co lo r , o f f s e t ) :
’ ’ ’ P lo t s t r a j e c t o r i e s on the current axes . Creates a new p l o t i f needed . ’ ’ ’
t o p l o t = [ ]
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t r a j e c t o r i e s = [ p a r t i c l e . ps for p a r t i c l e in p a r t i c l e s ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s = [ z ip (∗ t r a j e c t o r y ) for t r a j e c t o r y in t r a j e c t o r i e s ]
for xs , ys , z s in t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s :
t o p l o t . append (np . array ( ys ) /10 .0 + o f f s e t ) # to nm
t o p l o t . append(−np . array ( zs ) /10 . 0 )
t o p l o t . append ( c o l o r )
quickPlotBatch ( to p l o t , 500 ∗ 3 , ’SE ’ )
def quickPlotNumWithOffset ( p a r t i c l e s , co lo r ,num, o f f s e t ) :
’ ’ ’ P lo t s t r a j e c t o r i e s in YZ space . ’ ’ ’
t o p l o t = [ ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s = [ p a r t i c l e . ps for p a r t i c l e in p a r t i c l e s ]
t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s = [ z ip (∗ t r a j e c t o r y ) for t r a j e c t o r y in t r a j e c t o r i e s ]
count=0
for xs , ys , z s in t r a j e c t o r i e s x s y s z s :
count = count + 1
t o p l o t . append (np . array ( ys ) /10 .0 + o f f s e t ) # to nm
t o p l o t . append(−np . array ( zs ) /10 . 0 )
t o p l o t . append ( c o l o r )
i f count >= num: break
quickPlotBatch ( to p l o t , 100 ∗ 3 , ’ p r imar i e ’ )
def p r e t t i f yP l o tP l a i n ( sample ) :
’ ’ ’ Given a p l o t o f t r a j e c t o r i e s in ∗ sample∗ o f p a r t i c l e s from ∗beam∗ ,
annotate t h i s p l o t with u s e f u l in format ion . ’ ’ ’
print ’ P r e t t i f y i n g p l o t . . . ’
[ xmin , xmax , ymin , ymax ] = p l t . ax i s ( )
p l t . p l o t ( [ xmin , xmax ] , [ 0 , 0 ] , ’ k− ’ )
## p l t . t e x t ( xmin ,0 , ’ vacuum ’ ,
## hor i zon ta l a l i gnmen t=’ l e f t ’ , v e r t i c a l a l i g nmen t=’ b a s e l i n e ’)
for i , b in enumerate ( sample . boundar ies ) :
b /= 10 .0 # to nm
i f ( i == 0 or i == ( l en ( sample . boundar ies ) − 1) ) : continue
p l t . p l o t ( [ xmin , xmax] , [−b,−b ] , ’ k− ’ )
## p l t . t e x t ( xmin,−b , sample . l a y e r s [ i −1]. mater ia l [ 0 ] ,
## hor i zon ta l a l i gnmen t=’ l e f t ’ , v e r t i c a l a l i g nmen t=’ b a s e l i n e ’)
## p l t . t e x t ( xmin,−sample . boundaries [−2] , sample . l a y e r s [−1] . mater ia l [ 0 ] ,
## hor i zon ta l a l i gnmen t=’ l e f t ’ , v e r t i c a l a l i g nmen t=’ top ’)
p l t . x l ab e l ( ’+y axis , in nm ’ )
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p l t . y l ab e l ( ’−z ax is , in nm ’ )
p l t . ax i s ( ’ equal ’ )
p l t . ax i s ( [ xmin , xmax , ymin , abs ( ymin ) / 7 . 0 ] )
p l t . ax i s ( ’ equal ’ )
#ppE30 , ssE30=t imeTria l ( )
##def c l o s e b y ( x ) : re turn x < 300
##c l o s e s s = [ s f o r s in ssHe30 i f
## sum( f i l t e r ( c l o s e by , [ s q r t (p [ 0 ] ∗ p [0]+p [ 1 ] ∗ p [ 1 ] ) f o r p in s . ps ] ) ) > 0
## and sum( f i l t e r ( c l o s e by , [ p [ 2 ] f o r p in s . ps ] ) ) > 0 ]
##quickPlotSEs ( c l o s e s s , ’ darkb lue ’)
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Appendix C
Gallium Ion Beam Lithography
As discussed in Section 6.4, statistical Coulomb effects may impact the aerial distri-
bution of a focused charged-particle beam at the focal plane. This is known to be the
case for a Ga+ LMIS [111]. One approach to quantifying this aerial distribution may
be to perform a sequence of point exposures of thin resist at different dwell times. A
plot of inverse dwell time versus resultant feature radius is proportional to the point
spread function, assuming a high contrast resist development process. If there is not
much scattering of incident particles along/back to the surface, then this point spread
function may be equivalent to the aerial distribution of the incident beam.
This appendix presents the details of an experiment to obtain a plot of inverse
dwell time versus resultant feature radius. This result is used in Section 6.1 to compare
the Ga+ PSF with that of other beam species.
C.1 Materials and methods
The exposure system used was a Cobra-column FIB on a Zeiss Auriga system. Ac-
celeration voltage was 30 kV, and beam current was 0.6 pA (first set of exposures)
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or 0.7 pA (second set of exposures). We used an attached Fibics NPVE for pattern
generation.
Samples were 1 cm × 1 cm chips of 16 nm HSQ resist spun on bulk Si. Pattern
development was done by submersion in an aqueous solution of 1 wt % NaOH and
4 wt % NaCl for 4 min at room temperature (unmeasured), rinsing with running
deionized water, and blow drying with gaseous nitrogen. Each sample was scratched
with a diamond scribe to provide a focusing artifact.
After focusing the gallium ion beam near the tip of a scratch, the stage was
moved 300 µm away from the tip prior to exposure. The write field for each set
of exposures contained two orthogonal marker structures dosed at 15 µs dwell/pixel
with 3 nm × 3 nm pixels.
After pattern development, samples were cleaned in the Zeiss Auriga chamber
with a room-air plasma cleaning at 12 W and 300 mTorr (40 Pa) for 4.5 min.
Imaging was done with the SEM (Gemini column) of the Zeiss Auriga at 5 kV
acceleration voltage and with 4.7 mm (for Sample 1) or 3.6 mm (for Sample 2) working
distance.
Sample 1 The first set of exposures consisted of 36 5× 5 dot arrays, with 100 nm
dot spacing within a dot array. I thought that 100 nm separation would be sufficient
spacing because a SRIM simulation of 30 keV Ga+ in Si indicated a 2σ radial range
of approximately 20 nm. Each of the 36 arrays was separated 2 µm from its nearest
neighbor arrays. The 36-dose sequence was a geometric progression from 1 µs dwell
per dot to 1 s dwell per dot. Thus, there was a 48.4% increase in dose from one array
to the next. The specimen current prior to this exposure sequence was 0.60±0.05 pA.
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Figure C.1: Scanning electron micrographs overviewing the exposure sets of (left)
Sample 1 and (right) Sample 2.
Sample 2 The second set of exposures was a repetition of the last 12 dwell-time
values for the exposures of Sample 1, but this time with larger separation — 500 nm
rather than 100 nm — between intra-array dot exposures; this increase was deemed
necessary after imaging the results of Sample 1, which will be presented in the next
section. Also, each mono-dose array for Sample 2 was 3 × 3 rather than 5 × 5 in
order to allow capture of a single image of each mono-dose array at a good magnifi-
cation (≈ 2 nm/pixel for a 1024-pixel-wide image). The specimen current measured
immediately after this exposure sequence was 0.74± 0.05 pA.
C.2 Results
FigureC.1 presents overview micrographs of the set of exposures of each sample. From
the overview of Sample 1, it is evident that significant point spreading has occurred
for the longer point dwell times. This effect necessitated the loading of a second
sample to re-gather point-spread data for the longer dwell times.
Figure C.2 plots the reciprocal of the product of beam current and point dwell
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time, i.e. “dose” in fC, versus the measured half-width of the developed point expo-
sures. Because the developed point exposures were radially asymmetric but roughly
elliptical, the median half-width of the minor axes of elliptical fits to each developed
point exposure (i.e., each “dot”) in each array was used as a measure of the radial
extent of exposure for the dose corresponding to that array. Assuming beam astig-
matism as the cause of the observed ellipticity, use of the minor axis of an elliptical
fit is reasonable.
Elliptical fits were performed using the ImageJ software [77] via the following
procedure. First, the auto-thresholding function converted the grayscale scanning-
electron micrograph (SEM) to a binary image. Next, a morphological opening and
closing were applied in succession, to remove small “particles” in the background that
were not one of the point-exposure areas. For some images, ImageJ’s built-in hole-
filling algorithm to fill apparent holes within the point exposures — evident in Figure
C.1 and due presumably to gallium milling forming a Faraday cup at long dwell
times — and/or a watershed segmentation algorithm to separate point exposures
whose edges touch, were applied. Finally, ImageJ’s Analyze Particles function was
applied to compute elliptical fits to each of the point exposures.
As illustrated by Figure C.3, one interesting phenomenon pertaining to the gallium
exposures was that a tiny dot appeared to the lower-left of the main developed area
corresponding to each point exposure for certain doses. This effect has been observed
before1, and is believed to correspond to a stray beamlet resulting from a small
magnetic field splitting some small population of gallium ions (< 1%) away from the
primary beam.
1John Notte, private communication.
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Figure C.2: Inverse dose versus radial distance, as determined by the median half-
width of the minor axes of elliptical fits to each dot in each array, using ImageJ.
Figure C.3: Scanning electron micrographs of successive dose arrays on Sample 2.
Notable are the tiny dots to the lower-left of each and every large exposed area in
each image. All images are at the same scale. The dose of each array is given in fC.
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Appendix D
Determination of Line Width
Roughness for NIBL
Here is the procedure that was used to find the linewidth roughness
∆wrms =
√∑N
i=1 (wi − w)2
N
(D.1)
for the results of neon ion beam lithography presented in Section 6.3, where w is the
average linewidth and wi is the linewidth at a given position:
1. Crop and rotate the SEM image so that the field consists of horizontal lines
that span the field.
2. Run a median filter with a diameter less than or equal to the spot size of the
SEM. For example, for an image with pixel width of 0.89 nm and 4 nm SEM
spot size, it is fine to do a 2-pixel-radius median filter on the cropped image
using Process→ Filters→Median in ImageJ. This was the radius chosen.
3. Do automatic adaptive (“local”) thresholding using the midgrey value in a
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neighborhood of radius equal to the spatial period of the lines. The midgrey
value is the (max + min)/2 of the local greyscale distribution. I used the Im-
ageJ plugin Auto Local Threshold 1 with the MidGrey method and 11-pixel
radius (once installed, Image→ Adjust→ AutoLocalThreshold).
4. Do morphological opening to remove isolated white pixels that are not connected
to lines. In ImageJ, with “black background” enabled and iterations = counts
= 1 in Process→ Binary → Options, use Process→ Binary → Open.
5. Fill holes (i.e. artifacts) that are within lines. In ImageJ, use Process →
Binary → FillHoles.
6. Erase any partial lines on the top and bottom. There must be a background
(black) path from the top and bottom edges to the line edges closest to those
edges.
7. Estimate the line pitch (in pixels). Crop the image again so that the top and
bottom of the image are no farther than the distance of one line pitch from the
edges of the nearest lines.
8. Import the image into MATLAB as a matrix. Call the function presented below
with (1) the image matrix and (2) the line pitch as arguments to the function.
linewidth roughness.m
function [ widths , w avg , lwr ] = l inew id th roughne s s ( I , l i n e p i t c h )
% Ca lcu l a t e s the l i n ew i d t h roughness ( lwr ) e x h i b i t e d in the image I . Lines
% shou ld be whi te and the background shou ld be b l a c k . The d i s t ance between
% l i n e s i s l i n e p i t c h , which enab l e s t h i s func t i on to inc lude l i n e
1v1.2, http://fiji.sc/Auto Local Threshold
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% d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s in the c a l c u l a t i o n o f lwr . The top and bottom of I must
% be background ( b l a c k ) , and must be cropped to be no f u r t h e r than
% l i n e p i t c h from the edges o f the neares t l i n e s . This func t i on a l s o
% re turns the c o l l e c t i o n o f measured l i n ew i d t h s ( widths ) and the average
% width ( w avg ) .
%
% Donny Winston ( dwinston@mit . edu ) , Aug 25 2011
% ensure t ha t I i s a l o g i c a l image (0−> b lack , 1−>white )
I = I > 0 ;
f i e l d w i d t h = s ize ( I , 2) ;
f i e l d h e i g h t = s ize ( I , 1) ;
% l ine sweepe r s ho ld s the po s i t i on along the v e r t i c a l a x i s t ha t e i t h e r
% beg ins the next l ine , or i s the bottom of the image .
l i n e swe ep e r s = ones (1 , f i e l d w i d t h ) ;
% sto r e widths here to c a l c u l a t e the average width
widths = zeros ( f i e l d h e i g h t ∗ f i e l d w id th , 1) ; % generous pre−a l l o c a t i o n
widths idx = 1 ; % add the next width to widths ( w i d t h s i d x )
done count = 0 ; % each l i n e sweeper r epor t s when i t i s done
% Advance to f i r s t l i n e edge .
for n = 1 : length ( l i n e swe ep e r s ) ,
advanc e t o n ex t l i n e ;
end
% Sweep image , c o l l e c t i n g l i n ew i d t h s .
while ( done count ˜= f i e l d w i d t h ) ,
done count = 0 ;
for n = 1 : length ( l i n e swe ep e r s ) ,
c ap tu r e nex t l i n ew id th ;
advanc e t o n ex t l i n e ;
end
end
widths = widths ( 1 : ( widths idx −1) ) ; % what we a c t u a l l y want .
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w avg = mean( widths ) ;
lwr = sqrt (mean( ( widths − w avg ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ;
% Capture next l i n ew i d t h
function [ ] = cap tu r e nex t l i n ew id th
% s t a r t s at top edge o f l i n e or at bottom of I .
here = l i n e swe ep e r s (n) ;
while ( ( here ˜= f i e l d h e i g h t ) && ( I ( here , n ) == 1) ) ,
here = here + 1 ;
end
i f ( here > l i n e swe ep e r s (n) ) ,
widths ( widths idx ) = here − l i n e swe ep e r s (n) ;
w idths idx = widths idx + 1 ;
l i n e swe ep e r s (n) = here ;
end
end
% Advance to next l i n e .
% I f the re i s no next l ine , add to done count .
function [ ] = advanc e t o n ex t l i n e
% s t a r t s at top o f I , a f t e r bottom edge o f l i ne , or at bottom of I .
here = l i n e swe ep e r s (n) ;
while ( ( here ˜= f i e l d h e i g h t ) && ( I ( here , n ) == 0) ) ,
here = here + 1 ;
end
% Account f o r d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s in l i n e s .
l i n e s be tween = f loor ( ( here − l i n e swe ep e r s (n) ) / l i n e p i t c h ) ;
for phantoms = 1 : l ine s be tween , % missing l i n e => l i n ew i d t h = 0
widths ( widths idx ) = 0 ;
widths idx = widths idx + 1 ;
end
% Add to done count i f t he re i s no next l i n e .
i f ( here == f i e l d h e i g h t ) , done count = done count + 1 ; end
l i n e swe ep e r s (n) = here ;
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end
end
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